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Joshua Nye.

who -lied at the Massaehul-atliio Hospital, Boston, July
<-»■ of si, was tlie oldest member
«»f Temperance, and in his long
!•)> positions of trust and of an
ii.uaeter.
Mr. Nye was born

■

u a

tarm in

Bueksport, Maine,

>nded school, and later was
the Maine Wesleyan Semiune a prominent trader, with
'.'•Id and Waterville. In 1852
member of the Maine Legisla7 years was treasurer of the
Kennebec Railroad, as well as
"dt for the Maine Central.
For
was state Insurance Commis: mm 1888 until its
repeal lie was
Able delegated to enforce the
i"
For 12 years he was presMaine State Temperance Social been a member of theSousof
-luce 1840. He held high rank
Templars and 1. O. O. F. of
tlie time of his death Mr. Nye
m in the custom house, which
Boston to accept in 1885. lie
wer and leaves one son, Col.
U. S. A., of Gen. Grant’s
ago.—Boston Ilerald.
«>m

Gardner Declines,
l-'v-pt Nomination for Governor.

Me., July 7. lion. Obediaii
Koekland, master of the Maine

who has been mentioned in
ith the Democratic nomination
"i1, was in the city today to at
img of the executive committee
-pc
He was asked if he would
nomination for governor, and
u..-ally:
i should not.
If I should coni have to resign my position as
Hie .State grange. I consider it a
■nor to he at the head of the
Maine than to be a candidate for
the State.
Further than this,
nk it wise for the grange to mix
I believe the grange should
■•> free from all political matters
dice in it should be a stepping
nitical preference.
The precei lie had.
My decision is final.”
1

1

Head

Railway

In

bland Star says that

Litigation.
an

attaeh-

",ooii was placed upon the prop'■ilH Koekland, South Thoinaston

llea.l street Railway, Saturday
A. J. Tulman, at the
M Sorretto of Boston, the con■' ho
has the construction of the
"barge, and work on the building
now
almost completed, has
peuffedtemporarily. Themen enibr work have returned to Boston
"int of M. Sorretto’s claim against
ivy is $16,000, which he says is for
‘paced for labor and cousiructiou
I lie suit is returnable in Septem-ides are represented by counsel.
•
there may be a speedy settle: the
disagreement. The line is
ashed and with good weather
"inpleted to Owls Head in two
■i

bj Sheriff

1

browning

Accident in Camden.

in

which a party of four were
Monday evening capsized off
point, Camden, and Mamie BarH MM, of
Camden, and Robert Ifoung,
of Waldoboro,
were
drowned,
'""panions were Ernest Pickett of
<■'

jf

if.

and Fannie Willis of Rockland.

line physique and a good swimmer
uikett saved his own and Miss Wilby swimming with the girl to a
is-shore. His cries were heard by
but owing to the heavy fog
lagers,
ii,,
i
118

"'''e unable to
.ii,,
to ( amden
...
set out in
f., ';'"

■

locate him and word
Three
boat and reached the
before Pickett’s strength had be‘■’‘bausted. The bodies of the two
■uaates have not been recovered.
^ s
Barker was a niece of Wm. M.
H'-r of
Belfast and attended the fnneral
-'laughter Ethel last Friday.

by telephone.

a

Killed at Hall’s Quarry.
8. Melvin Haslju‘11 "Rbok,ot Me., Julyresident
of Ells-

i"',years

a8<b a

almost instantly killed at
'marry to-day. He had fired a charge
™ a
larBe piece of rock struck him on
,i,
ta<b He leaves a
family.
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BELFAST,

The funeral of the late George W. Morse
held at his home in Belmont Thursday
afternoon, July 7th, and was very largely
attended. The services were conducted by
Kev. H. S. Fiskeof Belfast. The bearers
were his comrades of Thomas H. Marshall
Post, G. A. R., Fitz W. Patterson, I. A.
Conant, A. E. Clark and S. F. Stevens, and
he was followed to the grave by large delegations of the Grand Army, Relief Corps
and Grange.
Mr. Morse died July 5th,
after an illness of but 4 days of brain
trouble.
He was born in Lincolnville
Jan. 14,1839, while his parents, whose home
was iu Belmont, were
temporarily in that
town. lie was a son of Bernard and Mary
A. (Conant) Morse.
He married Hester
McLaiu of Searsmont, who survives him,
with four sons, Albert C. of Camden,
George H., Willard S., and Samuel E. of
Belmont. He leaves four brothers, Lewis
of Searsmont, Leander and Samuel of Belfast and Lucius C. of Liberty. He enlisted
in Co. B. of the 20th Maine infantry and
after serving his time in that served to the
close of the war iu the 8th Maine. He was
in the battles of Spring Hill, Strawberry
Plain, Fair Oaks and at the siege of Port
Hudson.
lie was an honest, industrious
man and a good citizen, one respected by
all who knew' him.
He was active in
Grand Army and Grange work and in the
Temple Heights Spiritual Corporation. The
floral offerings were as follows: pillow of
flowers from the family; wreath of pond
lilies from Samuel Morse; basket of roses
from the grandchildren; roses and white
pinks from the Relief Corps; 65 white
pinks from Mystic Grange; roses from
Mrs. W. A. Mackenzie and Mrs. William
B. Conant; pinks and roses from Mrs.
Lewis Bryaut and Miss Mary Saunders;
roses from Mrs. W. S. Foss; roses from
Mrs. Miles l’ease; bouquet of flowers from
Mrs. Fred Trask; roses from Mrs. Alfred
Crockett; flowers from Mrs. Hiram P. Farrow; roses from Mrs. Fred Marriner; flag
from the G. A. R.
was

The funeral of Miss Ethel May Thayer
held at the home of her parents Friday
afternoon, July 8th, Rev. Ashley A. Smith
officiating. The floral offerings were many
and beautiful, and included a w'reath of
pinks and roses from Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
Thayer, A. L. Thayer and Mrs. Henry Barker; bouquet of lilies, E. A. Farrar and C. B.
Farrar of Bath; bouquet of 22 pinks, Mr.
Jas. Thayer and Mrs. Geo. Jeuks of Providence, R. 1.; bouquet of pinks, Mr. S. W.
Davis; bouquet of pansies, Mrs. Frank
Blodgett; bouquet of pinks, Misses Helen,
Edith and Florence Dunton; bouquet of 22
pinks, Miss Annie May Blodgett; bouquet
of 22 pinks, Miss Ida Ames and Miss Alma
Colby; bouquet of pinks, Mr. Fred E. Cox;
bouquet of pinks, Mrs. L. L. Gentner;
bouquet of pinks and roses, Mrs. W. A.
Hall; bouquet of roses, Mrs. J. \V. Jones
and Mrs. F. G. Mixer; basket of roses, Mrs.
Alvin Blodgett, basket of flow'ers, Mr. and
Mrs. I. II. Harmon; basket of flowers, Miss
Holmes; bouquet of flowers, ladies of the
Rebekah Lodge; bouquet of roses, Mrs. C.
0. Poor; bouquet of roses and lilies, Mrs.
Margaret Frost; bouquet of pinks, Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Adams; bouquets of roses
from Mrs. Sherburne Sleeper, Mrs. C. E.
Johnson, Mrs. Elmer French, Miss Duffie
and Miss Alice Duflie, and Mrs. Alexander;
bouquet of pinks, Mrs. Roscoe Arey, Miss
Mabel Stover and Mrs. Edwin Curtis; basket of roses, Mrs. G. W. Swift. The bearers were Clarence Hail, Frank \V. Twotnbly, Norman A. Reed and Roy Brown. The
interment was in Grove Cemetery.
was

Albert M. Carter died at his home on
Church street July Pth, after an illness
from which he had been gradually failing
for about three years. lie was born in
Montville, May 1, 1835, a son of Green and
Judith Carter. When 19 years old he went
to California, and was in the gold mines 3
He then, returned to Maine and
years.
went into the grocery business in Belfast.
After several years in that line he began
buying and shipping hay, potatoes and produce, and handling corn, feed and flour at
wholesale. He continued in these lines until the end, and w'as in business in Belfast
He was a careful buymore than fli years.
He marer and did a prosperous business.
ried Miss Susan M. Colburn of Belfast, who
also
one
left
survives him. He
sister, Mr s.
Mary A. Cram of Liberty. The funeral
was held at his late residence Monday afternoon, Rev. Harry Lutz officiating. The
floral offerings were many and beautiful.
The bearers were Wm. C. Marshall, I). P.
Palmer, C. VV. Wescott and H. E. McDonald. The interment was in Grove Ceme-

tery.
Mrs. Ann Robinson died at her home on
Bridge street July 9th at the advanced age
of 94 years and 5 mouths. She lived alone
in her own house, but her son Benjamin,
who lives nextdoor looked out for her comfort. Last week she fell and broke an arm,
and the accident doubtless hastened her
death. She was born in Belfast, Ireland,
her maiden name being seonce. She married David Robinson of that city in 1830,
they came to Belfast,. yiaine* two years
later, and made their ilmne here the remainder of their lives. jje died in 1846.
They had seven children, of whom four remain, Capt. David Robinson, of Port Gamble, Wash., George Robinson of Bucksport,
Benjamin Robinson and Jane Aldus of
Belfast. She also leaves 8 grandchildren,
and 9 great-grandchildren. Mrs. Robinson
was a life-long member of the Congregational church and was the oldest member
of the North church of this city, of
which she was a regular attendant. The
funeral was held at her late home Tuesday afternoon, Rev. William Vaughan
officiating and was largely attended. The
bearers were George W. Wise, Howard
Jipson, Frank U. Smith and John Ward.
The interment was in Grove Cemetery.
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TO ISLESBORO.

Dinner at the Seaside House and
Dark Harbor.

a

THE ITINERANTS’ INSTITUTE
Hide to

The excursion to Islesboro last
Sunday
steamer Golden Rod was a success from
start to finish. About 40 made the
trip and
the weather conditions were perfect. When
the boat left Lewis’ wharf a little after
10.30 a. m., the sky was overcast and the
wind about southeast. From the looks of
the water in the harbor the old salts in the
party looked for quite a chop between the
monument and Turtle Head, and those
liable to seasickness were heard enquiring
for lemons; but, fortunately, the water
throughout the trip was as smooth as the
traditional mill pond. In entering Ryder’s
Cove the handsome Drexel cottage was
seen on the high land at the left. At the
wharf was the steam Castine, taking a day
off at the home of her owners. A short
walk from the wharf brought us to the Seaside House, Knowlton & Rose, proprietors.
M. R. Knowlton and Don Robbins were on
the veranda to meet their Belfast friends
and Sir. Rose was on duty in the office.
After registering we were told that diuner
would be ready in half an hour, and no one
ventured very far from the hotel and when
the summons came all reported promptly in
the dining room. It was a good dinner and
well served. The menu included fish chowder, salmon, mackerel, mashed potatoes,
on

green peas, string beans, cucumbers, pie
and
Landlord
strawberry shortcake.
Knowlton, who looked personally after the
serving of his guests, received many compliments and every one said they should
come again the first opportunity.
After dinner six of the party, who happened to be together on the veranda, engaged a buck board for a drive to Dark Harbor, with John P. Bragg as pilot, and when
they got aboard it was found the seats
were occupied as follows:
In the front
seat two Charles, in the middle seat two
Williams, in the rear seat two Charles.
Something was said about four of a kind
beating one pair; and perhaps some of the
readers of The Journal will know what
It was a delightful drive,
that means.
despite a few brief showers. The roads
are good and the driver and team were
ditto. What Mr. Bragg did not know about
the property we passed, and its owners,
was supplied by a Belfast business man.
Our course took us across the island to the
head of Seal Harbor and over the neck of
land that separates Crow and Bounty
Coves.
At the head of Crow Cove lay the
hull of the old schooner “Bill” Slater and
of another craft that had outlived its usefulness and was rotting on the beach. We
passed the big Pendleton store, the business
centre of the island, with the nice residences
of the Pendleton’s near by, and finally
reached the sacred precincts of Dark Harbor. Mr. Bragg drove us up a hill from whose
summit we had a splendid view of Gilkeys
Harbor and the eastern bay and then we
were shown all the handsome Dark Harbor cottages, the Catholic and Episcopal
churches, etc., and arrived at the wharf
just as the Golden Hod was coining in to
take the party aboard.
Another detachment had previously arrived from Ryder’s
Cove in another buckboard.
The tide was too low for the boat to go
through the lower end of Gilkey’s Harbor
and soon she was headed south until below
LasseU's Island, when she passed into the
western bay.
Just before that a schooner
was seen under full sail which John Sanborn said was the Henrietta Francis. The
steamer entered Gilkey’s Harbor through
the western way between the Ensign and
Minott islands and her passengers had a
good view of Miss Rose Cleveland’s cottage
on the lower end of Seven Hundred Acre
Island, a little later passing directly in
front of the cottage built this season for
Charles Dana Gibson, the well known
artist. The schooner yacht Speranza was
met coming out of the harbor under full
sail and was a pretty sight. The Folwell
log cabin on Warren’s island was pointed
out, and at the upper end of the harbor the
Gospel Ship Wanderer lay at anchor. This
is a schooner yacht of nearly one hundred
tons, bought last season by Mr.' Sanford of
the Holy Ghost and Us society for mission
purposes.
Capt. Bennett had never been into Gilkey’s Harbor and Capt. Henry D. Gilman
took the wheel for that part of the trip.
The Golden Rod landed her passengers on
Lewis’ wharf at 6.25 p. m., and now some
of them are hoping to make an excursion
in her later to Isle au Haut.
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of Waldo

County

MAINE, THURSDAY, JULY 14, 1904.

Veterans.

ane vvaiuo uounty veteran Association
met in the Grange hall, Morrill, July 7th.
It was one of the days when nature is at its
best and there was quite a large gathering
considering the time of the year and the
lateness of the season. President H. T.
Scribner called the forenoon meeting to order and appointed the committee on time
and place of next meeting, who reported
that by invitation the meeting would be
held in Bradman’s hall. East Belfast, Aug.
4th. The association then adjourned for
dinner and never had its members sat
down to a finer repast than the good people
of Morrill furnished. After the inner man
had been satisfied Comrade S. passed the
cigars and the boys had a smoke. The
president called the afternoon meeting to
order, and the following program (which
was one of the best we ever listened to)
was carried out:
singing by choir, America; invocation, Rev. Robert Morriss; address of welcome, D. 0. Bowen; response, A.

Stinson; singing, choir. Glory Hallelujah;
address, Rev. Robert Morriss; musical trio;
cornet solo, Justin Merriam; address, Miss

Mrs. Annette Shute died July 2nd at the
home of her son,J. T. Shute, iu Brewer, N. D. Thompson; rec., Mae Thomas; male
aged 80 years, 6 months and 29 days. Her
remains were brought to the home of her quartet, Red, White and Blue; banjo solo,
son Granville iu
Prospect, where services Bertha Hatch; rec., J. G. Harding; solo,
were held July 6th.
Mrs. Shute was loved Miss Bertha Hatch; rec., Miss Ethel Staand respected by all who knew her and a
ples ; song, A. Stinson; remarks, Mrs. D. O.
number
from
her
former home and
large
Prospect attended the funeral. She left to Bowen. A rising vote of thanks was extended to the good people of Morrill for the
mourn their loss three sons, B. P. Shute of
Boston, Granville of Prospect and John of entertainment. Adjourned.
Brewer, and one brother, Gooding Grant of
A. Stinson, Secretary.
There were many beautiful
Prospect.
flowers. The funeral was under the management of E. E. Hussey of Brewer, assistThe Portland Delegation.
ed by%erd Harriman, of Prospect. Rev.
C. H. Boynton of Brewer spoke words of
of Portland Monday
The
Republicans
comfort to the sorrowing family.
Her
as candidates as
husband, Thomas P. Shute, passed away nominated the following
to
the
Legislature: E. C.
Feb. 10, 1889, aged 64 years.
They are representatives
Morrill
N.
Theodore A.
Swett,
Drew,
buried in the family lot at Riverside, SandyP. Baxter, Frederick
point. Mrs. Shute was a faithful wife and Josselyn, Percival
B.
Reed
and
J. Putnam
mother, a good neighbor and leaves a host Hale, Joseph
of friends, who sympathize with the family Stevens.
in their bereavement. The floral offerings
at the funeral were many and beautiful and
Republican State Committee Meeting.
included a pillow from her three sons: a
crescent from the grandchildren; pinks,
Hon. F. Marion Simpson of Bangor,
Miss Inez E. Burrill; pinks, Mr and Mrs. chairman of the Republican State commitJ. G. James; cat flowers, Mr. and Mrs. F. tee, has issued a call for a meeting of the
H. Nickerson; cnt flowers, Mrs. Henry T. committee, to be held at the Haliowell
Sanborn; pinks, Mrs. William C. Seavey; House, Haliowell, Friday evening, July
cut flowers from neighbors and friends. 15th, to make preliminary arrangements
The bearers were her three sons.
for the coiping campaign.

Church at Northport Campground, Aug. 8th to 13th,
The Itinerants’ Institute of the East
Maine Conference of the Methodist Episcopal church is to be held at Northport Campground, August 8th to 13th inclusive. The
institute is composed of the ministers who
are pursuing the four years’ conference
course of study prescribed by the board of
bishops, upon which each mininster who
wishes to become a member of an annual

■Of the M. E.

conference must pass a satisfactory examination regardless of how many colleges or
universities he may have graduated from
Following is the board of examiners appointed by the bishops: J. W. Hatch, president; H. B. Haskell, registrar; John Tinling, treasurer; executive committee, J. W.
Hatch, II. B. Haskell, John Tinling, W. J.
Yates, T. W. Fessenden; other members,
H. W. Norton, N. B. Cook, C. A. Plurner,
A. J. Lockhart, A. E. Morris, E. H. Boynton, It. E. Edgett, M. F. Bridghain, A. II.
Hanscom, Robert Sutcliffe, G. H. Hamilton, W. VV. Ogier, G. M. Bailey, S. A.
Bender, C. W. Lowell.
The object of the mid-year meeting of the
institute is to bring more helpful results
from the course of study. It is planned to
hold jointly with this a summer assembly
for the general public and for patrons of
Northport in particular. Rev. Dr. Yates of
Bangor has arranged a rich program. Muoh
interest
lias already been manifested
throughout eastern Maine and all things

PARKER AND DAVIS.
The Ticket

Convention at St. Louis.

St. Loris, July 9. The National Democratic convention was in session from eight
last night until nearly six this morning.
The report of the committee on resolutions
first received and adopted by a viva
vote and the nominations were immediately proceeded with. Alabama yielded
to New lork and Judge Alton B. Parker’s
name was first presented to the convention.
was

voce

Hearst, Gray, Cockrell, Wall, Williams,
Olney and Miles were named in speeches
which occupied nearly the entire night. The
hrst ballot resulted: Parker 658, Hearst 198.
Cockrell 42, Oldey 38, Wall 27, Gray 8, Williams 8, Miles 3, scattering 12; but before
the vote was completed Idaho and West
Virginia changed their votes, giving Parker
667. Bryan reiterated what he had said during the convention, that he would support
any candidate named on the platform he
had assisted in making. The nomination
of Judge Parker was made unanimous and
the convention then adjourned until 2 p. m.

The sensation of;the night, and of the entire convention, was the following telegram
sent by candidate Parker to W. F. Sheehan
of the New York delegation in which he
declared he was for the gold standard:
“I regard the gold standard as firmly and
irrevocably established and shall act accordingly if the action of the convention today
shall be ratified by the people.
“As the platform is silent on the subject,
my views should be made known to the
convention, and if it is proved to be unsatisfactory to the majority, I request you to
decline the nomination for me at once, so
that another may be nominated before ad-

Reduced rates will be granted on the rail1 he convention completed its business at
road and steamboat lines.
1.31 A. m., July 10th, and adjourned.
MONDAY.
Senator Henry G. Davis of West Vir2 p. m. “General Conference 1904,” Rev. ginia was nominated for Vice President.
When the next national election is decided
F. L. Hayward.
8 p. m. “The Old and New Navy,” illus- Henry G. Davis will be preparing to celebrate his eighty-first birthday.
trated, Chaplain D. II. Tribou, U. S. N.
Maine gave Parker 7 votes, Olney 4 and
TUESDAY.
Hearst 1. In the vote for Vice President
10 a. m.
“Christ’s Greatest Thought,” all of New England except Rhode Island
President D. N. Beach, I). D.
voted for Davis.
11 a. m.
“Social Questions and Ethics,”
Rev. N. B. Cook.
DEMOCRATIC PLATFORM IN BRIEF.
2 p. m.
“Net Result,” President D. N.
No mention is made of monetary standard.
Bead, 1). 1).
8 p. m.
“Tour of Palestiue,” illustrated,
Calls for the rescue of the government
Rev. E. F. Studley, A. M.
from headstrong, arbitrary and spasmodic
methods.
WEDNESDAY.
Declares the rights of labor no less than
10 a. m. “Modern Methods of Defending
those of capital.
the Faith,” Dean Marcus D. Buell, I'. D.
Asserts that constitutional guarantees
11 a. m. “Bible Lands as they now aphave been violated by the executive.
pear,” Rev. E. F. Studley, A. M.
Approves the improvement of national
2 p. m.
“The Coming Emergency,” Dean
waterways.
M. 1J. Buell, 1). D.
Denounces ship subsides.
8 p. m. “Art Galleries of Rome,” illusDemands economy in administration and
trated, Prof. T. 11. Huddilston, Ph. D.
the punishment of corruption wherever
THURSDAY.
found.
10 a. m.
“Art in Development of CiviliOpposes imperialism, declaring that we
should do for the Filipinos what we have
D.
Ph.
Prof.
T.
U.
Huddilston,
zation,”
11 a. m. “The Preacher in Charge,” Rev. done for the Cubans.
Favors tariff reduction by the friends of
T. F. Jones.
2 p. m.
“Germany under Bismarck and the people and not by the friends of the proWilliam II,” President Geo. E. Fellows, tected interests.
Denounces trusts and unlawful combinaPh. D.
8 p. m.
“Constitutional Movement in tions in restraint of trade.
Condemns polygamy.
Europe,” illustrated, President Geo. E.
Approves tiie Newlands irrigation act as
Fellows, Ph. D.
a Democratic measure for the benefit of the
FRIDAY.
Examinations.
“How and What to Study,” Rev.
Walter J. Tates, Ph. D.
2 p. m. “Our Work in the South,” Rev.
M. C. B. Mason, 1). 1).
8 p. m.
“Africa,” Rev. M. C. B. Mason,
D. D.
Devotional services will be held each
morning for the deepening and broadening
of personal experience in habits of devotion.
NEWS

OF

THE GRANGES.

Instead of taking a vacation through haying Harvest Moom Grange, Thorndike, will
hold meetings every Saturday evening until
further notice.

country.

Declares the Democratic government will
build the Isthmian canal promptly and

economically.

Demands full protection for American
citizens everywhere.
Upholds the Monroe doctrine.
Favors the election of United States Sentors by the people.
Demands the reduction of the army.
Favors statehood for Oklahoma and the
Indian Territory, Arizona and New Mexico.
Upholds the civil services and scores the
Republican party for assaults upon it.
Favors reciprocity with Canada.
Denounces the increase of pensions by
executive order and the advancement of
military favorites.
Deprecates any attempt to revive race

prejudices.

Granite Grange, North Searsport, held a
regular meeting July 5th with a full house.
Three candidates were instructed in the 3d
and 4th degrees, one member reinstated
and one admitted by card. A line program
The next meeting of the
was rendered.
Grange was put over two weeks, at which
time ice cream will be served.

Miss Lona Reynolds is visiting in Camion.

PERSONAL.

Nominated by the Democratic

journment.”
After an all-night wrangle and long conpoint to a remarkable gathering at North- ference, the convention
sent the following
port.
telegram in reply to J udge Parker:
“The platform adopted by this convenThe campmeeting begins the week followtion is silent on the question of the moneing and many w ill plan to stay for the two
tary standard, because it is not regarded by
weeks.
us as a possible issue in the
campaign and
The price of a course ticket for the assem- only campaign is&ues were mentioned intlie
bly will be one dollar. The headquarters platform.
“Therefore, there is nothing in the views
of the president of the institute will be in
expressed by you in the telegram just rethe Belfast cottage. A gate fee of ten cents ceived which should preclude a man enterwill be asked during assembly week, the taining them from accepting a nomination
on said platform.”
same as for campmeeting week.

8-10 a. m.
11 a. m.

NUMBER 28.

Condemns the Republican administration
for various acts of usurpation.
Appeals to the country for support.
Denounces federal contracts with trusts.

Lewis Brier arrived home Sunday from
Boston to do his haying.
Mrs. A. E. Page left last
Friday for a
short visit in Dover, N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. C. Lane
spent a few
days the past week in Freedom.

Henry B. Cunningham is at home for a
vacation from Whitman, Mass.
Mrs. Geo. W. Gorham of Bangor is the
guest of Mrs. Sarah E. Crawford.
Fred A.; Harriman of Waterville
Belfast last Thursday on business.

was

in

Miss Lillian Lamb of Sanford is spending
a vacation with relatives in town.
Mrs. Fred Packard and children of Portland are visiting relatives in Belfast.
Mrs. Fred L. Toothaker left last Friday
for a visit of a few weeks in Nova Scotia.
Miss Johnson of Waterville spent Sunday with Conductor and Mrs. Owen W.
Clement.
II. II. Carter, letter carrier, is taking a
vacation, and Percy J. Poor is acting as
substitute.
Miss Hannahs of Newark, N. J., arrived
last Friday and is a guest of Miss Margaret
Hazeltine.
Miss Helen A. Batehelder of Boston
arrived Tuesday to spend the summer at
Horace Pitcher’s.

SauciHa f^rancro haH

a

atra

whorrv faetiviil

Of course you have heard that Mr. Doo-

ley is writing again, and that the Boston
Sunday Globe is the only New England
paper in which his articles are printed.
Next Sunday he will write on the present
political situation. Dooley, you know, is
East
Sun
has
Knox,
Rising
Grange,
impartial, and deals out fair fun for Republicans,
Democrats, Prohibitionists, People’s
on
the
adopted the following resolutions
and all other parties. He will make
death of Susie Walker, late of East Knox: Party
you laugh whether you want to or not.
All the young folks will want next SunWhereas, The death angel has again entered our grange and borne away our day Globe’s fireman’s hat printed in beautibeloved sister, Susie Walker, one whose ful colors. It can be cut out easily and put
interest was ever for the welfare of our together without any trouble. It will fit
order; therefore, be it
any head.
Don't forget the Boston Sunday Globe
Resolved, That in the death of our sister
Rising Sun Grange loses an old and honored has the best housekeepers’ page" in the'
a
true
the
the
United
friend,
member,
community
States, conducted by the women of
New England, and that you can get any
family a kind, loving mother.
to
the
bereaved household information you desire from the
Resolved, That we extend
family the sincere sympathy of Rising Sun Sunday Globe’s household department.
Grange, and that our charter be draped in The Sunday Globe also has a page for the
mourning for a period of thirty days.
young folks, a page of summer stories and
Resolved, That these resolutions be words and music for the piano.
Order the Boston Sunday Globe from
placed upon our records, a copy sent to the
bereaved family, and copies sent to The your newsdealer at once.
Republican Journal, Bangor Commercial
and Lewiston Journal for publication.
Transfers in Real Estate.
Mrs. Evie A. Wentworth, ) Committee
on
Mrs. Annie B. Abokn,
>
The following transfers in real estate
Mrs. Ester Siieehann,
) Resolutions. were recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Deeds for the week ending July 13, 1901:
Eastman Clark, Prospect, to J. E. Clark,
YACHTS AND BOATS.
Winsted, Ct.; land in Prospect. Frank F.
Rose, Searsport, to D. M. Sylvester, do.;
The yacht Glide of the Decrow Bros.’ land and buildings in Searsport. H. M.
fleet went to Northport Campground yester- Thayer et als., Winterport, to E. S. Hopkins, do.; land in Winterport. Alberta M.
day to take out sailing parties.
Carver, Lincolnville, to E. M. Coleman et
The power boat Geneva built by I. M. als., do.: land in Lincolnville. Rosalvan
N. Wood, Stonington, to Frank Colcord,
Cottrell for the Bar Harbor Excursion
W. A.
Searsport; land in Searsport.
Boat Co., was launched Friday, July 8th. Poland, Montville, to Elijah Helgard et al.,
land
in
Montville. C. E. Libby, BurnShe was built in a sbed standing parallel do.;
to Chas. E. Sherman, do.; land in
with the shore, was run out at high water ham,
Burnham. F. G. Libby, Islesboro, to Laura
mark and launched sidewise down the A. Libby, do.; land in Islesboro.
Mrs.
beach on rollers, to be floated at high water. E. H. French, Bangor, to Northport CampThe boat is 42 feet 6 inches long; 11 feet 8 meeting Association; land in Northport.
inches beam and 4 feet deep, and registers Grace H. Little et al., Lincolnville, to Jane
14.49 tons gross. She has 2 15-horse power R. Hart, Northport; land and buildings in
Buffalo naphtha engines, working inde- Northport.
pendently, and two screws. Her cabin is
15x7 feet, and she has ample space for naphWaldo Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., will confer the
tha tanks, engines, pantry, toilet.room, etc. 3d degree at the regular meeting next FriShe will be used about Bar Harbor for day evening. Ice cream and oake will be
small excursion parties.
served. A large attendance is desired.

n

Miss Helen Patterson is visiting friends
Massachusetts.

Mr. and Henry G. Bicknell are
relatives in Rockland.
n

Miss Maud E. Barker returned
a visit in Watervilie.

Miss Gertrude Rawley is visiting Edna
ind Shirley Carter of Searsport.
Mrs. Alfred A. Small and son Houston
eft yesterday for a v'sit in Winthrop.
Miss Alexander of Eastport is the guest
>f Mrs. T. B. Dinsmore, Church street.

Emery F. White ai rived home from Bosyesterday for his summer vacation.

on

Mrs. F. P. Burgess of Allston, Mass., is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John G.
Damon.
President George C. Chase of Bates Colege, Lewiston, spent a few days in Belfast
the past week.
Mrs. William F. Stevens and children,
Roland and Cliasteue, left Tuesday for a
visit in Gardiner.
Mrs. S. J. Stevens of Troy was in the
sity the first of the week visiting her son,

Dr. E. L. Stevens.

F. Wallace Chase and

Miss C. N. Brier came from Boston last
week on account of the illness of her broth-

k

Wilbert N. Brier.

Mrs. M. E.

Coombs,

Handley and daughter, Mrs.

have gone to Belfast for the
mer—Camden Herald.
Mrs.

v caries

M.

weicn

arrived

sum-

iroin

Massachusetts last week to join her husband, who came a few weeks ago.
Mrs. Wm. F. White arrived home gunday from a visit of four weeks with her
sister, Mrs. Norton of Norfolk Downs,
Mass.
Mrs. F. E. Twiss and daughter Dorothy
of Lawrence, Mass., arrived last Thursday
to visit.her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. H.
Strout.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. White of Brockton,
Mass., left for home the 4th after a two
weeks’ visit with Mr. and Mrs. Howard

Belfast and

are

family

spending the

of Newtonsummer in

Unity.

Superintendent Walter Shaw of Leonard
Barrows’ shoe factory
ruesday on business.

went to Boston

Misses Stella and Bessie Black are visitng their aunt, Mrs. William Downs of
-hestnut Hill, Mass.
Miss Florence W’eeks of Dorchester,
Mass., arrived yesterday and is a guest of
Miss Elizabeth Kelley.

Henry Herrick of Bridgeport, Ct., arrived Tuesday to spend the summer on the
lome farm in Xorthport.
Mrs. E. A. Fogg and her two daughters,
Eleanor and Geneva, of Madison, Me., are
visiting Mrs. F. 0. Roberts.
Miss Katherine Putnam is at home from
Boston, spending her vacation with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Putnam.
Mrs. George inues returned home Tneslay from Bangor, where she had been for
treatment in the Eastern Maine General

Murphy.
Lewis F. Gannon went to Bangor last
Friday to join his wife and son, who were
returning from a three weeks’ visit in
Houlton.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Collins and daughter of Rockland are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Collins on Bridge street.—Bucksport Times.
W. E. Longfellow of Portland, conductor
the Pawnee Bill circus train, was a guest
of his cousin, S. L. Sleeper, while the
show was in Belfast.
on

E. A. Banks w ent to Boston Saturday to
work in the Burdett Business College this
summer. The Banks Business College will
open here as usual in September.
Mrs. Henry C. Bailey and son Harold arrived last Thursday from Boston, where
the son recently completed his course in
the Todd School of Stenography.
A. Cutter Sibley arrived Sunday from
Boston for a vacation and is at Pitcher’s
Pond.
He was accompanied by his friend
George Marvin of Brookline, Mass.

Capt. J. W. Bennett spent Sunday at
home.
He is first officer on R. II. White’s
steam yacht Peregrine and had leave of
absence while the yacht was in Rockland.
The engagement is announced of Miss
Sarali Munroe Hall of Rockland to Rev.
Everett Carleton Herrick, pastor of the
First Baptist church in Charlestown, Mass
John

Saturday

Torn

ville, Mass.,

er,

visiting

Mrs. Geo. E. White and son Earl visited
Albion the past week.

Mrs. D. F. Stephenson and children left
last Friday to visit her brother and sister
in Massachusetts.

D.

Walker returned

home

last

Friday, after an absence of five years. lie
WALDO COUNTY HOSPITAL.
has been in charge of water works systems,
The David Peiree Residence Bought and first in Knoxville, Tenn., and later in l’alatwill be Opened. October 1st.
ka, Fla.
The Waldo County Hospital Association
Mrs. Robert Wallace, formerly Miss
From time to time for many years past
has bought the David Peiree residence on Nellie Dudley, and daughter Janet, of
The Journal has invited the secretaries and Primrose Hill and expects to have the hosarrived Saturday and
all others interested in the Grange to send pital opened for patients by October 1st. Springfield, Mass.,
The association was incorporated in March, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick W.
us for publication news of interest to pa11101, and a three-days fair was held the Brown.
trons. This would include brief summary same month which netted over
$1,500.
of
of
on
Miss E. S. Overlook has gone to Stockton
discussions
Funds
were received from other sources
topics
general
reports
and
invested
the
of
a
suit- Springs, Me-Miss Marion Crosby of
awaiting
finding
interest to patrons and farmers, with the
able building. The Peirce house is admir- Madison street is spending the summer at
consensus of opinion; announcements of
ably a dapted for the purpose. It is of am- Belfast and Rockland, Me.—Somerville,
grange meetings, picnics, etc., election of ple size, with a large number of rooms con- Mass., Journal.
officers, increase in membership, new veniently arranged, and the place will need
iitus
xi<
irtuuci
BiUnaiu
uumpicicu a
but very little remodeling. The location is
grange halls and other improvements. fine, on an elevation
overlooking the city, course at Harvard University and sailed
Such reports from every Waldo county hay and surrounding country. There are from New York July 5th for Germany,
grange would keep all the patrons inform- two acres of land and a thrifty orchard. | where he will study music.
He visited his
ed on the progress of the order, and would, Many of the physicians of Waldo county- mother in Belfast last week.
are interested in the project.
Hon. Wm. B. |
we are sure, prove helpful to I he Granges.
Swan is president of the association and C.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. Farrar and
Comet Grange, Swanville, will hold no W. Wescott is the treasurer.
Charles B. Farrar of Bath, Me., Emma
Barker and daughter May of Camden and
meetings for four weeks from last Monday
jui.
uuuiey nas iteiumea.
Miss Martha Thayer of Searsmont were in
night.
in connection with its regular meeting last
Saturday evening. This grange is prospering and its meetings are well attended.

Carl Noyes is visiting his aunt, Mrs. R. R.
Paul, in Waldo.

Belfast last week to attend the funeral of
Miss Ethel May Thayer.
The “Herald Hundred” arrived at Boston July 6th on their return from a trip to
the St. Louis Expedition as guests of the
proprietors of the Boston Herald. While
at St. Louis the Herald Hundred Association was organized and officers elected.
William U. Mace of Brunswick is a member of the executive committee.
Mrs. Amos Clement

and two children

Stephen and Louise, and Miss Abhie Caldwell arrived last week to spend the summer.
Mr. Clement was with them a few days
from Seal Harbor, and John is taking a
short vacation from his duties with S. S.
Peirce & Co. of Boston.
Mr. Clement reported business good at the Seaside Inn,
Seal Harbor.
Of last Friday’s session of the Law Court
in Portland the Argus says: “Hon. D. N.
Mortland and Arthur S. Littlefield, Esq.,
furnished the most of the entertainment
for the day as they were on opposite sides
of almost all of the cases argued. Hon. L.
M. Staples, L. R. Campbell, Esq., and one
or two other attorneys were present, but
the gentlemen named held the centre of
the stage and gave the others very little
opportunity to display their eloquence.”
A figure familiar to those who run down
over the Belfast branch of the Maine Cen-

tral, on train No. 19, Tuesday, homeward
bound, was Conductor Jerry Sullivan, who
for years has been captain of the train,
making double trips over that line. Mr.

Sullivan has been ill for the last two
months and is just returning from treatment at the Elliot hospital in Massachusetts,
looking as well as ever and ready, he says,
to go to work as soon as he receives the
call, which will be the best of news to a
legion of friends. Mr. Sullivan formerly
drove the stage between Augusta and Belfast and will be remembered by many of
the older citizens.—Kennebec Journal, July
7th.

Hospital.
Austin W. Keating left yesterday for St.
lohn, X. B., which is to be his headquarters in his work for the International Harvester Co.
Mr. and Mrs. George Robinson of Bucksport were in Belfast the first of the week
to attend the funeral of his
mother, Mrs.
Ann Robinson.
Mrs. John A. Xash, son and daughter,
from Lawrence, Mass., are visiting Mi.
Mash’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. \V. Nash,
52 Miller street.

Ephraim 0. Shaw, foreman of the brass
foundry of the Duplex Roller Bushing Co.,
has moved into the James II. Clark house
on Primrose llill.
Seth M. Milliken of Xew York arrived

Monday to visit his mother and sister. He
was accompanied by Rev. Charles II. Wells,
formerly of this city.
Mrs. E. M. Flanders, who has been visiting in Boston and Xew York, has returned
home. Miss Flora Dodge of Boston accompanied her to Belfast.
Mrs. Annie I,. MeKeen of Waltham,
Mass., and Miss Flora Burgess, who is
teaching in Arlington, arrived Tuesday to
spend the summer in Belfast.
Mrs. Maitland B. Smith and Mrs. Arthur
II. Terry are at Pearl Brook Farm, North
Belfast. Mr. Smith, on account of business,
has returned to Hartford, Conn.
David Bootliby and wife of East Wilton
the guests of Mrs. I.. F. lioothby.
Monday they will accompany her to Xorthport, where they will occupy “The Buckeye” through the month of July.—Waterville Mail July nth.
are

Miss Jennie Whiddon left Monday for a
month’s vacation in Everett and Ipswich,
Mass. She was accompanied by her niece,
Miss Florence Forsaith, who has been visiting relatives in Belfast.
Mr. ami

Mrs. T. J. Edwards of Jamaica

Plains, Mass., were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Bradbury, Northport avenue, last
week. Mr. Edwards is passenger manager
of the Cunard S. S. line in Boston.
F. W. Pote and Win. P. Thompson went
Waterville yesterday to attend the Democratic State Convention, which will be held
today. Orrin J. Dickey is in the Eastern
S. S. Co.'s office during Mr. Pote’s absence.
to

The correspondent who sends us the
letter concerning Itev. David Utter’s work
in Denver, which, with a portrait, will be
found on the 2d page, thinks they “may be
of interest to the Belfast and other readers
of The Journal who used to hear him when
he preached in the ‘Old Sloop,’ as we called
the Unitarian church.”
A recent issue of the Boston Transcript
has a column and a half devoted to the
effective work P. 0. Inspector W. B. Snow
is doing in breaking up bunco games in
that city. It is stated that at least twentyfive questionable concerns have been driven
out of business in Boston during the past
six months. Mr. Snow’s friends in Waldo
county will be glad to learn of his successful work.

Among those in attendance the first day
the summer school in Hampden were
Alberta A. Shaw, Brooks; Winuifred E.
Matthews, Swanville; A. Theodate Merritliew, Searsport; Mary E. Taylor and
Brace A. Bartlett, Unity; Gertrude Matthews and Jessie M. Black, Searsport;
Sadie Jordan Clifford, Sandypoiut; AdaS.
Varney, Winterport; Alice E. Twombly
and Nancy A. Parker, Monroe.

at

Miss Anne Kittredge of this city took
part in a concert in the First Baptist church,
Rockland, recently, and the Courier-Gazette
says of her:
Miss Kittredge’s readings were received
with delight by the Rockland people, with
whom she is a great favorite. Since her
last appearance in this city she has studied
at Emerson College of Oratory in Boston,
and her readings were never so pleasing as
on the occasion of Thursday evening’s concert.
“The Night Wind’' and selection
from “The Real Diary of a Real Boy” were
exceedingly well rendered, while her impersonations were very clever in “The Incorrigible,” “When Grandpa Was a Boy,”
and the other selections.given as encores.
She was recalled again and again and the
enthusiasm which greeted her every appearance gave evidence to the place whioh
she bolds in the hearts of the Rockland

people.

The Good Work he lias Done In Denver.
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VILLAGE.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Nute of Massachusetts
are spending a few weeks with Mrs. Nute’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John F. Libby_
Miss Sarah Killman and Miss Alice Dockham go to Seal Harbor this week for the
summer
Mrs. Ella II. Littlefield is still
coufined to the house with inflammatory
rheumatism. She is attended by Dr. A It.
PROSPECT

lie

married, win oe pleased to learn 01 tne
successful work which has placed him
in the front rank among Denver clergymen.
Since leaving Belfast Mr. Utter
has tilled with credit to himself some of

came

to Denver and tilled the

pulpit

Fellows of Winterport....Mrs. F. K. Lane
of East Wilton arrived July 1st to spend
the summer with her husband’s mother,
Mrs. Amos Lane. While here she will have
a monument erected in memory of her husband, Frank K. Lane—Fred Ilaiey has
sold his driving horse and carriage to Everett Dockham of Frankfort-Dr. II. I,.
Gould and wife of Bucksport spent last
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. i. F. Gould_
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Dockham have the
sympathy of their many friends in the
death of their little daughter, whose funeral was held at their residence Sunday,
June 20th, attended by Mr. llaley of WinM0:>. WILLIAM T. COBB OF ROCKLAND,
terport. Mr. and Mrs. Fiemmiugof HurriS CANDIDATK FO!< GuVKI.NMiJ.
I!' l’t I. !<
cane Island, Miss Webster of Deer Isle and
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Dockham of Bluehill were
Tpe cm iic*-?t and ball given by Goodwin’s
THE NE7/S CF BHOOKS.
I called here to attend the little one's funeral.
orchestra Iasi Friday niglit was-very well

of

Unity church as temporary pastor until
July following, lie was then called
upon to become its permanent pastor
and undertook the work of uniting the
congregation and putting the society

the

At that time the

firm footing.
was under a debt of $10,000,
which had hung over it from the com-

upon

a

society

of

pletion

the church

building

some

The task was one
ten years previous.
that very lew ministers wished to undertake.

Denver

people

were

suffering

from the financial depression that had
extended

country, some
failed, and many of the
had been helping the church

over

the entire

of the banks had

people

who

; Referred from 1:«>t w. •••!;.
Haying will begin in earnest next Mon-

unable to render any assistance
The prospects
towards its support.
were

day.

Mrs. Susan Cole «d Lowel is visiting her
anything but bright and very few
people thought it possible for a man to mother, Mrs. Cili* y.
do anything at that time: but without
C. E. Lane and wife are in Pulque Ide
thought or fear of failure Mr. Utter for a few days this wee!-:.
entered upon the work. The society
.1
II. Gordon lias been quite <7 for a
immediately began to increase in num- week, but is now out again.
bers, and in March, 1002, he had cleared
Maynard, son of lllin Stantial,R- said to
the church from debt, so that today it be very sick with pneumonia.
were

is

prosperous and

standing

among
churches of the
not only built up
taken an

lias
the

an

imiuential

so-called

first

city. Mr. Utter has
Unity church hut has
active interest in the city’s

welfare and made his influence felt in
various good works that have been inaugurated for the benefit of her citizens, and lias always been found ready
to undertake any work that would be
of assistance to his fellowmen.
Diiiigo.
MEETING OF WALDO COUNTY GRANGE.
A very large and enthusiastic meeting of
Waldo County Pomona Grange was held
June -8th with Dirigo Grange, Freedom.
The ( ffieers present were master, lecturer,

steward, secretary, gate keeper, pomona
and ceres. The pro tern officers were B. F.
Foster, overseer; W. S. Doiloff, chaplain;
Mrs. B. F. Foster, flora.
The following
granges were represented: Rising Sun, Seaside. Harvest Moon, Silver Harvest, Comet,
Sandy stream, Seven Star, Honesty, Union
li.uvot, Dirigo, Frederick Ritchie, South
Mm.tville and Sunlight. The fifth' degree
was conferred in full form on a class of hi,
and it was done in a very creditable manlier eoitsidering that it was the first time
the dt-gree has been conferred in full form
in tli!'- county and the officers were all
green at the work. A very fine address of
welcome was given |by Mrs. Katrina II.
Bryant and the response, which was also
line, was by Mrs. Agnes Abbott. The noon
recess was then taken, and the patrons
v.
re well cared for by the members of Dirigo grange. On calling to order again the
topic, “What improvement can be made by
the farmers in marketing their crops?”
was discussed by 15. F. Foster, G. G. Abbott, A. Wadsworth, J. G. Harding, P. W.
Ayer and K. Evans. The following literary entertainment was given by Dirigo
Grange: recitation by Betsey Ingraham;
song by Grace and Maud Nichols; drama,
“Not a Man in the House;” song by Annabel Hall; reading by Mr.s. Haney.
The
The next
grange was then duly closed
meeting will be announced later.
KR. COBB’S ACCEPTANCE.
What the Portland Press Says of It.
Mr. Cobb’s speech accepting the nomination was a gem, brief ami in excellent taste.
Especially to be commended is bis reference
to the rivalries of the canvass for the nomination. He said he was aware that the result caused disappointment to many, “but I
wish to say that no word or act of mine
will ever serve to increase differences, but
rather that everything will be done to make
such differences forgotten.” And be added
that had the result been otherwise the successful candidate would have been assured
of the same loyal support in the campaign
which his friends had given him in this
canvass.
These words are well spoken,
and thej will do much to allay any irritation that may have been caused by the heat
of rivalry. Right here it is proper to recall
the fact that Mr. Cobb’s attitude has been
absolutely correct all along, and that never
has he said a word unkindly reflecting on
This is something
any other candidate.
that redounds to his credit and is likely to
work in his favor in the campaign. Perhaps tlie most pregnant passage of the
speech is the following:
“If it is my good fortune to be elected, I
will do the best I can to enforce the laws of
the .State, and all the laws
1 have made
no pledges to any person or party. I
pledge
my best efforts to an economical and judicious administration, it will be my highest
aim and endeavor to uphold those principles which the Republican party have idealized since its organization, to prevent conflict of material interests and to the best of
my ability advance the welfare and prosperity of Maine, and respect for her laws.”
We believe that Mr. Cobb means what he
says and will do as he says.

The

Peoples’ Candidate.

Mr. Cobb’s nomination came to him by
the suffrage of the people and not by dictation on the part of politicians, as has been
charged. The people chose the delegates
and the delegates nominated Mr. Cobb.
This is government by the people, of the
people and for the people. The Republican
candidate for Governor of Maine stands as
the peoples’ candidate and as such he will
be elected.
The nomination belonged to
some eastern county and of them all none
is more worthy than old Knox. She presented a bright business man as her candidate and the people did the rest. It will be
Governor Cobb.—Gardiner Independent.

OASTOniA.
Bm the
^The Kind You Hon Always BougH

For forty years Dr. Fowler’s Extract of
Wild Strawberry has been caring summer

complaint, dysentery, diarrhoea, bloody
flax, pain in the stomach, and It has never
yet failed to do everything claimed for It.

j

attended, although time and weather

con-

For sensitive

cenuihe

CASTORIA

tnonihs.

Colgate Old English Glycerine
Soaps 10c. per cake.
Great Comfort in Trusses.
Cool Water Pads.
New

patterns. All material f<

Every >cw Medicine
QCALII

BEST

)

LOWEST PRICES.

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

always

POOR & SON,
DRUGGIST*.

I

In Use For Over 30 Years,

Mrs. Ella McKenney and Mrs. E. M.
Chase from Winterport are visiting relatives in town
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Cooper
and infant child from New York are visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 1’. A. Cooper.
Miss Manza Staples lias returned from

(mis wore

Dupont’s Badger Tooth l;nNtl,(

What is CASTORIA

MONROE.

rather unfavorable to its sucv-s.
Kwry numb’ r on the program was
danced with Lhe greate-t enthusiasm and
the lumrs went merrily on until early mornThe opening concert was well reing.
ceived aid consisted of the following selection.': Fchottische, .lack in the Box, Aldit

cleanses the teeth, sweeter,purifies the breath.

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

—

tiie most important pulpits in the west.
The last Sunday in January, 189(>, lie

FORMOLID CREAM

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
(J:
//
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Jiist-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

—

Unitarian
were

WE GET THEM AS /
|s
AS THEY COME Of f

will finish them later
Fred II. Fuller of
Melrose, Mass., is visiting his uncle, Frank
Fuller_J. V. Busher and family of Montville visited his brother, M. E. Busher Sunday_Quite a number from this way
went to Unity the 4th..... .Miss Eliza
Penney is sick. Dr. Small attends her.

t o r o f the

church,

Eft

—

who were ac-

quaint

r‘

[Deferred from last week.]
8MITHTON (Freedom).
The young people have organized a Sunday School at the school house, with Frank
Thurston superintendent and George Bragdon assistant.Perley Thurston took a
Miss Katie
trip to Lewiston recently
Fuller, who has been visiting in Melrose,
Mass., has returned home.J. O. Bartlett
has been making extensive repairs on his
barns to get them ready for his hay, and
ft

()

The

Ip

-^NEW^^

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.

REV. DAVID UTTER.

THE CENTAUR COMPANY, 7T MURRAY STREET,

NEW VOHX CITY.

..

—

Carriages

Waltham, Mass.,

to spend a few weeks vacation.
Miss Gustie Nealley came with
%
her .Misses Myrtle Jenkins,
Maud
Ricker and Linda Chase have gone to Seal
]n*r earnings as a school teacher in a yoke Harbor to work during the summer months.
She has not ....The W. C. T. U. met with Mrs. Julia
of handy oxen for the farm
The Ladies* Aid society will meet with
White July 1st.
Cake and ice cream were
yet signified her intention of driving them,
Mrs. W. 11. Swift this week.
Jt was a very interbut when she was a little tot and lived at served in abundance.
The next meeting will he
Rev. D. Brackett and family occupied a the farm with her grandparents she made esting meeting.
with Mrs. Dean Clements July 15th_
cottage at Xorthpnrt last week.
pets of some calves in the orchard in front
Grace How and Mildred McCarty are of the house and made them perfectly Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Chase have returnspending this week at Temple Heights.
handy so that they could be yoked and ed from an extended visit to the eastern
driven anywhere.
4th
They were kept for part of the State. Among other places
the
Ibdfe
W.
H.
Mrs.
Mr. and
spent
visited Mr. Granville Chase In Baring.
at their cottage at Windermere Park, U nity oxen on the farm and were the handiest they
The Rebekahs served cake and ice
ever raised there.
Mrs. llattie Jenkins had peas from her pair
cream at their meeting Tuesday evening,
At a town meeting Tuesday it was voted
garden July 4th, but none are in the inai ket
July 5th-Mrs. Fred A. Whitney ami litfour
with
a
a
to establish
year’s tle daughter Elizabeth are
yet.
high school
spending the
voted that
Roy Hildreth and wife of Greenville are course of study and it was also
summer with Mrs. Whitney’s sister, Mrs.
visiting Mr. Hildreth’s sister, Mrs. C. F. the school board should provide suitable Lizzie Stearns
Mr. and Mrs. Amasa
quarters for the same. Propositions look- Garland from Monsoii visited relatives here
Files.
I
of
a building lor temto
the
ing
purchase
this week.
Mrs. Garland was formerly
Mrs. Fannie Merritt has returned from
porary accomodations for one of the schools Roxie Sargent of this town_Mr. Lewis
Boston, where sha visited for several
that
it
is
evident
were voted down, and
Ritchie went to Orono Saturday to attend
weeks.
nothing but a new sehoolhouse suited to the funeral of a relative.Mr. John
Rev. F. S. Rolloff and wife of Island Falls
our needs w ill satisfy the people, and that
Twombly lias gone with his horses to Bar
called on friends in Brooks and Jackson
temporary expedients will not he adopted. Harbor, where he has employment for the
recently.
Our schools should be thoroughly modern- summer.
|
Mrs. C. >. Willey of Broad brook, Conn.,
ized and Brooks made the educational
NORTH PALERMO.
E. E.
is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
center that it should be.
Dr. and Mrs. Nelson of China and Mr.
Colburn.
are the officers of Ilappy ValFollowing
and Mrs. Frank Wood and daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Cilley have reO.
E.
installed
S.,
recently
by
ley Chapter,
Ford’s Corner, passed the Fourth of July
turned from a visit with friends in NorthMrs.
Mahlon Patterson, Grand Patron:
with .Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Merrifield.
port and Lincolnville Reach.
Frances A. Colburn, \V. M.; \V. S. Jones,
Wesley Morrison from Fairfield was in
Mrs. AY. S. Jones and her little daughter W. 1‘.; Mrs. A. Emma Dow, XV. A. M.;
town Sunday—Mrs. Aftie Dope of South
a
three
Laura returned .Saturday from
Forest Koberts, Secretary; E. C'. Tasker, China visited her
nephew, E. ('. Rowe, a
weeks visit in Massachusetts.
Treasurer; Kev. E. E. Colburn, Chaplain; few days last week
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Mrs. W. S. Jones and Mrs. Fannie Mer- John IE Gordon, Marshal; Miss May Mc- Bradstreet of
Bridgewater visited at F.
A.
visit
of
Mrs.
Frances
after
a
ritt have returned home,
Taggart, Conductress;
Young’s Friday ...Miss Laura Cain of
some weeks in Massachusetts.
Merritt, Associate Conductress; Mrs. Ellen Coriima is visiting her sister, Mrs. Edna
Kilgore, Ada; Mrs. Frances Itolfe, Kutli; Soule—Among the relatives of Mr. and
A. R. Iluxford, 11. M. Brown and E. B.
Edwards represented Brooks in the dis- Mrs. Josephine Fogg, Esther; Mrs. Martha l Mrs. Fred Young who attended Palermo’s
A.
Lane, Martha; Mrs. Grace Tasker, centennial celebration from away were Mr.
trict convention at Monroe July 2nd.
Electa; Mrs. Ella Gordon, Warder; Otis and Mrs. Edwin Bidden of
A. T. Eaiitlett of Pittslield has been setKingman, Mrs.
XV. Lane, Sentinel; Mrs. Lena Jones, | Eliza
Howes of Enfield, Mrs. Lizzie Fisher
ting up some Reel ing harvesting machinery
|
Organist.
and grandson, Phil Lishness, and Mr. and
;or M. J. Row, who is the local agent.
team ga\e men
I lie lfrouKS case nan
\ Mrs. 11. R. Lishness of Augusta_Mrs.
C. L. Wright of Belfast is doing some
old rivals, the Monroes, a good drubbing S. A. Klankinship of Brockton is visiting
plumbing work in Brooks this week for
on the home grounds, winning by
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Bowler this week_
John H. Gordon, M. J. Dow and Isaac S. Saturday
From the first Mrs. Callie Howe, the W. C. T. U. lecturer
the decisive score of 12 to 4.
Staples.
their superiority was evident and for five of Missouri, delivered a fine lecture at the
The time of the regular Sunday church
innings it looked as if it would beasliut- Methodist church Wednesday evening,
service has been changed from afternoon
out;but a little let-up by Miller in the June 29th—The children, grandchildren
The
attendto 10 a. m., as an experiment.
fifth inning and a batting rally by the and other relatives of Mrs. Jane Soule
j
ance last Sunday morning was very good
Monroe boys brought in four scores, so that I gathered at the old home Monday,
July 4th,
indeed.
at the end of the game tbs score stood 12 to to
help celebrate her 80th birthday. There
in
the
the
usual
Aside from
early 4 in our favor. Co nsiderable dissatisfac- were twenty-four present, including all of
uproar
morning hours the 4th passed very quietly tion was caused by umpire Webber’s de- her children: Mr. S. B. Soule, Mrs. Abbie
here. Quite a delegation attended the cir- cisions; but, with one exception there was Atkinson and G. B. M. Soule of Massachucus at Belfast and most of the remainder no possible chance for complaint.
Captain setts, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Bagley of LibWebber’s sturdy team of ball-tossers met
helped Unity to celebrate.
erty, Mr. and Mrs. Woodbury Harriman of
Xed B. Edwards attended the Republican their second defeat of the season in Sears- Burkettville, Mr. and Mrs. Waiter Snell of
the
locals
the
exto
by
Palermo Center, Mr. and Mrs. Will Soule
State convention in Bangor June 29th, port July 4, losing
where he played the solo cornet in the Bel- tremely dose score of 7 to 6. At the begin- and Mrs. G. B. M. Soule of Carr’s Corner;
stood 5 to 2, also
fast Band.
Me played with the same or- ning of the 8th inning the score
Mrs. Soule’s sister, Mrs. Susan Curtis
in our favor. ;Then, just as victory was be- of
Week’s Mills, and a number of grandganization in Unity July 4th.
ginning to be a certainty, au accident hap- children. It is
hoped that Mrs. Soule may
Dr. X. R. Cook accompanied Affie Godpened to Miller and he was compelled to live to enjoy many more such
ding to the hospital in Lewiston last week. leave the box.
birthday
During the next inning
It is thought her leg cau be saved, but an
gatherings.
the Searsports succeeded in tying the
operation is necessary as something is score, 6 to 6. Then Fisher was put in the
PROSPECT FERRY.
wrong with one of the bones which was box and held our
opponents until the 12th
Capt. S. S. Heagan and wife of Boston
broken some months ago.
inning, when Nickerson by a long drive to are visiting Capt. and Mrs. G. W. Dow_
Jonathan Irving was injured quite badly left field succeeded in
“circling" the sacks” Mr. and Mrs. Everett Johnson of Lynn,
last week.
He was taking a shoe off a and clinched the game for
Searsport. Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Clark and
horse when the animal fell on him and Doubtless a return
game will soon be
daughters of Swanville, Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
broke a bone in his foot, besides injuring
Grant of Frankfort and Mr. Willard Harplayed.
his leg. He has suffered severely from the
villeof Fairfield, spent the Fourth with Mr.
injury.
WEDDING BELLS.
and Mrs. Thomas Ileagan_Mr. and Mrs.
Quite a lot of excitement was caused in
George Gruby, Mrs. Bessie Harvey and
our quiet little tow n last Sunday morning
Wood-Kimball. A recent marriage, in Miss
Angie Sanborn of Boston arrived at
by the arrival of Pawnee Bill’s long circus which Camden people are interested, was Sunnyside last Saturday. Mrs. G. will
train at this station. For about half an that of Fred Taylor Wood and Mary Cotspend the summer here; Sir. G. has returnhour the station was filled with a conglom- ton Kimball, which took place at New Ro- ed to Boston-Sir.
Irving Ellis and brothThe young couple
eration of cowboys, Cossacks, Indian chelle, N. S\, June 15.
er Richard of Xorthfield, Vt., are
visiting
w ill spend the honeymoon in the Adironand
South
Sea
Islanders.
squaws,
d ack region.
Mr. Wood is the son of the their uncle, Alfred EUis_Sir. and Sirs.
Henry and Oscar Dow are enjoying a late George F. Wood and Jeannette Butler Simeon Ellis of Stockton Springs spent the
canoeing trip. Starting from Old Town W ood of this place and lias many relatives Fourth with Mr. and Sirs. L. D. Berry_
in this vicinity.—Camden Herald.
they paddle up the Penobscot, then down
George Silver is at home while sell. Susie I’.
the Machias river to Machiasport, where
Oliver is discharging in Bangor_Sir. and
1 ngrah am-Pattebson. Thursday evenSirs. J. G. James and little son of Bangor
they will visit friends. They plan to take
June 21st, Miss Mildred Patterson and
ing,
about two weeks for the trip, which will
the 4th with the Misses Hannah and
C harles A. Ingraham were united in marri- spent
cover nearly 300 miles.
Ellen Heagan. Mr. James returned to Banage by Rev. L. D. Evans at the parsonage.
gor last Tuesday. Mrs. James and child will
If any one knows how to eradicate the The bride wore
a becoming gown of blue
orange hawkweed from the mowing fields voile, and was attended by ttie sister of the spend the summer here—Charles Banks
The friends was at home from Vinalhaven to spend the
groom, Miss Cora Ingraham.
we wish they would tell how it can be done.
of the young couple extend congratula- 4th with his wife and her
In sheer desperation we have plowed quite
parents, Capt.
tions and wish for them many years of hapand Mrs. A. A. Ginn....Otis Ginn and Miss
a piece infested with it and have spent
piness. They will reside with the groom's
Carrie Kirk of Bangor spent several days
some time travelling over the fields with a parents on Grove street.—Camden Herald.
last week with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
basket where the pest only occasionally
W. H. Ginn....Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Harding
shows itself. [The Maine Experiment StaThe Old Stone Wall.
and little son and Mrs. Josephine Danaker
tion at Orono issued a bulletin some time
Who were they—the bnilders
of Natiek, Mass., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
ago describing this weed, and telling how
Of the many gray old walls
Thomas Heagan....Miss Miriam Grindle
to get rid of it. Ed.]
That checker all New England o’er.
visited friends in Sandypoint last week_
Where’er the vision falls?
The funeral of Miss Mabel Webber was
They part the hills and valleys,
Miss Angelia Harriman called on relatives
held at the old homestead laBt Sunday afThe meadows and the plains,
in Sandypoint last Sunday... .Several famiAnd journey with us as we go
ternoon, Rev. E. E. Colburn officiating.
lies here had a picnic dinner and fire works
Through wood and shady lanes.
The village choir, consisting of Harry M.
in the evening July 4th_Eugene Barnes
Brown, G. A. Morrill, Mrs. Fanny Merritt
Mile after mile of gray stone wall
attended the Republican State convention
Are left until our day;
and Mrs. Hattie Merithew, gave some apin Bangor last week....John Gliddeu and
But the active, busy builders,
propriate selections. Frank Xye officiated
We wonder who were they ?
bride of Frankfort spent the 4th with Mr.
as undertaker.
The deceased had been an
Moss-grown, their work is left behind,—
and Mrs. George Gruby....There was a
’Twas neatly done and well;
invalid for many months, but was able to
picnic at Mt. Heagan July 4th, and all reBut years ago the builders
visit among friends not long ago.
Of a
Vanished from hill and dell.
family of four children Roscoe alone is
ported a good time—Mrs. L. D. Berry had
eft.
S. S. Bartlett.
green peas from her own garden the 1th.

len.; March, 1”he Burning of Koine, Pauli;
Overture, 'The Golden Eagle, Losey.
Miss Grace E. J>o\v has invested some of

Harnesses.
DOES
YOUR

Also Carriages of all kinds from

L i

NEED REPAIRS'
Now is the time to

it dune

have

WOODEN

promptly.

PiFE 4*0

OPTICIANS.

University

Metropolitan Advantages of
Every Kind.

College of Liberal
Address the

School ot

School of

Satisfaction guaranteed
in every

Arts

of

Medicine.

15\v23*

12 Somerset. St.

\V. E. HUNTINGTON, President.
J. F. WILSON. President.
Fit Eli KACKLIFF,

Agricultural Society
ANNUAL FAIR AT BELFAST,

SEPT. 6, 7 & 8, 04.
tf8__
"STROUT’S
sunnER
SNAPS.”
an

More than 400 sales in Maine alone since
1901 to men from 20 states is our guarantee
to you that our methods are right.

M. S. STIKKs,
Brooks, Manager for Waldo County

E. A. STROUT,
150 Nassau St., New York City, or
Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass., or
Kent’s Hill, Maine.

World’s Fair.

$35.65

day round trip ticket, including 5
days’ accommodation at the American
Hotel for the above price. First-class R.
R. ticket over noted scenic route via White
Mountains, Montreal, etc.
Room 5 days at “Inside Inn” for $2.50
15

extra.

26tf

BEEKMAN’S TICKET AGENCY,
Maurice W. Lord, Agt.,
Hay ford Block.

For Sain at Belfast, Maioe.
Sliore

To our Justices of our Supreme Judicial Court,
next to be holden at Belfast, in and tor our said
County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of
April. A. D 1904.
liix-is Daisy b. suiiivau of
t urnliam. in said County of Waldo, and gives
this Hon. Court to be informed that she was'lawfully nurried to William 1’. Sullivan, late of said
Burnham, on the sixth day of May, A. D lv*'. at
Troy, in said County of Waldo, by l-mvnzo (Jareeion. a Justice of the Peace, in and lor said
County ot Waldo. That afrer said intermarriage
she and her said husband cohabited at Burnham,
hi said State f Maine; that one ehild has been
born to them, viz: Charlotte K Sullivan, now live
years of age. That since said intermarriage your
libellant has at all times conducted herself properly and been to and towaid tier said husband a
faithful, eluste and affectionate wife.
That the whereabouts or residence of tlx* ^:ii«l
William P. Sullivan is to your libellant unknown.
That the said W illiam P. Sullivan, utterly regardless of his marriage vows, covenants and
duties, without reasonable cause, on the twentieth day of September, A. D. 1898, deserted and
abandoned y*>ur libellant and his said ehild and
has continued said desertion to this time, being
more than three consecutive years prior to the
filing of this libel.
Wlierefore your libellant prays that the bonds
of matrimony now existing between her and her
said husband may be dissolved, and that a decree
of divorce may be granted her, and that she may
have the care, custody and education of said
child. Charlotte E. Sullivan.
Dated April 15, A. D. 19u4.
DAISY B. SULLIVAN.

Stationary Mot r$
LEAD THEM A11

Respectfully

Waldo ss.
April 15, A. I). 1904.
Personally appeared Daisy K. Sullivan and
made oath to the truth of tile allegations in said
libel and that she has used reasonable diligence
to ascertain the whereabouts o» reside? ce f said
William P. Sullivan, and is unable to do, and
that m fact it is to her unknown.
Before me,
JAMES LIBBY, Jit.,
Justice of the Peace.
<

Waldo

illustrated booklet
just out, describing 150
New
in
England’s
Money-Makbig bargains
ing Farms. It will be mailed FREE.
A few on easy terms with stock, tools and
growing crops included to settle estate
quickly.
It you want a quick sale write us for our
FREE description blanks.
We require no payment in advance.
We use our own money to advertise your
T5**
property.

A

;

AND

MAINE

■

Secretary.

Waldo County

Is

STATE OF
WALDO SS.

I Graduate Department
I
Philosophical and Literary courses.
For Graduates only.
Address Dean R. P. Bowne,

$35.65

\

Lav

Address D ‘{.n J. P. St theuland,
205 ('ommonwealth Ave.

5

i

H.J.LOCKE&SON Mianus Marine

Dean, 72 Ml. Vernon St.

Address Dean Mf.lyiu.e M. Rioelow,
Isaac Rich Hall. Ashburton Place.

School

FITTINGS,
iorex
l E rEXIXGS

Mitchell &

department.

Dean, 12 Somerset St.

Theology

Address the

WARE,

GALVANIZED WARE,

—Repository Rea- Windsor Hotel,—
:im22
BELFAST, MAiNK.

Offers

WARE,
ENAMELED KARS,
7 ll>; WARE,

I

H. C. MARDEN,

Boston

NIPS,

NICKEL PLATED
COPPER

OK PORTLAND.
I will discount live dollars on every Carriage after June 1st.
Call and see them and he convinced.

!

TINWARE,

P. O. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO.

—

!

GLOtWGCD RANGES

Ml IXE STATE PRISOX

—

|

NEED REPAIRSV

] have a fine jjne or Carriages
and Harnesses from tlie.

—

|

DOES
YOUR

and

property. Great Investment.
-BARGAIN.-

Twenty beautiful acres on Northport avenue,
fronting ou Penobscot Bay, bounded nortii by
“Old battery Road.” Or will divide into forty
lots. It is just below the new Belfast Park.
3m26*
Apply P. O. Box 895, Belfast, Me.

STATE OF MAINE.
Supreme Judicial

(’ourt,
April Term, hkm.
the
That
Ordered,
foregoing
libel,
Upon
libellant give notice to the libellee of the pendency thereof by causing an attested copy thereof
ss.

the

and of this order thereon to be
three
weeks
in The Republican Journal, a
newspai>er printed at Belfast, in the County of
Waldo, the last publication thereof to be thirty
at least, before the term of said Court next
to be holden at Belfast, within and for the County
of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of September
next, that the libellee may then and t tie re appear
and show cause, if any he has, why the prayer of
the libellant should not be granted.
Attest:—TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.
A true copy of the Libel and order of Court
thereon.
3w26
Attest:—TILESTON WADLIN. Clerk.

published

successively

days,

Proposals for Fuel.
Office of the School Committee,
Belfast, Me., July i, 1904. I
In pursuance of instructions from the School
Committee, I hereby invite proposals for furnishing wood for one or more of the several schools
for the year beginning September 1,1904.
To be delivered within the city proper—
Eight cords bard wood, stove length; 3 cords
soft wood for kindling; 4 cords of cord wood,
hard.
To Ire delivered at Brick School—Two cords
hard wood, stove length; 4 cord kindlings.
To be delivered at Head of Tide—Two cords
hard wood, stove; 4 cord kindlings.
To be delivered at Poor’s Mills SchoolFour cords hard wood, long (sawed once); 4 cord

Th is

C u,'h i

Handsome

Given with $16 assortment <>f ><»
Tea. Coffee, Cocoa, T<>;
Standard Groceries.
Send at once for our big eata ^

Spices,

200 O ! IIKK Pit K M

j

!

I

Home Supply Co,"‘"l:

IWOOLi j

ICLOThi
l^poMAdiet^uitOkirt^rT'
»>■

Lffii]
■

H

|1»

H

Waists, Direct from Loom

9

s'-

Wearer at First Cost.
Free Samples on Application
Great Bargains, Send ior
today. We prepay Exprow

I

||

W
1

|

I

■ RIVERSIDE WOOLEN

■^PITTSFIELDjMAIN^^J

!

kindlings.

To be delivered at
cords hard wood, long

lings.

City Point School—Four
(sawed once); 4 cord kind-

*
To be delivered at the White School—Four
cords hard wood, long (sawed once) 4 cord kind-

lings.

The right to accept
reserved.

or

reject any

or

WRIGHT & HALL

all bids is

Bids for furnishing one or all the schools will
be considered.
Bids must be in before July 25th.
JOHN R. DUNTON,
3w27
Superintendent of Schools.

Opera

-DRAI.KUS

>,t‘

IN...

j
j

PLUMBING, HEATING and

FARM FOR SALL
The GEORGE H. RANKIN farm in Lincolnville, known as the Snow farm. It contains 80
acres, with buildings, and can be bought at a
bargain. Address or Inquire of
15tf
JOHN R. DUNTON,
Administrator on the estate of Geo. H. Rankin

House Block, Bellast,

GAS

SUPPL,e*

furnish all of the late** i*"*1
date goods in the above lines at n
We

can

prices.
All labor and material

factory before paid for.

guara»‘,,•,"

j

——

URUGUAY RIVER,

jjpfflE

Extract of Beef is Made.
onrspondence of The Journal.1

How

ilnitos, Uruguay, May 27,
Scriptures tell us of a wise

,

Imig ago, ate “the

strength

We wondered
done—until this wild expee I'ruguay river made the
Leaving Montevideo
the morning we sailed up
very

x

(lav.”

day's jour*
Mirthwesterly direction—the
visible on a cloudy day and
1’latta half a

vet so boisterous that it is
they are not of “the

..eve

.ml wide;” turned suddenly
i, .1 I'ruguay and sailed due
hours more, aud toward

brownish jelly.
The corrals are
a
little way out on the grassy plains,
connected with the slaughtering yard
by a stockade-bordered lane. The cattle
are driven into these corrals,
fifty at a
time, and supplied with water but no
food. Skirting the lane is a narrow
platform about the height of the animals horns, leading down to a smaller
paddock, surrounded by a similar elevated pathway, with a bridge over the
opening into the galtou, which is further closed by a movable beam. Below the
bridge is a low, square iron truck on a
tramway which runs into another
galpon, branching into two parallel

THE BARGE EVIL.
The barge evil has reached such dimensions on the Atlantic Coast that its
suppression has become a matter of humanity and common justice. As with
other industrial evils unchecked, or only
partially checked, by legislation, the
barge evil has been fostered and developed by those dollar-hunting interests
to whom the word “law” signfies merely a governmental obstruction of legitimate business.

tines so that one truck may pass anothThis is what happens: A villianous-

er.

looking guacho, who evidently finds
pleasure in his work, mounts the stockade and takes unerring aim at the
,ed Fray Benitos, a little
and most powerful ox. One
Uruguayan shore of the biggest
end of the lasso is attached to a winch,
,iii. which is here several
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
turned by steam, which hauls the asmd with a very rapid curtonished beast, slipping and stumbling
The
movement to secure an agriculhurried rush to the sea.
and pushing aside the other animals tural education
through the public
e.l more than a hundred
in his way, till his head touches the schools of the country is
uotonous and apparently
steadily iniatal beam upon which stands a meta- creasing and from time to time manicountry, with here and
or killer, who holds a short, broad- fests itself through unusual channels.
.Olivant village whose in- dor,
bladed, sharp-pointed knife. With one At the recent convention of the Travelin to be all dead or gone
blow of this weapon, delivered close ers' 1’rotective Association at Spring'ut the only signs of life
behind the horns, he severs the spinal Held, Illinois, addresses were made on
can dogs blinking lazily in
cord, and the huge victim drops like a this subject and the Association voted
were the more amazed to
to present the matter before the
irney'send in this remote lump of lead, without a struggle, upon
National
the
iron
in
Educational Association at
truck
The
lasso
is
waiting.
ud of ships and steamers,
then disengaged, and the truck, pro- its annual convention in St. Louis.
of
England,
lags
Germany,
The Travelers’ Association passed a
and various South Amer- pelled by three men, is pushed into an
shed, where there are a hun- comprehensive resolution setting forth
ics. anchored in front of adjoining
dred men, silent but busy as bees, skin- that the stability of our social and
> insignificant looking villi',li there is nothing of any ing and cutting up carcasses. Follow- business conditions and the prevention
of recurring periods of trade depresabout Fray Benitos ex- ing the truck, you observe that one side
sion require that the balance of our
factories for the condensing of the great shed is lined with poles for
meat upon, and the other side population should be maintained on
•1 they are a mile away, on a hanging
is occupied by a flat, slightly elevated, the land as independent home owners
out
into
I'inmontory jutting
and producers from the soil, and that
But what an amount of stone paved place, upon which the

j

!

l

|

■

ey do. apparently reaching
part of the civilized world!

knows, the highly conparation called extract (of

i'odv

put up in little white
by Baron Justus
eminent German chemist,
formerly manufactured in
It is not generally known
■nines

nvented

;

'isli company purchased tlie
hich Herr Leibig founded

dead cattle

laid.

It reminds one of

ways should be found and carried out

the marble slab at the morgue, and the
of the long building, splashed

for placing upon the land all unemployed labor and transforming every

are

sight

with blood from end to

end,

“out-of-work” into the owner of a home
on the land from which he can at all
times get a comfortable living with his
own labor.
It was set forth that the
entire American educational system
should be so remodeled as to induce

the pave-

running rivers of clotted blood,
and fifty corpses being dismembered at
once by half-naked, blood-bespattered
men, spoils one’s appetite for meat for
many and many a day.
ments

V

uiiitiiiiJk;

n

tell null

tu

every child to be a lover of nature and
of the country and to train him toward

Ullti

special carcass, you see it hauled on to
the stone-paved platform by means of
half a century ago, and
a lasso attached to a horse, and placed
■d tlie works from Germany
in position for the skinner. The latter
t'ruguay. It still bears the
individual—a wild Uruguayan, spatterlabel, and above it a puzzling
ed with gore from top to toe like an
trade-mark. Some idea of the
Aztec priest at a sacrifice—begins operof tlie industry may be
ations by cutting the animal’s throat,
'in the fact that the
company
loose another river of blood, so
t-11 ten million jars of the ex- letting
hot that it seems to steam as it seeks
v year, and that
ninety ship- the
gutter, and emitting a sickening
are annually sent from this
odor of freshness.
The hide is then
to
my
Europe. Each pound
torn otf with marvelous rapidity, and
t is guaranteed to contain
—horrible to relate—the great carcass
distance to prepare two hunmoves and struggles and a faint bellow
t mis of soup, equal in strength

the land as a source of livelihood rather
than away from it; that children should

■

I
\

‘tabled by boiling fifty pounds
for several hours. The fac-

is heard.

tlie

be taught to farm as they are now
taught in France and Denmark in the

public

schools and that farm

schools shnilhl hp Pstahlichprl

municipal, State

training
pmmtv

and national govern-

ments.

The resolution further called attention to the great remaining public
domain in the west as by far the most
valuable asset of this nation which
will furnish an outlet for our surplus
labor during this and coming genera-

tions, urging

Xo doubt the severance of
has rendered the poor

that it he reserved for
rearl home-builders who will farm it in

spinal cord

beast dead to all sense of

feeling, but small tracts.
Tbe Association appointed a permamuscular action remains.
However,
a i. entered
an
through
in less time than it takes to tell it, he nent committee on Education, Irriga■vay: and within tlie walls are
is divided into a hundred pieces, and tion, Forestry and Land, with a memuililings, including machine
with
the parts ber from each State and territory to
for
ops
tinsmiths, carpenters i are lightning-like rapidity
salted and carried off in different! carry out the idea of this resolution.
aeers, all on a complete scale j
directions.
While yet warm and quiveeessary repairs can be made
NORTHPORT CAMPMEETING.
nit.
A tramway runs from ering, every particle of meat is cut
ials are surrounded

by

lofty
impos-

a

■

from the bones, hung upon the poles

down to a line iron pier!
that line the other side of the building,
'aels are loaded with the exand the skin put to soak iu a batii of
fhe workmen’s cottages are
brine.
The minutest
is prei outside the walls,
forming a served and utilized in scrap
some shape— i
ae
as
village,
upwards of a, even to the
entrails, hoofs, horns and
men are employed, who reskull. The bones are ground into powspot with their wives and
der and mixed with what remains of
Having come armed with
the meat after the juice has been taken
introduction from
i
■

s

prominent
were treat-!

out for the

All attractive l>r<!-r;,m for the
1904.

We are

planning

summer

of

to offer this year

such attractions at the

Northport Wesleyan Grove Campground as will be
sure to interest the public
generally. I
think I am safe in saying that the place
itself is one of the most beautiful and
picturesque to be found on the New

“Extract,” and, together England coast. The view of the Pewith the blood and hide—trimmings— nobscot hay, dotted with its numerous
reat consideration. First we
islands, is grand beyond description.
are made into a fertilizer for the soil,
1 acted to the private ottice of I
Tbe sail either up tbe bav from Rockwhich is said to be better than guano.
land or down tbe river from Bangor is
iger, who insisted upon servTo return to our skinner
his knife most charming. The grounds are beauth champagne, “biscuits,” in
is sharp as a razor and he uses it witli tifully situated.
The streets, walks,
ii lance, and
cheese, from the
incredible swiftness and dexterity. It lawns and parks have been put in first
sideboard that is topped by
class condition.
Good liotei and resminutes to skin an taurant accomodations for all
d iiaron Leibig.
who may
There is an requires just eight
ox and cut it into a hundred pieces— come for a day or more.
Cottages and
library in tlie room, coutainand we are informed that it can be rooms, either furnished or unfurnished,
in German, Spanish, French
may be obtained qt reasonable rates by
done iu five minutes!
A skinner’s tbe week or
for the season.
-dish, a centre-table laden with
is fifteen cents the carcass: but
From August 8th to August 13th
and American periodicals, salary
if in any animal he makes the smallest there will be held an
Assembly-Instinr plants and singing birds in
hole he forfeits payment for the ani- tute. Each afternoon there will be a
lows, and pet eats and dogs
lecture by some speaker of note, and
mal.
Forty animals is an average each evening there will be a lecture illl year to be on chummy terms
another and the world in geu- day’s work, though the more expert j lustrated by one of tbe best of stereoptiskin fifty and upwards.
The men are eous. Among these will be a most internot allowed to talk during working esting lecture on “The Old and New
imuess must be attended to,
by Chaplain David Howard T:ihours, the strictest order is preserved Navy,”
bou of the U. S. Navy.
waiting for a clerk to show and
Among the
everything is kept as clean as the noted speakers will be such men as
the works we gently drew out
Soon as it is President George E. Fellows, P. H. IE,
ml manager and elicited the gory business will allow.
of University of Maine, and Prof. J. H.
the meat on the poles is cleared
cool,
og facts:
Work is carried on
Huddleston, P. H. D.,Rev. I). N. Beach,
of every particle of fat and put to stew J).
tl months in ‘A
lillt dillIE, President of Bangor Theological
in
in
which the Seminary, Hon. W. P. Frye, LT. S. Senlarge, oblong caldrons,
at time a thousand oxen are
ator, and Rev. M. C. B. Mason, D. D
tied every day, all good, sound water is kept below the boiling point, a
colored orator from Cincinnati, Ohio,
for it is a peculiarity of the mixture
none less than four years old.
who is the Secretary of the Freedman’s
that it contains no matter not soluble Aid and Educational
during the little more than
Society. This
Montevideo,

ii

I

we

■

■

VP3T

■

■

'■ears

"d

the company has been esof five million

here, upwards

in cold water.

tained,

A thin soup is thus obwhich is carefully skimmed and

been made into “Extract.” Bticiiueu, su wiai me smallest trace or
Then the soup is
grease is removed.
iiipany own thousands of acres
to a series of evaporations,
!
richest pasture-lands in the subjected
1 in
growing thicker and thicker, till it
and
ive

Uruguay

Argentina,

and

ehs of thousands of cattle. The
leaves this place packed in tin
''aeh ease containing a hundred

finally acquires
consistency of
cool becomes a

about

the color and
and when
is ready for

sorghum,
jelly and

the substance of fifteen use.
It is a singular circumstance that the
and is worth £250. It is sent
“Extract” commands a higher price
hi
Antwerp, where the cornhere in Uruguay, where it is made
general depot is still located, right
and “raised,” so to speak, than in fort
is examined by a special
eign markets; or it would be singular
U employed for the
purpose, and did we not remember
that quinine costs
"u received that
gentleman’s apthree times as much in Peru and Boand
is
then
guarantee,
.":'al
potted
where it grows, as elsewhere
■mall white jars with which we livia,
to exorbitant duties on the man(owing
^miliar, packed in cases and sent
ufactured product); that the dearest
1 to
tiie markets
of the world.
'gh thirty-four pounds of lean place in the world to buy pearls is at
the pearl fisheries, opals at the opal
are required to make one
pound mines, onyx at the onyx
quarries, seal
the
extract,
substance does not conskins at the headquarters of the fur‘al‘ias much nutrative as
stimulating seal company, and so on to the end of
Mhty which excites the digestive
the chapter with most desirable arti■Sans and tends to
repair nervous cle®Fannie B. Ward.
ai)d tone up the debilitated.
'g
entirely destitute of grease,
and gelantine, it cannot
spoil
‘‘
°se its
flavor, however long it may
ePt in any climate.
Jface your nerves for some
unpleas#
A household necessity.
Dr. Thomas’
sights when you come here on a Eclectric
Oil. Heals burns, cuts, wounds
,r °f
inspection. Following the em- of any sort; cures sore throat, croup,
'^failed to show you around, oatarrn, asthma; never fails.
1
v'ew the whole
“I told papa your poems were the chilprocess of converta
tmge' full-blooded ox fresh from dren of your brain.” “What did he say?”
“Said they were bad enough to put In the
Pasture, into a few spoonfuls of reform school.”
and

■

^‘1

paste
“jJUtnen
*,

I'
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week will be full of interest to all.
The regular campmeeting will be the
week following, August 15-20, inclusive.
Many eminent speakers will be secured
and a large delegation of ministers will
be in attendance. Soul
inspiring music consisting of solos, anthems and instrumental music, will lend a cnarm to
all tbe services of the week. We hope
to make this one of the most en
joyable
and profitable seasons ever experienced
on these grounds.
L. L. IlANSCOM,
President of the Association.

Tliomaston, Me.
bates Commencement.
The 38th annual commencement of Bates
college, Lewiston, was observed June 30th.
The exercises opened at 10 o’clock in the
Main street F. B. church. Floor and galleries were thronged long before the orchestra struck up the slow march or the president, members of the boards of fellows and
overseers and alumni took the platform.
The 12 speakers chosen from the 20 honor

parts

proved

exceptionally

interesting.

Pres. Chase announced the following decisions and awards: Winners uf the prizes
of the junior exhibition for the best original
parts, Albion K. Baldwin of Lewiston the
$75 prize, and Maud B. Thurston of Bethel
the #20 prize. Winner of champion debate,
$20prize, Wayne Clark Jordan of Lewiston.
Winner of Coe scholarship, awarded annually to the man in the senior class whose
scholarship and conduct during the previous three years have been most
meritorious,
the income of $3000, Frank Clifford Stockwell of South Framingham, Mass.
The
exercises closed in the evening with a reception tendered to the class of 1904 by
President and Mrs. George C. Chase at
their home on Frye street. The house was
beautifully decorated and the occasion was
one of rare social enjoyment.
A little bird sat on a telegraph wire
And said to bis mate," I declare,
If wireless telegraphy comes into vogue,
We’ll all have to sit on the air.”

This

seems

I

ON GETTING

COLDNCMLnOUt

were

uo

have at last found a harmless liquid for th
removal of superfluous pair from the face. I
only removes the hair perfectly clean in fiv
minutes, but will, if applied every third day rt
move the hair permanently.
It uependa on th
stiengih of the hair, the lenpth of time it wil
take to entirely '.estroy it
Ii conlains no eaus
tic. acid or pol-omois substance. Will not leav
a scar or cause injury la
It Is sold t,
any way
me under a written guarantee to
accomplish al
that is claimed of it. .It is made by parties wit]
whom 1 am personally acquainted and have
per
fee: confidence ill. For iinther particulars cal
upon or write to

I

not

pessimis-

1

MRS. B. F. WELLS,
15 Main Street, Belfast.
(All correspondence confidential.)

THE
MRS. L. C.

thnofterjloi/ra/idteffer

vessels, the barge evil would feel

humiliated at what the newspapers would
have to say about it that it would voluntarily go out of existence.—Coast
Seaman’s Journal.
so

■llS&r* Early Risen

If you want a go«
or odor, try my

COOkI

BOOKS, containing 1000 carefully
prepared recipes. If your dealer does
not handle Gold Medal Flour,
please

mention it in your letter.

C. E. TIBBETTS.

3W2«

! Ryder’s
IS OPEN

Cove, Islesboro, Me.,

FOR THE

SEASON.

Board

by
the day or week. All modern appliances
and
sea
2w27
Fine boating
bathing.
KNOWLTON & ROSE, Proprietors.

Paper.

HEAL

In fact, anything
jyou may need for Spring'wear,
from the best selected stock I have ever shown.
The hats are beauties, in all the popular
shapes
and colors.

GREEN TRADING STAMPS.

Dwight P. Palmer,
MASONIC

ThefSeaside Inn,

Address

BROWN & JOSSELYN,
Portland, Maine.
Mention this

NECKWEAR.

d, clear light, without smoki

31AtiNKT OIL.
Be convinced that I have got the real thing. M]
wagon passes vour door daily.
1®^ GEM INK 7<i GASOLINE furnished t<
launches and for use in gasoline engines.

Cut but this advertisement and mail
to us with name of your grocer and
we will send you free of
charge one of

MEDAL

HOSIERY,

Manager

KEROSENE.

Free to Housewives.

GOLD

•

Lobsters, clams, fish constantly on hand.
Special attention given to parties.
10t25

tread/Am a/i^of/ter/Aur.

our

ROSS,

1904

GLOVES,

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS.

offshore barges—that

canal brats and fiat scows which navigated the inland waters of the county.
By and by, the transcontinental railThis tended
roads were completed.
greatly to open np the interior of the
country to prospective settlers. The
immigration and naturalization laws
were largely relaxed to further such
settlements, with the result that our
population has nearly doubled in the
last thirty years. Naturally, the pressure on the coastwise commerce increased out of all proportions to the conditions obtaining in a normally settled
The little schooners plying
country.
along the Coast were the principle gainers by that pressure, carrying coal from
a ton.
Philadelphia to Boston for
The big six and seven masters of today
count themselves lucky if they can
sign a yearly contract to carry coal
over that at 80 cents a ton. More often
than not they carry it for 55 and 00 cents
a ton.
I
Merciless competition lias driven tiie
coastwise shipowners to build their ves-!
sets larger and larger each year, and, in
order to decrease expenditures, to uuderman them each trip. This is why
the annual report of the Commissioner
of Navigation shows such an encouraging increase in the tonnage of our merchant marine, and such a relatively discouraging decrease in the number of
our merchant seamen.
With the advent on the Atlantic
Coast of the four, five, six and seven
masted schooners came the towing
barges. The question of superiority
betw een the two methods of transportation hinged entirely on the item of
cheapness. The larger the schooners
the larger the barges, and the greater
the number of them in a tow.
There
never has been any law forbidding a
shipowner from making up a tow of
barges extending from Cape Hatteras
to Sandy Hook, if he so chooses.
All
that ever deterred him, all that deters
him now, from going to extremes in
the matter are the elements of nature.
As for the element of safety, the law
of chances, as elaborated by great financiers and insurance men, is invariably taken into account by up-to-date
business firms. We all know that there
is no sentiment in business. Hollars
are dollars, and human beings are human beings, and each is classified according to its estimated worth.
A great number of the barges being
towed on the Atlantic Coast to-day are
old hulks of square-rigged ships which
in the. past traded around the Horn
and the Cape of Hood Hope.
After
their usefulness in that line came to an
end they were dismantled and cut down
to barges, just as in his old age a blooded racehorse is auctioned off to the
livery stables. It goes without saying
that these old hulks were driven for all
they were worth before they were converted into
barges.
Consequently,
when they are caught out in any kind
of a sea, they chew all the oakum out
of their seams and butts, and no steam
donkey in the world could keep them
afloat very long if they happened to
break adrift from a tow in a gale of
That is one of the reasons why
wind.
so many tow-barges are annually lost
with all hands.
Another fruitful source of clanger to
life and commerce is the system of
overloading and undermanning, which
is carried to almost incredible extremes
on the tow-barges.
Both of these evils
are due to cupidity running amuck because there is no law to curb it. Barges
and other vessels are overloaded for
the sake of extra profit in freight. Unfortunately, we have in this country no
laws or regulations whatever to prevent the overloading of vessels. Such
laws and regulations would, no doubt,
be regarded by interested parties as an
unwarranted interference by the Government with the inalienable right of
every citizen to run his own business to
suit himself.
The baVges are undermanned because,
as a general rule, the masters are paid
a lump sum per month to feed and pay
the crew. Not being restricted by law,
they naturally enough try to run their
vessels as cheaply as possible, both as
regards the number of men engaged,
and the wages paid them. The result
may be imagined by any one who knows
how tempting it is to the average man
to save a little money by running
chances, even although the chances
may be shared by others who do not
share in the savings.
But the greatest danger in the barge
evil is found in the tremendous length
of the tows, some of which extend for
a mile or more.
Take, for instance, an
ordinary tow made up of the towboat
and four barges. Each barge is, on an
average, 250 feet long. Between each
of the barges there is a 250-fathom
towline. The towline between the towboat and the foremost barge is about
300 fathoms. The towboat is, approximately, 120 feet long. Here we have a
tow measuring from the stem of the
towboat to the taff-rail of the sternmost barge, 7420 feet. Scores of such
tows are making their way up and
down the coast at all times of the day
and night, the whole year round. What
a menace they constitute to the safe
navigation of other vessels on a busy
coast like ours, on dark, foggy nights,
can best be estimated by those who
have come within an inch of losing
their lives in dodging them.
Of course, the large translantic steamers have not much to fear from the barges; they simply run them down and
sink them if they happen to get in the
way.
If, however, the thousands of
first-class passengers traveling on these
steamers were in constant peril of being drowned by running into a tow of
barges, as are the seamen on smaller

WAQUOIT.

Spring Styles

NCRTHPORT CAMP GROL'M),

is, barges being towed up and down the
Coast. The nearest approach to that
kind of craft was then' and still is, the

Hubbard

WASHBURN-CROSBY’S

tic comment upon human nature; but
it has been said by some one that we
are all children of a larger growth, and
it is well known that, in most instances,
children won’t “be good” unless in
some way compelled to be.
The barge evil is, in the main, the
outgrowth of what may be called the
“seven masted schooner evil.” Time
was on the Atlantic Coast, within the
memory of numerous living sailormen,
when a' three-masted schooner of four
hundred and odd tons was regarded as
an object of curiosity by the inhabitants
of Eastern seaports, when, with their
families, they were wont to stroll along
the wharves on Sunday afternoon to
view the shipping.
All the water transportation of ordinary imperishable
freight in those days was carried on in
the coastwise trade, by two and threemasted schooners of small tonnage.

There

|Lamson &

A GOOD COOK INSISTS

TEMPLE.

FARM

HORSES

& WOOD,

FOR

flANUFACTURERS
AND DEALERS IN

Granite

SALE.

#

Monuments,

*

We have

Massachusetts

HEADSTONES,

kinds)

which

received

from

20 horses

(of all

we

intend to sell

in the next ten

CURBING,

that

-AND....

-^AH

just

Kinds of

as we

Bridge Street,

have

a

large

|

LIBBY

COMPANY,

Belfast, Haitie.

{£;™.L’|

A Summer Home,
July 15th I will make a discount of
the price of my cottage on Xorthport avenue, it is a
Well and
very desirable summer home or an all-the-year residence.

X

on

city water in the house, fruit and shade trees,
long, commanding a line view of the bay.

X

X

i:

and a veranda 47 feet

|

x
x

MAINE.

BELFAST

f

To a cash customer before

Sioo

<«

prices

stock of finished work.

BURNHAM,

X

at

THE

Cemetery Work.tC-

THE BEST OF WORK AT THE LOWEST BRICES
i2?“Xow is the time to call,

are

days
satisfactory.

Gas&fttLilCo.

X
X

CHARLES A. PIL8BURY. .Inun al nffin*

f Electric Wiling

of All Rinds.

Electric, Gas Fixtures»Supplies.
9

A

/%

Vegetable, liver pills.

T'VO'i'i

rB
BC
I I I

’s

That

They cure
CQnstipation, biliousness,
sick-headache.
Lcw«.V

V Li 3 i
J

<

what they

are.

Office Washington Street.

Telephone number,

44-2.

SZmSS BUCKINGHAM’S DYE

Marcel]us J. Dow,

FRED ATWOOD, wimaiineort’ Insurance and Real Estate,

BROOKS, MAINK.

REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
Insurance and

DRY and

FANCY£GOCDS,

MILLINERY DEPARTMENT

Inspection.

Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors. Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sold.

ARTHUR A. MOORE, EASTEBN
Successor to Charles

L. Fletcher, dealer in

jTEAMllPi.

SUMMER SCHEDULE.

6

Trips

a

Week to Boston.

OF ALL KINDS.

Fresh Mackerel,
New Scallops,
Lobsters,
Hayford Block, Belfast,
Tele

phone 14-4

Maine.

46tf

Commencing Monday, May 2, 1904, steamers
leave Belfast:
For Boston, via Camden and Rockland, Mondays at 3.00 p. m ., other days, except Sunday, at
4.30 P.M.
For Searsport and Hampden, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays at 7 45 a m.
For ftucksport, Winterport and Bangor
daily,
except Monday, at 7.45 a. m., or upon arrival of
teamer from Boston.
RETURNING

ARTIST OF LONG EXPERIENCE IN
many branches, including teaching, would
respectfully inform the people of Belfast and
vicinity that he has opened a summer studio as
92 Main street, where he is prepared to give INSTRUCTION in DRAWING and SKETCHING
from NATURE, in PENCIL, SEPIA and INDIA

AN

Inexpensive souvenir views about Belfast and
Bay always on sale.
5a^C«pylng and enlarging photographs, ambrotypes, etc., and finishing in both in India Ink
and Water Colors. Special attention given to
pictures where other artists have failed to obtain
the

a

true likeness.

Lovers of Art and
to call.

Nature

are

cordially Invited
4w2d»

H. S.

FISKE,

92 Main Street,

Up One Flight

The Old Telegraph Office.

SPRING

PIGS

FOR SALE.
BELFAST LIVEBY CO.
Mtf

From Boston daily, except
Sunday, at 5.00 p. m.
Prom Rockland, via Camden, daily, except
Mondays, at about 5.00 a. m.
From Hampden and Searsport, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
From Bangor, via Winterport and Buck sport,
Mondays at 12 m., other days except Sundays, at
1.30 P.M.
All freight via the steamers of this
companv is
nsured against fire and marine risk.
FREI) W. POTE, Agent, Belfast.
A. H. HANSCOM, G. P. & T. A., Boston.
CALVIN AUSTIN,
Vice President and Gen’l Manager, Boston.

Facial

Massage.

MY FACIAL WORK I use a medicated pad
for steaming the face, anil a cream for massaging that is composed of the purest ingredients. It has a beautifying and cleansing effect. It not only erases the lines but heals
the skin and removes from the pores the impurities that accumulate and make the skin
rough
and unwholesome. It has no equal for softening,
cleansing and nourishing the skin and developing
the tissues when properly massaged.

IN

MRS. B. P. WELLS,
15 Main Street, Belfast.

We sell SHIFT WAISTS and

0RE&S SKIRTS.

Hospitality at
5mall Expense
Entertainment—that is. pleasure to your guests
—does not depend on the money von spend, but
on your own knowledge of how to receive and
extend hospitality. Christine Terhune Herrick
tells you all about it. Postpaid. 00 cents.
K. J. CLOD IS,
tf6

156 Fifth

Publisher,
Avenue, New York.

Female Attaaflauis Waited
At Taunton Insane Hospital,

Taunton, Mass.

Home Employment Bureau.

Wages $16 per month. Advance in wages may
be expected if service is satisfactory.
19tf
J. P. BROWN, M. D.. Supt.

Room 209, Savings Bank Building, Waterville,
Me. First-class help furnished with good positions in all lines, both in and out of town. Let
us know what you want and we do the rest.
No
charges unless successful. Call or send stamp
for blank.
tf2l

or women, local
%Jk/ A |knrC^\_Men
WMH I
representatives for
high class magazine. Large t ommissions. Cash

prizes Write J. N. TRAINER, 80 East Wash8tf
ington Square, New York, N. Y.

Republican Journal.

The

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JULY 14, 1904.
Published

Every Thursday Morning by the

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

P1LSBURY,|

CHARLES A.

Business

Manager.

Subscription Terms: In advance,$2.00 a year;
$1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three months.
Advertising Terms : For one square, one inch
length in column, 75 cents for one week and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
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Cleveland keeps right

Judge Parker
made man.”
do a

is

The

on

fishing.

extolled

as a

“self-

question is, did

he

good job?

The tail wagged the dog.
Bryan
knocked the gold plank out of the
Democratic platform.

Judge Parker’s
voted twice for

platform, and

record

Bryan
is

now

that

is

It) to 1

a

on

he

the gold

for

standard.
The Cleveland enthusiasm in the St.

Louis convention reminds
man

us

of

the

who was in favor of the

tory law,
AY hen the
The

prohibiagin its enforcement.
voting began Parker was it.
but

present

indications

are

if the homestead act, under which govNORTHPORT CAMPGROUND.
imment land is entered by speculators
tnd dummies and not by actual settlers.
Many noticeable improvements have been
SV. W. Wooldridge, President of the made both on
public and private property
Montana Fruit Growers’ Association, in the past season and the grounds are more
i recent address cited 11 great ranches
Rustic seats
attractive than ever before.
in Montana with an average acreage have been placed in the shade of the trees
Bach of 55,000 and showed statistically on Ruggles Park and the flower beds are
the greater benefit which would have prettily laid out. Merrithew Square is improved by grading down the hill, smoothsome to the State had these been settled
ing the surface and seeding to lawn grass.
THE NEW MONTANA
small
farms
into
several
thousand
up
The earth taken from the square was used
and occupied by settlers and their fam- in
grading up the grounds above tbe-audiTo Lead in Irrigation, Agriculture and
ilies. There seems to be a strong senti- torium, which are also newly seeded. The
Mining.
ment throughout the State for the re- road has been extended around the audiWashington, D. C., July 10. The
peal of these laws, leaving only the orig- torium on the east side, and a substantial
great copper, silver, and gold mines of inal homestead law which has worked fence built aronnd the sea wall. The AsMontana, the “Treasure State” of the so
successfully in building up co-opera- sociation has finished off an office, 18x22
Union, potent as has been their influtive irrigation colonies in the Milk feet, in the eastern side of the auditorium
ence in her development and while they
basement.
The office is neatly finished in
River Valley.
the natural woods and is supplied with a
are yet far from their maximum output
All of this great promise of agricullarge safe, filing cabinets and other modern
and value, must soon take a second
ture will, however, but add to Montana’s conveniences. The general
improvement is
place in the State’s resources. It is fame as a
“Speaking also noticeable throughout the grounds in
mining State.
Montana’s destiny to be one of the richfrom a miner’s standpoint,” said the rustic gateways and arches, seats in shady
est agricultural states in the Union.
Geological Survey o flicial above quoted, places, improved roads, etc. About 730
As the agriculture of Colorado, now
“Montana’s surface has been but indiff- feet of new sewer mains have been laid the
the foremost State in the production of
erently scratched. We know that past year and now every cottage on the
precious metals, has already outstripped whole mountains exist, of ore too ex- grounds is or can be connected with the
her mines, so in a few years will Monsewer system.
Among the improvements
pensive to work because the cost of
to private property may be mentioned the
tana's farming lead her mines. With
is
too
for
man
and
beast
high.
living
lands of surpassing fertility, in which
following: E. L. Brand of Bangor has
The state has thousands of other moun-1
built a large new cottage at the corner of
food
has
lain
stored
agricultural plant
tains of which we know little or nothing.
George and Mapie streets. It is one of the
for ceuturies, with no drenching rains
Montana is a vast country of itself; the most
imposing cottages on the Campground
to leach them away, and with a magnif- mountains of its western half cover
and has a broad piazza on three sides. It is
from
water
the
rain
and
icent
supply
thousands and tens of thousands of finished and painted in modern style. Mrs.
snows which fall upon the high peaks
square miles. Now extend agriculture H. L. True is building a new piazza on lier
and water sheds of the Continental
throughout the State, lead the great cottage on Park Row, and Frank Partridge
Divide, Montana’s fat cattle and sheep, streams out of their deep channels and has finished a large piazza to his cottage
splendid fruit, heavy grains and varied spread them over some millions of acres near by. The Orono Society cottage is
agricultural products will become wide- of arid soil and this mountain wealth newly painted, as are also the Gilbert Cottage on Bay View Square, the Association
ly famous.
can be turned to man’s account, railstore and J. F. Parkhurst’s cottage.
Henx ne next leu years
saiu a prominent
roads will penetrate the desert and Monry Parker of Bangor is renovating liis cotofficial of the Government Reclamation tana can almost
with
world
the
supply
tage, formerly the Leach cottage, on BroadService, in speaking of the great present the metals.”
way. Mr. lliuch of Old Town has enlarged
and coming development of the far
Guy E. Mitchell.
his cottage on Maple street and built a new
northwest, “will see Mcntana lead all
piazza. Mrs. J. W. Emery has .materially
THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
the western States in the area of her irimproved her cottage on Maple street, including a new piazza, grading the grounds,
rigated land. Iler agricultural future is
of
is
Brackett
Gail
Miss
visiting painting, etc. Mrs. Newcomb, who bought
Newport
assured and brilliant. She has the land
relatives in town.
Mrs. Emma Swift’s cottage, has made a
and she has the water—all that are
Lewis A. Elliott of Presque Isle is visit- general renovation of the premises. Col.
needed in the arid region to produce ing friends in Brooks.
G. P. Lombard is making internal improvefabulous wealth.”

Hon. J. W. Fairbanks, a member of
the Strong convention, attended the
recent State convention in Bangor and
lias never wavered in bis allegiance.
Another citizen of Farmington, Capt.
Chas. W. Keyes, was also a member of
the Strong convention and like Mr.
Fairbanks, has been a lifelong supporter of the Republican party.

Montana has an area

that

Maine will not be “at home" this year.
It is too bad to abandon an observance

equal

to that of

France.

The next base ball game on the Brooks
schedule will be with Searsport on the Gerald field, August loth.

She has, it has often been
Captain J. IV. Bennett, who commands R.
stated by various authorities, with all
II. White’s yacht this season, was at home
which lias given so much pleasure. But her great water supply conserved and
Sunday, Sirs. Bennett returning with him
the old home latch strings will be out made to irrigate her rich lands, room to Rockland.
The ball game between Belfast and Brooks
for as dense a population as that of
just the same.
Saturday was an interesting one to spectaFrance.
tors. The Belfast team was a good one, the
There is to be no fair at Bangor this
Over three-fifths of this great State is tw o being nearer matched than the score inyear, and probably no more forever.
dicated. There was a good deal of good
drained by the Missouri River and its natured
The fair grounds were given to the
chaffing and arguing with the umsuch
as
the
big tributaries,
Yellowstone, pire, as there are a number on both teams
city some time ago for a public park by the
who
have
fluency of expression
Jefferson, the Milk River and other and their considerable
remarks were at times extremely
Hon. J. P. Pass, subject to the lease to
branches. Strong rivers these are, rush- pointed and entertaining.
the fair association.
AVhy not surrening down out of their mountain fastThe officers of Silver Crown Assembly,
der the lease now and give the public
nesses—the Absaroka, the Snowy, the Pythian Sisterhood, were installed Friday
possession?
by Grand Chancellor, Mrs. E. A.
Rig Horn and the Wind River ranges evening
Holbrook of Vaticeboro. assisted by Mrs.
Cleveland heard the convention news —where at elevations of 8 and 10 and E. E. Colburn as Grand Prelate, Miss Alice
L. Dow as Grand Mistress at Arms, and
at Buzzards Bay, where he was the 11 thousand feet the snows are perpetMiss May McTaggart as Assistant Grand
under
the
summersuns
He
ual,
and
of
“Joe"
Jefferson.
declined
The officers installed
Mistress at Arms.
melting
guest
Mrs. J. B.
to be interviewed, of course, but one furnishing a constant water supply, es- were Chancellor Commander,
Vice Chancellor, Mrs. W. U.
Nealley;
of his friends said: “Roosevelt will pecially in the late summer when it is Rolfe; Prelate, Jlrs. G. H. Miller; Keeper
of Records and Seal, Mrs. A. E. Chase;
surely win. Under such management most needed for irrigation.
at Arms, Alice Dow; Assistant
Much has already been accomplished Mistress
the Democratic party cannot expect to
Mistress at Arms, May McTaggart; MisMrs. A. B. I’ayson; Misof
effort
in
tress
Finance,
by
cooperative
the
nor
of
the
irrigation
confidence
gain
people,
tress of Exchequer, Mrs. T. i. Iluxford;
among farmers. The irrigated area, Inner
does it deserve to.”
Mrs.
C. F. Tilley; Outer
Guard,
according to the census figures, has in- Guard, Mrs. F. K. York; Past Chancellor,
The Boston Herald says that the creased during the past two years at the Mrs. E. C. Holbrook; Mystic One, Kate
Small; Organist, Miss M. L. Iluxford. The
Hon. Charles Francis Adams publicly rate of about 100,ooo acres a
year and impressive ceremony of the order was perdeclared that “\\e shall see another now aggregates 1,-140,000 acres. This formed in fine style by the Grand Chancellor
and her assistants. After the installation
Shakespeare before another Haw- lias been accomplished by the co-opera- the ladies and invited guests to the number
thorne;” and Mr. Adams says that the tion of small communities and some of of about sixty' sat down to a lunch of ice
cream, cake and coffee in the banquet room.
reference was to Dickens, not Shakes- the most successful
examples are seen
It would be quite safe to say at such
STATION.
peare.
WALDO
as
Hinsdale and Chinook
places
that we shall not see another Shakes- in the Great Milk River A
'l’he busy season of the year is on with
alley where
the farmers and again we hear the whirr of
peare, Hawthorne or Dickens; buthow farmers have combined, taking
up land
mowing machine. The hay crop promcan we prove it?
under the lie-year homestead law and the
ises to be lighter in this section than last
constructing their own irrigation works, year, largely due to the formation of ice on
Rain is much needed_
Rev. Harry Lutz, who attended the thus
owning the land and the water and the low lands.
Working on the road is over for the presrecent National Conference of Chari- paying no rent or tribute to water
com- ent although the roads ate very rough in
ties and Correction in Portland as a panies or w ater bond-holders.
places and will be for some time-We are
glad to note that A. .1. Simmons and wife
representative of the Children’s Aid
Most of these works have been sim- are back from Montana, where they spent
Society of Maine, says in a brief report ple diversion propositions without ex- the winter with their daughters_Dr. J. R.
Hathaway of Everett, Wash., lately visited
“The Conference !
of
the meeting:
pensive dams and the cost has been very 0.
G. Hussey. They were schoolmates iu
placed great emphasis upon State or- light, land reclamation averaging ac- boyhood_Annabel Johnson wentto LawMass., last week.. Ethel Staples is
of
rence,
and
charities.
supervision
ganization
cording to the 1900 census, but $4.92 per at home
from Scituate, R. I., where she
The need of a State Board of Charities acre. The
the
spent
are
studying music_Mrs. E.
opportunities
legion E. Gould winter
A re- where
in Maine was given attention.
Forsyth, Montana, is visiting
bands of twenty or forty or one relatives inofMaine
for a few weeks—Pliny
sult of that Conference will be an ef- hundred
Alenterprising farmers With a lit- Hussey is at borne from Lynn, Mass
fred
is at home from Boston for a
fort to secure action by the next legis- tle
money and with their strong arms shortReynolds
vacation... Riley Bailey and wife
lature to have such a board establish- and
good teams may build diversions or have returned from Medford, Mass., where
ed.”
storage dams and lead the water out they visited Ross Littlefield and family—

j

—

upon IGO-acre homestead claims, buildThere is no doubt that the Republican
ing up homes upon the desert which
party reaches its semi-centennial this will make each and
every one of them
year, but there is a question as to its
prosperous and wealthy. The great
birthplace. The anniversary was obproductivity of Montana’s lands is
served in Loomis Park,
Michigan, shown
by the census figure. The total
July (ith, with an assemblage of 5,000 amount invested in ditches in
Montana
people. Secretary Hay was orator of up to June 1, 1900, was
$4,083,073.00,
the day and the guests included Speak- while
the total value of irrigation
proer Cannon, Senator Fairbanks and Senducts for the oue year, 1899, was $7,230,ators Alger and Burrows.
Ottawa, 042.00.

Illinois, is to celebrate August 1st,

ing.

.-Vi, uie laie ui increase

in

iarming and
irrigation in the State during the last
census decade the next ten
years will
But Maine also has claims in this
see Montana’s cultivated area trebled if

and in this connection an article on
the 6th page will be found interestdirection.

It is asserted that the con-

vention held

not

quadrupled,

even

leaving

out of

by progressive loyal sons consideration the vast
reclamation
County in Strong, August works
the Federal Governproposed
by
was
the
first
7, 1854,
regular assemblage ment under the
irrigation law.
of delegates to any convention which
The project for storing the flood watthe
word
as
the
recognized
Republican
ers of the Milk River in Northern Montitle of the party.
Maine's claim to
tana under'the direction of Engineer
having been the birthplace of the ReCyrus C. Babb, of the Geological Survey
publican party lias been held by leading is one of the first,
great works investiRepublicans for years. On Aug. 7, gated
by the Government engineers,
w hen James G. Rlaine was a canof Franklin

1884,

didate for President and Maine was all
on

fire with enthusiasm, the 30th birthof the Republican party was cele-

day

brated at Strong with

Among

a

great barbecue.

speakers were Mr. Blaine,
Nelson Dingley, William P. Frye and
the

Hannibal Hamlin of Maine and Julius
It was then
C. Burrows of Michigan.
that Mr. Hamlin said that if a mass
meeting which had passed resolutions
was all that Michigan could present,
be would see the meeting of July 6,
1854, held at Jackson, and go it a month
better by citing the Portland convention June 7, the same year, at which
Chairman Talbot had recognized the

Republican party in a
moving address, which had been loudly

existence of the

In conclusion he said that
cheered.
as the Strong convention of Aug. 7
was the first official party action to

give approval

to the name of

he should

Republi-

claim Strong as the
birthplace, and Aug. 7, 1854, as the
birthday of the Republican party. Mr.
Burrows, who was then a Representative in Congress from Michigan, approved of the decision and said that he
believed that Maine’s claim was valid'

can

before the passage of the national
irrigation act. This involves huge dams
and canals, and will reclaim, when carried to full completion a very large area
—probably half a million acres—of exceedingly rich land in the already famous Milk River Valley.
It will be a
famous engineering exploit, by which
the water now flowing into the Saskatchewan, and thence into Hudson Bay
will be carried into the Missouri basin
and ultimately reach the Gulf of Mexico.
The Government has also taken up
the Fort Buford project in Eastern
Montana and North Dakota and is likewise preparing to spend $2,500,000.00 in
the Wyoming-Shoshone project which
will reclaim some of the lands of South
Montana. These are the most advanced of the Government works. In various other parts of the State the hydrographers are making reconnoissances
and surveys, investigating reservoir
sites and reclaimable areas.
A serions menace, however, to the agricultural future of the State lies in the
tendency to land absorption into immense private holdings, which have resulted largely through the abuse of the
desert land act and commuters’ clause
even

\

Daniel Gould returned from Boston last
week
Arthur .Smith is repairing Rodney
Jackson’s buildings in West Waldo—Fred
Littlefield and w'ife have a young son. The
mother and child are doing well ...Ellison
Cunningham and George Harvey, both soldiers of the civil war, have recently passed
away—A series of tent meetings are to begin July 17th, with daily sessions. They
will be conducted by Rev. M. Jones_Ollie
Marden from Howard, R. I., is visiting her
grandparents, J. C. Littlefield and wife....
James Mower of Lawrence is stopping at
Warren Johnson’s.
—

Class Convention.
The Republican voters of the representative class composed of the towns of Belmont, Liberty, Lincolnville, Morrill. Northport, Palermo and Searsmont, are notified
to meet by delegates at Wing’s Hall, in
Searsmont, Saturday, July 23, 1904, at 1
o’clock p. M., for the purpose of nominating
a candidate for representative to the Legislature, to elect a class committee for the ensuing two years and to transact any other
business that may properly come before
said convention.
Belmont is entitled to two delegates, Liberty three, Lincolnville three, Morrill two,
Northport three, Palermo two and Searsinont three.
Per order Republican Class Committee,
T. E. Gushee, Chairman.
Iw28
Lincolnville, July 11, 1904.
HOW THIS!
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hail’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 year, and believe
him perfectly honorable in all business
transactions and financially able to carry
Dut any obligations made by their firm.
West & Tbux, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
Warding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
Hall’s Catarrh (Jure is taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by all druggists. Testimonials
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
4w28
CLARKE'S CORNER

(Prospect.)
Dr. J. E. Clarke of Winsted, Conn., has
been visiting his father, Eastman Clarke,
who is in very poor health. Dr. Clarke
has returned to Winsted....Mrs. Abbie
Clarke had a paralytic shock and her right
side is entirely helpless. The doctor thinks
she will recover—Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
Cummings were the guests of Melvin
Clarke last Sunday....Capt. Charles Park,
Mrs. Park, James Treat and Mrs. Treat of
Stockton Springs came to see Mrs. Abbie
Clark last Friday—Mrs. Miranda Richards of Rockland is at work for Melvin
Clarke.
She was formerly a resident of
Stockton Springs....Mrs. Delia Campbell
Df Boston is expected here this week....
Lee Gross was badly burned while rescuing
his horse from the nre Wednesday night.

Misses Mabel Seward and Grace Murphy
of North Anson.
Col. W. A. Conkling of Brooklyn, New
York, who is an annual visitor at Northport, arrived Monday, and as usual has
rooms at the Northport Hotel, where he
will remain for the summer season. The
Colonel annually gives a hayrack ride to
the young ones on the grounds and his
coming is looked forward to with much
pleasure. lie is accompanied this year by
Mrs. Salisbury and Miss Edna and Master
Eddie Smith of New York.
Maine

Delegation

Small Wares,

Carpets, Rugs, !

Draperies, Lace Curtains, Etc,

Houlton.

James H. Howes!
Successor to Geo. W. Burkett,

Odd Fellows Block,

Belfast. Maine,

I

the North Shore.
ments to his cottage
Religious services are held at the auditorium every Sunday. The arrangements
are in charge of Rev. S. L. Ilanscom and
Rev. W. W. Ogier.
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Dry Goods

*

Saturday, July 16,

The

are sure

I

Come

Early

and Avoid the Rum

»
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♦
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i

disfiguring, itching, burning, bleeding,
scaly, crusted, and pimply skin and scalp
humors, eczemas, rashes, and irritations,
<nd

is Yours !

The Loss is Ours !

X

with loss of fw
when all else ir

j
J

Opportunity

|
Not only are they the purest, sweetest, and
most effective for preserving, purifying,
and beautifying the Skin, Scalp, Hair, and
Hands of infants and children, but they
afford instant relief and refreshing sleep for
skin-tortured babies, and rest for tired
mothers, in the severest cases of torturing,

23

A Great Stock Reducer.

X

And CUTICURA Ointment,
the great Skin Cure.

j

j

Ending Saturday, July

|

j

;

Mid=Summer Sale

I

-AS

J

USUAL-

8

*
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to succeed

Solti throughout
-*orId. Cutlcura Soap, 25c., Ointment, o<'c., Resolvent,
(in form of Chocolate Coated
Tills, 2,»c. per vial of CO). Depots: London, 27 Charterhouse Sq.; Paris, 5 Rue tie la Paix; Boston, 137 Columbus
Avc. 1’otter Drug & Chem. Corp., Sole Props.
i5df“Setid for “All About Baby’s Skin, Scalp. at_d Llair.''

A NEW

DEPARTMENT
AT THE

♦

t Looking for

|

|

♦
HAVING SECURED

baggage, selling ice, renting cottages, keep- WE ARE NOW PREPARED
ing a livery stable, and a hundred and one TO DO ALL FORMS OF
other jobs. But he is always on hand when

SHOE REPAIRING IN
THE MOST THOROUGH
AND UP-TO-DATE MANNER.
TRY US, PLEASE,

1
QUArC
IB
Eh %J-

When

♦

X
♦

I
J

|
♦

I

J

For Men, Women and Children,

♦

J. D. Tucker is spending the summer at
THE SERVICES OF
his cottage on Broadway and is kept busy
at paper hanging and painting.
A FIRST-CLASS
Charles 0. Dickey is one of the busiest
men in Waldo county in summer, with SHOE REPAIRER
looking after the steamers, transferring

wanted.
The Tuttle photograph rooms are open
for the twenty-ninth consecutive season,
with a large line of photographic views and
souvenirs. There are many new views and
new style souvenirs.
Mrs. Tuttle thinks
she will confine her transient custom work
at the Northport studio to tintypes this

Dry Goods, Garments, Domestics,!

at St. Louis.

8.

Hathaway of

{

$

Hon. George E.
Louis, July
Hughes of Batli was yesterday re-elected
National committeeman for Maine by the
Maine delegation. The opposing candidate
The
was Cyrus VV. Davis of Waterville.
delegation chose VV. H. McLellan of Belfast chairman, and selected its convention
follows:
as
committees
Resolutions,
Charles F. Johnson of Waterville; credenHanson
of
M.
Calais; to
tials, George
notify nominee for President, Melvin P.
Frank of Portland; to notify nominee for
Vice President, H. J. Hathaway of Houlton; vice president of the convention, H. J.
St.

on

Old-timers say there are more people on
the grounds now than ever before so early
in the season. The Northport hotel, under
the efficient management of landlord
French, is having the best year in its history. The Ocean House has a large list of
regular guests from Bangor, Boston, New
York, Providence, etc., besides a large run
of transients. The Waquoit has a new departure, with an elaborate menu embracing all the delicacies of the season, which
are served to order, in addition to the fish
and lobster dinners for which the house
has become famous. Joel P. Wood reports
the season as opening finely at his restaurant on Clinton Avenue, and Fred Curtis,
who has the icecream parlors over Haney’s
store, is doiug a good business. E. II.
Haney is kept busy in the Association
store, together with two clerks, George
Hatch of Belfast and Miss Nettie L. Haney
of Bangor. Mr. Haney is postmaster and
his daughter, Miss Cleora li. Haney, assistant. W. J. Price has enlarged his business this season by adding a line of groceries.
Mrs. L. F. Bootliby of Waterville is
spending the month at the Buckeye cottage,
corner of George and Maple streets.
Mr.
and Mrs. David S. Boothby of East Wilton
are with her.
Mrs. Burbank of Bangor, who is in her
93d year, is at her cottage, doing her own
work and entertaining her friends, and
Mrs. Eliza Ilunnewell of Belfast, 90 years
of age, is spending the season here.
Mrs. Henry Blethen and Mrs. J. W. Emery entertained the two Misses Moore of
Dexter and Mrs. Webster and daughter of
Bangor at dinner on the piazza of Mrs.
Blethen’s cottage recently.
Mrs. Stewart of Clinton is a guest of Mrs.
Flood of Waterville.
John Sprague of Auburn is at his cottage
near George street.
Mayor Leon F. Higgins of Brewer is at
the King cottage. He gave a dinner to a
party of ten from Brewer July 4tli.

;v

j
*

—CALL ON—

X. C. Matthews, M Main St,, Belli!
—

*

•

j

ELITE for Hen,

PATRICIAN for Women,
NATIONAL for Children

♦

J
*

AND MANY OTHERS, ALL GREAT VALUES FOR THE Mi
—

-^A Large Line of Fancy Moccasins.

*

J
}
♦

WE DO HE PA I tt 1X0.
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season.

JNortnport is lavorea with excellent facilities for travel this season. The Eastern
S. S. Co.’s boats land here from Boston,
Hock land and Camden every day excep
Monday at about 7 a. m., and from Belfast,
Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor daily
except Sunday. The Merrycoueag and
Golden llod make the round trip daily,
from Bucksport to Belfast, Northport
Cottage house of 7 rooms, No. 135 Main street.
Campground, Temple Heights and Camden,
Nice cemented cellar, water closet. Wired for
in the forenoon, and return in the after- electric
Moderate rent.
lights. With stable.
GEO. W. BURKETT,
noon.
Buckboards and carriages of Cham- Enquire ot
Room No. 2 Odd Fellows’ Block.
26tf
berlain and Noyes connect with the trains
which leave Belfast at 7 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.,
and arrive there at 0.43 a. in. and 0 p. m.
The Journal is on sale in E. H. Haney’s
store at 4 cents per copy.
A musical entertainment for the benefit
PUPIL OF MADAME BEALE MOREY,
of the Campmeeting Association will be
OF BOSTON,
given in the auditorium Wednesday after- Is
prepared to receive pupils in the study of
noon and evening, July 27th, under the
25tf
Piano, Organ and Musical Theory.
direction of Miss Emma G. Bray of New 120
Belfast, Me.
High Street,
Haven, Ct., who so successfully managed
the “Trip Around the World” for the
Methodists of Belfast recently. Reduced
rates have been secured on the regular
boats and excursions will be made from
For a first class manicure for
Bucksport, Searsport, Belfast and Camden.
twenty-five cents call upon
The Misses Annie Foster, Mary Cone
and Ethel Carlisle of Brewer are at the
MRS. B. I. WELLS.
Brewer cottage.
Mrs. S. W. Ford, Misses Jennie E. and
Esther A. Ford are at the Monroe cottage.
Mrs. A. S. Libby and family of Bangor
One Union made Plano Top Buggy
are at the Pioneer cottage on Merithew Almost good as new.
Will sell at a bar
square.
gain. Knquire ot
OKO. W. BURKETT,
Mrs. C. H. Currier, Miss Minnie and
Master Roy Currier and Mrs. R. H. Dyer
Room 2 Odd Fellows' Bloch.
24
of Newport are occupying the Lincoln cottage on Park Row.
Mrs. A. M. Parsons and daughter of
Bangor are spending the summer at the
The house and lot on Belmont avenue. In BelGray cottage on Merithew square.
sale apd
The Sunshine cottage on Merithew fast. owned by Will K. Howard, Is for
can be bought at a bargain.
Inquire of
Mrs.
L.
L.
Main
Street.
is
R.
20
JOHN
by
DDNTON.14
Copp,
square
occupied

Bank

Peoples National

TO RENT.

^ BELFAST, *c~

Pays

I

2 per cent,
-^SAVINGS

I
X

Interest

on

subject

to check.

DEPARTMENTS

3 per cent.
Capital >50,000.

Deposits

Surplus $25,000,

_

Deposits $365,000

MANICURING.

FOR SALE.

FOR SALE.

THE BANKS’ BUSINESS COLLEGE,

BELLAS'

ftfWS
A \ |

Til!

Republican Caucus. The Republican
voters of Belfast are requested to meet in
caucus at the court house, said city, on
Thursday evening, August 4, 1904, at 7.30
o’clock, for the purpi se of placing in nomination a candidate for Representative to
the Legislature, to be voted for at the election in September next.
Per order Republican City Committee,
Charles E. Rnowlton, Chairman
Charles W. Frederick, Secretary.

OF BELFAST.
>

WATERS OF MAINE.

low glory, far in day.
bloom,
nl's stormy surges, belted ir
.o' gloom,
,,|v. rocky borders, smile thj
1.1 and plait);
i, red, ocean-girdled, green.
,.f Maine!
—Isaac McLellan

ui<>

•,

ji
i

!

The ladies of the Baptist society will hold
a food sale in the vestry Friday afternoon
from 3 to 3 o’clock.

mackerel have been taker

,.

North Haven.

;ii

The Improvement Society will meet with
Mrs. Chas. A. Pilsbury next Monday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.

has furnished the Belfas'
uniform caps.

...
...

will give a public reeita
last week in July.

I, te

f

hi

...

L. F.

Howard recently picked in his
garden in East Belfast two well developed
pods of peas growing from one blossom.

Menominee, Mich., write!
the old home paper.”

r.iut

N. C. Matthews’show window is decorated with the large moose head brought from
the forest last winter by Harry and Custer

New York, subscriber sayi
“1 look for it every week
p house without it.”

|
a

j

Dickey.

,. of the Belfast & Mooseheac
met July 8th, and electee
.-itine, President; Frank R
,..iver; William 11. Quimby

The Universalist. lawn party at the parsonage on High street will be given Tuesday, July 26th. Further particulars next
week.
Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast post office for the week ending July 9:
Mrs. Arthur G. Smith, Mr. M. W. Hill,
Geo. Parker.

unity Agricultural Assoeithe contract for building
in.(stand to Geo. Churchill,
has been doing the work
*
henery residence and
:un on the building at once

.i

sries

were

scarce

The members of Seaside Chautauqua Circle will meet Monday afternoon, July 18th,
with Mrs. A. C. Webber, Xo. 7 Union
street. Author, George W. Cable.

in th<

although there was
good prices were offered

season
:

A. S. Rand of Stetson, formerly of Unity,
is said to have one of the tinest herds of
cattle in Maine, including a pair of oxen
that girt over 9feet and weigh 7,000 pounds.

ed in the fields for lack of
itlook for raspberries ami
"1, if the pickers will pick

There will be a special meeting of
Thos. il. Marshall R. 0. next Saturday
afternoon at 2.30 o'clock. All members are
requested to attend. There will be important business.

ng of the Odd Fellows’
itiou was held July tith
.a directors were chosen: J
Dunton, U. P. Flanders,
•S. Ilarriman, F.
V
uithworth. J. F. Wilson
lent; L. T. Shales, treas
ipee, clerk.

Thomas E. .Shea has been elected a director in the Belfast National Bank to till
the vacancy caused by the death of Dr.
John G. Brooks, and the election of Win.
B. Swan as president.

urn, Belfast, SI.
•!1 represented

B. .Smith
in the enThe Epworth League of the Methodist
oh State Fair, Lewiston
Episcopal Church will give another lawn
i :!0.
A. A. Fowler, Belparty on the church grounds Friday eveni stilleto in the 2.50 pace
ing, July 22nd. Refreshments of various
kinds will be on sale. There will be someoil Elsie Snow in the 2.1'.
in the way of entertainment.
E. L. Bean of Camden
I thing pleasing
tries
Capt. W. 1). Ben- I Admission free.
Golden Hod has sold hi:
The Maine
Central Railroad Co.
is
.ih to a party in Camden.
changing the color of its station buildings
—

with quite a serious ac
lay. He was in a dump earl
.- Hue and was
talking witl
>iie horse became frightenei
vole and overturned tin
Sir. Knight out. He struct
I first and was badly cu'

from the bright shades now in use to a
lead color with trimmings of dark green.
Tlie crew began on the Belfast buildings
July 8th. Eugene Blake is to succeed
Ishmael Patterson as switchman, gate ten*
der, etc., in the Belfast yard.

met

-•

.-

in

fortunately escaped

The New England Telephone A Telegraph
Co. is making improvements in its Islesboro service.
The construction crew, in
charge of Ralph Thurston,is stringing new
wires on the island and changing the system by which two pairs of wires will do
the work which formerly required 3. If
the lslesboro business continues to increase
another cable will be necessary.

mor<

The cart was somewhai
Knight is improving.and ii
il'.lllt.

’tended and enjoyable lawn
;i Friday evening,
July 8th
Is "f the Methodist church
ns enclosed with canvas, anc

l

■1

lanterns. Ice oreant
11id lemonade were served. A:
i't-i-n excessively hot and tin
o: anese

Capt. E. 0. Patterson was in Belfast a
few days the past week on business in relation to the dredger Key West, building in G.
A. Gilchrest's yard for the U. S. Government.
Capt. Patterson is in charge of the
building of 11 dredgers; G in Baltimore, 2 in
Norfolk, 2 in Greenpoint, L. 1., and*l in
Belfast. His family is in Baltimore.

and warm, the sales wert
I'zabetli Whitcomb of Searswhistling solo and was repeati.
She was accompanied hj
Ginn on the piano. A post of
i -s Alfreda Ellis as
postmishiI much custom and manj
.-Ii caller found some sort oi
nf-l awaiting him.
The part}
: "'ut 10 o’clock.
.oi-iu
1

i

j

!

-.

S

The Forbes

1

j
I

■

■
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Items.
Sch. Sarah L. Davi
the night of July Oth, lumbe

,r"!u

liangor for New York.
Hattie C. Luce, which dischargee
week for the Belfast Fuel, & Ha;
repair on a marine railway it t
Sch. Annie May arrived Jnl;

I

dockland.

She is to take a earg
luli|-r from Wiscasset to Camden...
''ar,a Webster arrived July 10th fron
esert. She is carrying hay for th
Fuel & Hay Co. to the island; 1
th« coast.Soh. A. W. Ellis was 01
a!‘way at Camden last week for re
,1.^' "' tuning recent local charters ar _
WII|g: Bark Frances, Norfolk b )
r,i
lba>> coal, 81; sch. F. C. Pendleton
‘"’nif'hia to Camden, Me., coal 95c; sch
,i
'ater, Mobilejto Aguadilla, lumber ■
*®hMedford, Charlotte Harbor t ,
I,
":,jre, with phosphate rock, p. t; barl £
jl
*
*Wan, New York to Porto Rico 1
k’rp.
.oa,f!0> P- t; sch. John E. Devlin •
t0 Philadelphia, ties, 15c; sch
.,

^
l„":

Hiiin*1
ChV|SWiHarold,
clt
deluj ,"t'’10

Philadelphia to Bangoi
days; sch. Sallie I’On, Phils

V" Hangor.coal, 81

•
■

Bark Rebecc k
1)6611 chartered to load pavin l
»t y
ra&kfortfor Havana at 83 and loaded.

Cro*

.Ilas

—

street, occu-

The Old Ladies’ Home Opened. The
Home for Aged Women is open to receive
inmates and two are installed there. Mrs.
Mary R. Coburn is in charge as matron
and has the Home in first-class condition
throughout. The trees about the buildings
have been trimmed, the lawn put in good
I
condition, and everything made homelike
and pleasant. The bequest of Mrs. Deborah
W. Lincoln, which will be available soon,
amounts to a little more than 89,000.

Notes.
The repairs on thi
ship Co.'s wharf and build
The roof wai
g completion.
.-cotton of the freight house
iriven under it and a new Hooi
‘"J has been replaced and thi
ii in
thorough repair. The worl
warm storage room for wintei
mg and floor of the whar’
generally overhauled and re
the buildings painted.
Thi
; and the walis and
trimmingi
The steamer Rock
green
ngor at 7.30 a. m. last Sunda;
■■on 403, Order of Railway Con
their friends, on an excursioi
Beach.
Conductor Clemen
Baggage Master Morrisoi
iied the party here, but left thi
1
> tier's Cove and came home oi
"1 rather than delay the Rock
return trip to land them a
I he I'astine will make an exeur
■mden Saturday to witness th
i the 5-masted schooner Mar
I.
Tlie boat will leave ;Sears
Belfast at 9 and will retun
launching.The Golden Roi [
unden Sunday, from Searspor t
-Ifast at 9.30, Temple Height s
eg, will leave Camden at 4 p
h'P will be made via Gilkey’ ,

I

.tram

building.

and Mrs. L. J. Wheelden
ere Mrs. Frank Young, Miss
Mrs. Clinton Smith, Car
iii Smith, Mrs. Fred Hayes
Mrs. K. A. Ringwall, Freder
Mrs. C.I). Page, Esther Page
Sproul, Mrs. Charles I. Col
Jessie Collamore, Mrs. C. I)
Ii Chalmers, Philip Chalmers
■can, Mrs. William F. John
iliel Johnson, Mrs. Colorny
Mrs. Bragdon, Frederic!
ory King, Helen Spearen
Miss Ruby Nason.

!

on

Frank G. Mixer. The roof will be raised
uniform with other stores in the row and
other improvements made. Mr. Mixer will
remain in his present store in the Clement

Retreat. The first part}
-at, Sandy point, for the sea"in Bangor last Thursday or
mbria, chaperoned by Mrs

■os

I

store

pied by Misses M. E. A L. P. Ellis and F.
G. Spinney, was sold yesterday to Charles
N. Black, who subsequently sold it to

Extensive repairs are being made on
the
Lewis wharf, including new parts to
the
*
etc.
slip-hoist, re-planking,
Mrs. M. P. Haynes and Miss Margaret
E.
Haynes of Brooklyn, N. Y., are spending
a week with their nephew, Sumner
Bridges,
200 High street; also Miss Effie M.
Bridges
of Boston.
The continued dry weather is
seriously
curtailing the crop of cultivated strawberries and causing much anxiety to growers.
The short crop means a loss of profit for
this season.
North Belfast. Mrs. W. S. Hatch has
gone to the White Mountains for rest and
Mrs. H. C. Bailey, who
recuperation
spent two weeks in Boston, arrived home
last Friday, accompanied by her son,
Harold E. Bailey, who has completed the
course at a business college_Mrs. Annie
Mclnnes and children of Merrimac, Mass.,
are visiting her father, Mr. Geo. A. Walls.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Partridge of
Waltham, Mass., are visiting her parents,
Capt. and Mrs. J. B. Ferguson_George
U. Hatch is clerk in the store of E. H.
Haney at Northport Campground.
—

—

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
PROSPECT VILLAGE.

Emery Calderwood gave a dance in hii
new barn the afternoon and
evening 01
July 4th, which was well attended_Wen
dail Marden of Boston spent last wee)
with his widowed mother, Mrs. Ernen
Marden.The buildings of Clarendoi
Gross were destroyed by fire July 7th, to
gether with two nice cows, two horses, tw<
new carriages, harnesses,
hogs, etc. Th<
family were sleeping and did not wake uu
til the barn and cattle were burned, am
just escaped death themselves. Cause o
the lire unknown.
No insurance_Mrs
Ezra Gould from Montana is the guest o:
Mr. and Mrs. I. F. Gould.
SEAHSMOXT.

Horace T. Muzzy of Boston arrived Sat
urday night for a two weeks vacation_
Miss Brown from Guilford, Conn., am
Miss Davis of Springfield, Mass., are guesti
of

Rev. and Mrs.

C.

F.

lieebee_Mrs

Mary Thomas, Master Maynard Thomas

Mrs. M. G. and Miss Alice Poor were guesti
of Mrs. G. B. Dyer at Camp Minnewawt
last week—Mrs. II. N. Woodcock and
daughter Mildred of Camden are at Wood
bine Cottage for the summer_Miss Doris
Wentworth is at home from Boston foi
the summer vacation.Charles Ripley
of Boston is visiting his father, Gardiuei
Ripley_Miss Florence Dunton of Belfasl
is in town for a brief visit_Rev. E. M
Fowler was able to attend church Sunday
to the surprise and pleasure of all his
friends.
MORItlET,.

The meeting of Waldo County Veterar
Association with us last Thursday was a
great success. There were a large numbet
of visiting comrades aud all expressed
themselves as being greatly pleased with
tlie entertainment
Miss Hertilla Harding from Waterville visited her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. IJames G. Harding, last week.
-ill-. Justin Merriam spent the glorious
Fourth in Camden
The lawn party advertised to be held on the church grounds
the evening of July 4th whs adjourned to
the Grange hall where ice cream and cake
were served for a price,
and the young
folks played plays and sang “kiss her let
her go, kiss her let her go,” etc. The party
was a success financially_Mrs. Nellie B.
Hatch and her daughter, Mrs. T. X, Pearson, spent several days in Bangor last
week—Mr. Martin of Augusta was a
guest at Mrs. Cynthia Blood’s recently_
Mr. Charles Elwell of New London, Conn,,
visited iiis mother, Mrs. Deborah Thompson, last Saturday and Sunday_Mrs.
George M. Clark of New Haven, Conn., is
visiting with her daughter at her husband’s
mother, Mrs. Emily E. Meat's.... Mrs. Altha Berry and Miss Bertha Hatch are
spending a few weeks at the Morrill Society cottage on Northport Campground_
Mr. Cyrus Roberts of Lawrence, Mass., is
visiting relatives in town—Quite a large
amount of haying was done last week.
The crop will be much less than was expected a month ago. The ground is verydry aud all crops ueed rain.

the

SWAN VI RLE.

BASE BALL.
0, Belfast 9.
The Belfast ball tossers met their second
defeat at Brooks Saturday, losing to the
home team by the score of 9 to 2. The
Brooks boys started in to rush things in the
very first inning and seored four runs before their opponents had
fairly got into the
game. After that singles and doubles were
batted out with alarming
rapidity and there
Brooks

The International Sunday school lesson
for July 17th will be “Asa’s Good Reign, 2

Chron.

j

j

14:1-2.

The Auxiliary Mission at No. 58 Church
street is suspended during the warm
weather. Notice will be given when the
meetings are to be resumed,
At the Unitarian church next Snnday
morning, service at 10.45 o’clock w'ith preaching by the pastor, Rev. Harry Lutz. Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All are welcome.

was

dially

longer any doubt about the outcome.
a hit except “Billy” Far-

well, and he wasn’t there. The features of
the game were the pitching of Ed. Miller
and the kicking of Colcord and
Darby. The
line up was as follows :
BELFAST.

H.

Brown, p.; Darby, c.; Patterson, lb.;
McDonald, 2b.; Holmes, 3b.; Woodcock, s.
BROOKS.

Miller, p.; Stimpson, c.; Hobbs, lb.;
Clement; 2b.; Evans, 3b.; Lane, s. s.; Putnam, 1. f.; Pattee, c. f.; Payson, r. f.

welcome.

123456789

Brooks.4 1001003-9
Belfast.0 00200000 —2
Errors, Belfast, 12; Brooks, 2. Umpire,

The services at the Universc'ist churct
Sunday will be as follows: at 10.4!
a. m., regular service; preaching by th(
pastor, Rev. Ashley A. Smith; at 12 m.

—

—

Carpets

LINCOLNVILLE CENTER.

next

Miss Carrie Dickey is at home from Bath
for a few days
Mrs. Carrie Pendleton
and son Fred of Boston are boarding at E.
school.
T. Churchill’s—Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Sunday
Green of Lynn, Mass., accompanied by
The regular weekly prayer meeting oi
twelve of her students are at their cottage,
the North church will be held this, Thurs
“Green Acres,” for the summer_Horace
An
adjournei Ilarmoud of Boston is at Benson Hall’s for
day, evening, at 7.30 o’clock.
parish meeting will be held to-morrow a few weeks....Mrs. Bertha Cohen of
Hyde Park, Mass., is visiting relatives in
Friday, evening at 7.30. The only service town
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gray and three
next Sunday will be the Sunday school a
children of Seal Harbor are visiting in
noon.
Rev. Drvid L. Wilson has aceeptec town-Miss Nellie Patten, who has been
in Boston the past few months, is at home
the call to the pastorate.
on a vacation—Georgietta Hall is
visiting
The weekly meeting for prayer am [ relatives in Rockland
Mrs. Cora Fletcher,
praise will be held at the Baptist ehurcl Annie Miller and Sadie Rackliffe have gone
to Jamestown, R. I., for the summer_
this, Thursday, evening at 7.30. The ladie; Mrs. Ernest Moody and son Colbv of Richof the church will have a food sale Frida;
mond, Me., are visiting at Elisha Tower’s.
afternoon from 3 to 5 o’clock. The Surida; .Mrs. H. L. True is at her cottage on
—

Here is Something You Have Been Looking for, for Years.

—

Ladies’

1

PHYSICIANS ADVISE
Using BROWN’S INSTANT REUtf
THE FAMILY MEDICINE,
I
For all STOMACH and BOWEL TROUBLES.

Morning worship at the M. E. ehurcl
next Sunday at 10 15, with sermon by thi
pastor, Rev. J. W. [latch; music by choir
solo by Miss Mildred Sanborn.
Sundaj
school at noon; young peoples’ meeting a
fi.30p. m.; topic, “The World’s Gain througl
Universal Peace”; leader, Miss Abbi<
Stoddard; peoples’ gospel praise service a'
C.30 p. nr, with chorus in charge of Mr. N
G. Petteugill. Chorus rehearsal to-morrow
Friday, evening, July 15th, at 7.30,
An

interesting children's day

Handy Hat Fasteners,

Xorthport Campground.

services will be follows: Preaching at lo.l,
a. m.; Sunday school at noon ; gospel praisi
service, a meeting for men, at 10 o’clock ii
the morning. Monday evening a meeting
will be held for women and girls.

“

MONEY REFUNDED

faiAirDealerBBeTl,iUireCted*

Prepared by tht Nobway Medicine Co„

I

Norway, Me. I

Trusses
WEBBING AND STRAPS

concerl

FOR REPAIRS AT

was given in the Baptist church Sundaj
eveniug, July 10th, belore a full congrega
tion. Superintendent Charles E. Rhoades
presided and Miss Ethola Frost played the
piano. The program was as follows:
“The Praise of Jesus’ Name,”
Sunday School Chorus.
Scripture Reading, Psalm 00.
Rev. E. S. Philbrook.
Prayer,
Response,
Primary Class.
Chorus, “Happy Children.”
Recitation, “Help One Another,"

CITY

DRUG STORE.

Abdominal

Louise Innes.

Supporters

Song, “Buttercups and Daisies,”
Chorus of Infant Class,
Exercise, “Gifts to the Giver,”
Willie Greenlaw, Harold French, Harold
Colson, Norman Littlefield.
As a part of the exercise the boj's took up

at

CITY DRUG STORE.

collection.
Chorus, “When We His Word Obey.”
Recitation, “Singing in the Rain,”
Helen Brier.
Chorus, “The Beautiful Story,” with solo
Victor
Colson.
by
Recitation, “I’m only a Little Pansj-,”

I

Made of the best spring brass, nickle
plated, will not rust. Sew them on to
the hat, on the edge of lining, close to
the brim.

If the hat has

bandeau,
the inside edge of bana

them on
deau. Once used you will discard hat

sew

pins forever.
Sent postage paid to any
Price 25c. per pair,

address,

a

Elastic Stockings,

Mary Hayes.
Chorus, “Sing with Gladness.”
Exercise, “Character Building,” in which
22 little girls and boys built up a pyramid

Knee

blocks inscribed with different virtues
and surmounted by prayer.
Chorus, “Our Happy Children’s Day.”
Rev. E. S. Philbrook.
Benediction,

Those who
and strength
ment with

o.

gaining flesh
by regular treat-

Send for free sample.
SCOTT & HOWNE, Chemists,
New York.
409*415 Pearl Street,
50c. and fi.oo; —11 druggists.

Bandages

Wants your trade.

\ Off

STORE.

Would you like to

Top

marked in

buy

a

Coat

Price?

the

If so cut out this coupon and present it
CORNER any time before July 20th.

Crutches,

CLARK'S

at

All

goods

plain figures.

SYRINGES,
RUBBER

On presentation of this coupon I will sell
any Suit or Top Coat 14 off the price. Not
good after July 20th. No trading stamps with
WILLIAM A. CLARK,
this offer.
Clark’s Corner.

GOODS,

FRESH FROM THE
FACTORY AT

CITY DRUG STORE.

One of the prettiLiberty took
Mrs. George
Cram Thursday evening, July 7th, when
Mrs. Cram’s brother, Edward Mitchell, was
united in marriage to Miss Ida Norton in
the presence of about 50 friends. The house
was profusely decorated with ferns, honeysuckles and red and white roses. The bride,
who is a petite brunette, was very charming in a gown of white muslin and lace.
She carried a bouquet of bride roses. Tire
wedding, being informal, the only attendant was Miss Stella Cram, niece of the
groom, as maid of honor, in a gown of
white muslin over blue.
The ceremony
was very impressively performed by Rev.
H. W. Abbott of Palermo, who used the
ring service. Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell are
very popular youug people and have a host
of friends who wish them God speed ou
their journey througli life. Fine refreshments of ice cream, cake and sherbert were
served through the evening. Among the
presents specially noted was a fine quartered oak chair from Eureka Cornet hand, of
which the groom is a member. The list,
which is a long oue, also included china,
silver and glassware, lamps, table linen,
towels, bed-spreads, parlor stand and a sum
of money, barrel of flour, art square, groceries, etc. The young couple go to housekeeping at once, having rented the Jameson Gordon house.
Mitchell-Nokton.

est events of the season in
place at the home of Mr. and

A

Of all

Articles

descrip

ion.

distance

Ring

A. CLARK,
telephone j1 WILLIAM
BELFAST,

UHDEBTAKEB8.

R.H. Coombs & Son,
CASKETS,
ROBES and
BURIAL 800DS.
Prepared at all hours to do EMBALM.

foolish to try and cure catarrh
by swallowing tablets or liquids? The
only natural way to cure this disease and
all other diseases of the respiratory organs
is to breathe Hyomei.
This treatment has been so successful,
curing 99 per cent, of all who have used it,
that Hyomei is now sold by R. H. Moody
under an absolute guarontee to refund the

ING aud FUNERAL WORK.
Iy7
Connected by telephone both day and night.

72 Main Street, Belfast.

BUGGY AND SAFE

You run no
money if it does not cure.
If il
risk whatever in buying Hyomei.
did not possess unusual powers to cure, il
could not be sold upon this plan.

•

A

or

High street.
good condition.

45
•

FOR

SALEa
,
a 500 lb. safe for
are nearly new

Stanhope buggy and
Both

3w26

---

Shampooing

TELEPHONE 39-11

sale at
and in

MAINE.

up 7-2

City Drug Store V

No one should confound Hyomei with
patent medicines that are advertised to cure
catarrh.
It is as far superior to them all
as the diamond is more valuable than cheap
glass. Their composition is secret, but
Hyomei gives its formula to all reputable

!

do County. I shall be pleased to show you the stock
and quote prices. As a manufacturer 1 know the rock
bottom prices and you will save one profit.

Your patronage solicited.
Prompt attention and low prices to
ail customers at

Hyomei, the Guaranteed Catarrh Cure, Prescribed by Physicians.

j

I want your business. 1 also want to know' if my advertisements bring business. This is one way of finding
out.
Biggest stock ot Clothes and Furnishings in Wal-

Complete Line of

Toilet

MEDICINE.

distress in the stomach cansec
by drinking too freely of cold water usi
Brown’s Instant Relief.

or

at

CITY DRUG

Fitzoerald-Wai.den.
The marriage
of Miss Martha Emma, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Walden of West Rockport, and
Mr. Herman A. Fitzgerald of Camden took
place at Mr. and Mrs. Coburn’s on Pearl
street, Saturday evening, July 2nd, Rev. G.
M. Hailey officiating. Miss Hattie F. Waterman and Roy A. Fuller attended them. Mr.
and Mrs. Fitzgerald were the recipients of
many pretty presents.
They have many
friends who extend to them best wishes for
their future happiness.—Camden Herald.

PATENT

Suit

-:■>

I

WEDDING BELLS.

For colic

WILLIAM A. CLARK

pTcT

Elastic and Pure Gum Rubber

season.

A

f----"N

Suspensories,

should continue the treatment
In hot weather; smaller dose
and a little cool milk with it will
do away with any objection
which is attached to fatty products during
the
heated

NOT

at

are

Scott’s Emulsion
1

Caps,

CITY DRUG STORE.

CONTINUE

—

—

and

Webber.

at 2.30 Sundays.

—

—

Small Wares

SCORE BY INNINGS.

will be meetings at the Gospel
Mission, 58 High street, every Monday,
Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday evenings.
Sunday school at 1.30 p. ro. and meeting
There

—

New Advertisements. A. D. Chase ASou, dry goods, small wares and carpets,
have something you have been looking for
—the ladies’ handy hat fasteners.
Sent
postage paid to any address; price, 25
cents per pair-Fred A. Johnson, Masonic
Temple, announces a special 9 cent sale for
three days, July 14th, 15th and Kith. Look
at the list of articles you can buy for only
9 cents... The services of a first class shoe
repairer have been secured and the Dinsmore store is now prepared to do all kinds
of shoe repairing_Mr. and Mrs. Win.
M. Thayer publish a card of thanks_
Trusses, abdominal supporters, elastic STOCKTON SPRINGS.
Mrs. George Schofield and children of
knee
stockings,
suspensories,
caps,
crutches, rubber goods and toilet articles at Brunswick arrived the middle of last week
the City Drug Store—Furnished cottage for a three weeks sojourn at Pleasant Point.
for sale or to let by the day, week or month. Mrs. S. was formerly Miss Sarah Cheney ol
Apply to F. S. Holmes or Mayo, White & our village and her genial presence is alwelcome among her many old friends.
Carter—James Ij. Howes announces his ways
-Mrs. Minnie Id. Foster and four chilsemi-annual clearance sale, and a mid-sum- dren of
Orrington are the guests of hei
brother and wife, Mr and Mrs. Simeon B.
mer sale of dry goods to begin July 16th.
Merrithew—Joseph
Gerrity* after a brief
Green trading stamps_The family of the
visit with his aunt, Mrs. Daniel Thompson,
late Mrs. Ann Robinson publish a card of returned
to
Thursday his home in Bangor
thanks—Broiled live lobsters and fish -Mrs. D. Killman is visiting her daughdinners served at all hours at the Elite, ter, Mrs. J. F. Gerrity, in Bangor_Miss
Harriet I». Hichboru went to Searsport Iasi
Northport—Overcoat lost between Belfast Saturday to spend Sunday with Mr. and
and Searsport.
Mrs. David Nickels—Mr. and Mrs. Whittemore and little son ot Bangor have beer
Law Court Cases.
Tileston Wadlin, the guests of Capt. and Mrs. Ralph Morse
for several days.
Mrs. W. is a native oi
Esq., Clerk of Courts, has received the cer- our
town—formerly Miss Alnieda Gilmore
tilicate of opinion from the Law Court in —and her old acquaintances are glad to see
Miss Madge Clifford arrived
the case Fred W. Brown vs. Ansel M. Bray. her again
from Fitehburg, Mass., by Sunday’s Boston
This was an action to recover land in Walboat to spend her vacation with her uncle
do. Before the case was tried the defend- and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Thompson.
ant died and George A. Bray became the ....The crowd of boarders continues tc
increase at Pleasant Point.
Last week
defendant. It was tried at the April term,
brought Mr. and Mrs. Rowe with two
1901, with a disagreement of the jury; and daughters, and Mr. and Mrs. Engley and
again at the September term, 1902, with a daughter from Attleboro, Mass.Mrs.
Sarah Clifford arrived from Brooklyn, N.
verdict for the plaintiff. The case went to
Y., last Sunday and opened her resithe Law Court on exceptions. The Law dence here for the season. She was acCourt dismisses the exceptions, and says:
companied by her grandchildren, Mr.
The plaintiff’s bill of exceptions alleges Walter and Miss Louise Colcord, who will
Mr.
various grounds of objection to the rulings spend the school vacation with her
of the presiding justice, but it does not James H. Griffin of North Adams, Mass.,
show how the excepting party is injured by arrived last Sunday for a short visit with
his mother, Mrs. Edward N. Harriman.
these rulings. Although a report of the
Mrs. Ladd and son Otis of North Adams,
evidence is presented, no evidence is speand Miss Boylan of Maryland accifically stated or referred to so as to make Mass.,
companied
him, and are the guests of Mr.
it a part of the bill of exceptions, and it
and Mrs. Harriman at their pleasant home.
cannot, therefore, be considered by this
Messrs.
Fred aud Allen Colcord, sons
court. It has been repeatedly held in this
of Mr. F. D. Colcord of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
state that exceptions must contain within
came by Sunday’s Boston boat to remain
themselves a sufficient statement of the
through their school vacation with theii
case to show wherein the
party is uncle and aunt, Capt. and Mrs. Melvin E.
excepting
agrieved or prejudiced, to entitle him to re- Colcord—Miss
Mary Pope of Boston cams
lief. Johnson vs. Day, 78 Me. 224; Smith
to join her sister, Mrs. Russell P,
vs. Smith, 93 Me. 253; Look vs. Morton, 94 Tuesday
at Pleasant Point-Mrs. S. J,
Goodhue,
Me. 547; Bradford vs. Philbrook, 96 Me.
Stevens of Troy is the guest of her son and
420.
wife, Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Stevens. Dr. and
Williamson for plaintiff. Knowlton for Mrs. E. L. Stevens of Belfast
camejwitt
defendant.
the doctor’s mother from Belfast Monday
There are now five Waldo County cases afternoon—Rev. A. A. Smith spent Mon
in the Law Court, as follows: F. W. Brown day and Tuesday in town, calling on par
isb members—a welcome guest among al
vs. W. B. Tyron; Alida B. Emmett vs. Ha- who
prize him as a pastor, friend and man,
nia Perry; C. H. Merrill and C. E. Libby
—Mr. Groves returned to Lynn,' Mass,
fast
week.
Mrs. G. and little son will re
vs. Elias Milliken; Mary E. McAllister, admain for some weeks with her aunt, Mrs
ministratrix, vs. Horace and Amos E. Pur- S. H. West—The summer heat is with us
ring ton; Wm. A. Ryan vs. N. C. Getchell.
despite the morning and evening fog lately

Dry Goods,

s.; Brown, r. f.; Frisbee, c. f.; Colcord, 1. f.

of

Mrs. Wilbur Taylor of Norridgewock has
been a guest of Mrs. W. W. Gray_Clarence Walker is at home from Farmington
Miss Jennie Rodgerson
Normal School
of Lowell has been the guest of her aunt,
Mrs. A. W. Damm-Mr. Staples, formerly of Belfast, who is employed on Maple
Terrace Farm, has moved his family into
the Herbert Cunningham house-Miss
Julia Chase, a teacher in Everett, Mass.,
with her two nieces, Ruth and Helen Nickerson, is spending the summer with her
E. II. Nickerson
father, 11. M. Chase
and family of Portland are at Maple Terrace
Farm for the summer....Herbert
Rami, and a party of his pupils from Boston have been camping on the west shore
of Swan Lake—S. D. Greeley and family
of Hampden spent July 4th with Mrs.
Greeley’s mother, Mrs. Mary D. Nickerson.
-Miss Susie Greeley returned to her
home in Hampden last Sunday, accompanied by her cousin, McKinley Damm_A.
Ross Nickerson is at home from Dartmouth
and is canvassing Waldo county with an
historical work
Miss Celia Nickerson of
Belfast spent last week with her mother,
Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson_Miss Vina
Nickerson of Portland is spending the summer w ith her mother, Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson— Isaac and Lee McKeen, Grace McKeen and a lady friend are visiting in town.
Miss Kate Small of Brooks was in towu
over the 4th—The Fourth passed off very
quietly here. Mr. E II. Nickerson gave a
nice display of fireworks from Maple Terrace Farm in the evening.

no

Everybody got

Mr. A. R. Fiske supplied the Unitarian
pulpit, last Sunday for Rev. Harry Lutz,
who was unable to preach. Mr. Fiske’s
subject was “The brotherhood of man, is it
realizable ?”
Christian Science services are held at J.
F. Fernald’s, No. 57 Cedar street, every Sunday morning at eleven o’clock, and Wednesday evenings at 7.30, to which all are cor-

—

..

churches.

For Sale.

and
1

Scalp Treatment.
There is a proper method for performing everything in order to produce the best results. This
is especially true in the treatment of the hair and
scalp. If dandruff exists treatment should De
begun at once, for this is but the advance warning of graver trouble. Dandruff is curable only
by persistent and off-repeated effort. I use a
brush made especially for the scalp that will not
irritate but disturbs the follicles, thereby causing
them to be invigorated and kept in activity. My
soaps are pure and free from alkali. My medicines are of the purest material procurable.
Made by a scientific Dermatologist and Specialist
of many years successful practice, and 1 have
every convenience lor doing the work in a firstclass manner. When in need of such work please
call upon

MRS. B. F. WELLS,
15 Main Street, Belfast.

LOST.
Between Belfast and Searsport, Tuesday, July
12th, a light colored overcoat. The finder will
please communicate with
CLEMENT fit ADAMS, Searsport.
2w28*

The undersigned offers his residence, No. 8
Church street. Tor sale. Brick house with tower
and bow windows, large veranda in front, bath
room, hot water heater, large and commodious
rooms, 13 in number, 3 library eases of oak and
black walnut. Kitchen and dining room have
oak floors. Screen doors, double windows, and
range go with the house. Will sell on easy terms.
Apply to
GKO. W. BURKKTT,
24

Room 53, Odd Fellows* Block.

Row and Sail Boat.
An up-to-date row and sail boat, builtby Davidof Calais, a noted yacht and boat builder, is
offered for sale with complete equipment. Length,
12 feet; beam 4 feet 4 in.; material oak ami clear
cedar, finished bright inside ami out, copper fastened. Will carry «»to S persons. Specially adapted for landing in very shoal water. Rows easily
and sails fast
May be seen on application to
CHAS. A. P1LSBU RY, Journal Office
son

CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to extend our heartfelt thanks to all
our friends for sympathy and kindnesses extended to us in our recent bereavement, the loss of
our only child, Ethel May Thayer, and we assure
them, one ami all, that their good will, as expressed bj words, deeds and beautiful flowers
will ever be remembered
MR. and MRS. WM. M. THAYER.

Belfast, July 11,19M.—•

Republican Semi-Centennial
The fiOtli Birthday of the Tarty to lie Observed at Ottawa, 111., August 1st.

The schooner-rigged vessel is now
the distinctive type of sail carrier in
the coasting trade. Schooners of great
burden, however, are comparatively a
recent product on the coast. Up to
the time of the civil war a schooner of
from 200 or 300 tons was considered
large on the coast, though the flrst
three-master on the great lakes was
built as early as 1850. It was thirty

Fifty years ago, or, August 1, 1S54, reason, removing the veil from their
Republican party was launched eyes, shall induce them to benefit
the political sea at Ottawa, 111. themselves
by its abolition; to protect
It lias been decided to celebrate the the constitutional rights of all citizens
golden anniversary in notable style on going to other States; to advocate the
the 1st of August, 1904, at that place, democratic and
oppose the aristocratic
and already extensive preparations are
at all times and on all occaprinciple
of
members
under way by the leading
mass
meeting
sions.” The Ottawa
the party in Illinois. It may not be chose delegates to the congressional
of
Presthe
10
secure
presence
possible
convention in Bloomfield on September
ident Roosevelt, although lie will be 12 and also arranged for county connomiThe
invitation.
an
urgent
given
vention in La Salle, Grundy and Livnees for vice president,
governors,
to select delegates for a
other men ingston county
the

officers and many
prominent in public life will be present and deliver addresses. The semicentennial celebration is to be the formal commencement of the campaign of
1904 in Illinois, and if the attendance
from outside states is up to expectations, it may be said to be the beginning of the campaign for the party in
the entire country. No more interesting political anniversary could be celebrated, and the fact that the Republican party is fifty years of age and with
a matchless record in the political history of the United States will be a
powerful aid to the success at the polls
in November. The leaders of the organization in central Illinois are keenly appreciative of the effect of a successful demonstration for such an occasion, and that it will grow to national scope and importance seems assured.
The meeting in Ottawa on August 1,
1S54. promises to grow in historic interest when its history is exploited and
*
he events connected theresome of
with are recalled. So far as known,
there is but one survivor, and lie is -U
Mr.
F. l.inton of Columbus, Ohio.
Lintoi is now living in retirement, but
enjovs excellent health. lie has prepared a number of articles of an historical nature,- which will be replete
with interest in connection with the
anniversary. Bronson Murray, one of
the participants, resided in l’ontiac,
111., for a number of years, but later
went to Boston, where he resided for a
long time. Nothing lias been beard
from him for some time, and it is
thought that he is dead, leaving Mr.
Linton as the lone survivor of the fa-

State

«

mous

senatorial convention in Ottawa
September 2nd.
KNOX

on

farmers were in the midst of their harand hands were demanding
from 82 to 85 per day. The time, therefore, was inopportune for a large atOf those present it was estendance.
timated that about one-half had been
acting with the Whig party, one-fourth
with tiie Democratic, and the remainThe
ing fourth with the Tree Sobers.
meeting was harmonious upon the
question of restricting slavery and
keeping it out of the territories, but
there was some difference of opinion
as to the expediency of organizing a
new party, and when it came to the
choice of a name, some vigorous objections were made to the name “Republican.” In the end, however, the
resolutions were unanimously adopted
substantially as reported by the committee.
At the delegate convention
held in Bloomington on the 12th of
September, to nominate a candidate
for Congress, objections were made
hot:, to the name and some of .lie
planks in the Ottawa platform.
Tio- questions were debated with a
good dca of warmth throughout the
greater part of the afternoon, but it
was linally decided that the party was
formed, its principles agreed upon and
its name iixed at Ottawa, and that the
convention lutd but one duty to perform, simply to choose a congressional
A resolution was adopted
candidate.
declaring that "No person could be
eligible to a nomination unless he unequivocally stood upon the platform of
principles adopted at Ottawa, and
pledged himself, if defeated for the
nomination, not to run as the candidate
of any other organization.
Jesse O.
Norton was then failed upon and in a
brief speech fairly and unequivocally
accepted the situation. Churchill Cofiin pillowed in a felicitous speech, indorsing everything done at Ottawa,
withdrawing from the contest for Congress and moving the nomination of
Norton hv
acclamation.
Abraham
Lincoln addressed a meeting in Bloomin
the
after
evening
ington
adjournment of the Ottawa convention, and
approved of the movement and name.
It wiil be noticed by those who search
the liles of the papers published in Illinois at that time that the suggestion
oi the convention that all succeeding
county conventions be called under the
name “Republican” was acted upon
generally throughout the State during
the following month.
SCENE OF FII:ST CONVENTION.

Mr. Linton says that the famous
Ottawa convention was held in the
open air in front of the present site of
the courthouse. At that time it was a
commodious yard with large shade
trees. Wells Wait was the temporary

president of the convention and Judge
E. S. Leland the permanent. The secretaries were E. T. Bridges, La Salle;
Thaddeus Hampton, editor of the
Ottawa Republican, and Mr. Linton,
who was then editor of the Peru
Chronicle. A committee on resolutions
was appointed consisting of Churchill
Collin, Peru, who was chairman; Richard Thorne, A. A. Fisher, A. Woodruff,
John Ilosfurd. L. I). Smith, Wells
Wait, S. R. Lewis and (1. W. Jackson.
While this committee was preparing
resolutions Rev. M. I’. Sweet, then
pastor of the Methodist church in Peru1
and who was Whig candidate for Congress in the Chicago district in 1850,
being defeated by Long John W'eutworth, addressed the meeting. He wras
one of the most eloquent and forceful
orators and lawyers in Illinois in his
time. He became a minister in 1851
and his speech so angered the members
of the Democratic party in his church,
and they criticised him so severely, that
he abandoned the pulpit at the end of
the conference year and resumed the
practice of law in Freeport. His address before the Ottawa convention is
recalled as one of the most eloquent
and impassioned denunciation of slavery ever heard at a political meeting in
the country.
The committee on resolutions reported,

in part

as

follows:

“Resolved,

That in co-operation with the friends
of freedom in other parts of the Union,
we hereby form ourselves into the
‘Republican party,’ pledged to the
accomplishment of the following purposes to wit: To bring the administration back to its original princiof liberty; to restore the proibition of slavery to
the territories of Kansas and Nebraska and to

Eles

any young

be

permanently
cured of monthly pains by taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
may

“Young Women:
I had frequent
headaches of a severe nature, dark
spots before my eyes, and at my menstrual periods I suffered untold agony.
A member of the lodge advised me to

It has been taken for granted
nation.
that the Waterville convention would
renominate lion. S. AV. Goidd of Skowhegan, but in the past few days much
pressure has been brought to bear upon
Mr. Gardner, and it is understood that
he is considering the matter of becomMr. Gardner is masing a candidate.
ter of the State grange, and it is argued
that be would win the support of a large
percentage of the grange influence
which backed Hon. Bert M. Feruald in
the recent Republican state convention.
The convention made all its county
nominations by acclamation. Two candidates canvassed the delegates for the
clerk of courts nomination, but the
present incumbent’s name was the only
The ticket is named as
one presented.
follows:
Lindley M. Staples of AVashington
for senator, Adelbert J. Tolman of
Rockland for sheriff, Gifford B. Butler
of South Thomaston for clerk of courts,
Charles K. Miller of Camden for judge
of probate, Clarence D. Payson of
Thomaston for register of probate,
Philip Howard of Rockland for county
attorney; D. M. Murphy of Rockland
for county treasurer, and Owen P. Lyons of Arinalhaven for county commis-

—

try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, but I only scorned

good advice and felt that my case was
hopeless, but she kept at me until I
bought a bottle and started taking

it. I soon had the best reason in the
world to change my opinion of the
medicine, as each day my health improved, and finally I was entirely without pain at my menstruation periods.
Nettie BlackIam most grateful.”
more, 28 Central Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn.
$5000 forfeit If original of above letter
proving genuineness cannot be produced.
—

—

If there is anything about your
about which you would
like special advice, write freely
to Mrs. Pinkham. She will hold
your letter in strict confidence.
She can surely help you, for no
person in America can speak
from a wider experience in treating female ills. She has helped
hundreds of thousands of women
back to health. Her address is
Lynn, Mass.; her advice is free.
case

sioner.
THE OTTAWA CALL.
Trie platform denounces the present
The latter recalls that Cassius M. system of taxation as allowing large
Clay of Kentucky visited northern Il- corporate interests to escape: delinois about a month prior to the Otta- nounces the fish and
game laws ami the
wa convention in 1854 and addressed method of their enforcement as
calcuin
.Joliet,
Ottawa,
Chicago,
meetings
lated to terrorize peaceable citizens: deLa Salle. Bloomington and other places, nounces the
hypocrisy of Republican
exciting a great deal of anti-slavery en- temperance legislation, and indorses
thusiasm. Ilis speeches had an influ- the
gubernatorial candidacy of Obadiah
ence towards the calling of the Ottawa
Gardner.
convention. The call was brief, and
l’ror. L. C. Bateman of Auburn adread: “A general mass meeting for all dressed the convention and
urged the
those opposed to the encroachments of
to send a solid delegation to
county
of
party, Waterville to help nominate Obadiah
slavery, without distinction
to organize such opposition as may be
Gardner for governor. He said he had
deemed necessary and expedient.”
received a letter from Mr. Gardner in
The Bock Island railroad granted a which the latter indicated that he i
The athalf-fare to those attending.
would accept the nomination if he i
tendance was estimated at 500. The could be assured the
were with
vesting

Blackmore, Min- 8

neapolis, tells how
woman

The feature of the Knox county
Democratic convention held in Thomaston July 6th was the vigorous boom
for Obadiah Gardner of Rockland .as a
candidate for the gubernatorial nomi-

gathering.

jm

\\
II Miss
Nettie

COUNTY DEMOCRATS

Meet ill Convention and Nominate Candidates. A Boom for Ohadiali Gardner.

j

VETERAN
Ex-Soldiers

and

OFFICE HOLDERS.
Ex-Sailors

of Civil

War

Employed at Washington Number 2,175.

Complying with a request from the
House Committee on Civil Service ReForm, the Civil Service Commission has
prepared

a

statement

showing

that the

the civil
tvar employed in the executive departments at Washington number-2,175, and
;x-soldiers and ex-sailors of

the widows of veterans so employed
188. The information was asked in view
if complaints that there are many superannuated clerks on the payrolls’.
The largest number of veterans, 641,
ire employed in the Interior Department, while the Treasury Department
carries 553 on its pay roll, and the War
Department 347. There are only twenty three veterans in the Navy Department, and only seven in the State De-

people

him. Cheers greeted the mention of
Mr. Gardner’s name, and a Rockland
delegate declared that Knox county
would give Mr. Gardner 1,000 majority.
“We will give him .'>00 in Republican
Androscoggin,” said Prof. Bateman.
Mr. Batemen also spoke in the interpartment.
est of a revision of the game laws, and
The ages of the old soldiers and saildeclared that the State of Maine was :irs vary from tifty to eighty-two years.
being turned into a huge game park There are 217 who are sixty-one years
for the benefit of millionaire sports- old, while those one year younger form
men, who came here wearing leggings the next larger class, 11'7 in number.
and their hair parted in the middle,
Nearly two-thirds, or 1,388, are from
“The first party that puts such a plank fifty-eight to sixty-five years of age.
in its platform will elect, a governor,” ; Those over seventy years of age numsaid the speaker; in effect pledging the j ber 226, and of this number eleven are
The veteran with the
co-operation of the Maine 45,000 grang- ; over eighty.
ers.
Prof. Bateman criticized the Be- longest service is seventy-seven years
on
issues
and
declared
State
publicans
j old. He lias served tifty-two years.
that the machine was as bad as the one Nearly two-thirds, or 1,332, of the 2,175
which was responsible for the recent veterans, receive salaries ranging from
Colorado difficulties.
$1,200 to $2,500 per annum, while 06 reHr. G. L. Crockett of the State comceive more than $2,500 per annum.
mittee hoped the county delegation Those receiving $840 or less number 476.
would vote solidly for Gardner. He j The veterans and widows of veterans
said lie knew that Mr. Gould was slated constitute 10 per cent of the number of
two years ago, but thought the nomi- ;
persons employed in the departments
nee should be
a man with political j and
government printing offices in
strength behind him. Senator Staples i Washington.
discussed State issues.
Lots of Children.

j
j

j

j

Literary News and Notes.

When a very young looking woman
got on a trolley ear the other day she
found there an old friend, also a very
young looking woman, who she evi-

Mr. Chapman’s articles on “The Law
of Advertising” are worth many times
the subscription price of Profitable Advertising to advertisers and publishers.
They began in the January number and
will continue through the year. In the
August and September numbers Mr.
Chapman will treat of “Postal Laws
and Regulations.”

dently

Even the conductor pinched himself
at this to see if he was awake, and other
people looked around to see if either of
the young women were accompanied by
doctors or keepers. There was a general
air of dumfoundedness among the passengers until from further conversation
of the two women it transpired that
they were teachers in separate private
schools for children. Then everybody
looked foolish and made more or less of
an attempt to appear as though they
had taken no interest from first to last.

—Philadelphia Record.
K. H.

HER NEW LANGUAGE.
She possessed a mind discerning,
stored and crammed
was
That

with

learning,
And her thoughts, forever burning,
could
She
suitably express,
All her sentences were rounded,
And her words imposing sounded,
I was really quite astounded
As I listened, I confess.
It was rather an infliction—
All this verbal unrestriction;
Hut her diction,
Each polite and polished phrase.
And the words, and their connection—
And her most correct inflection—
They were quite beyond all praise.

at Castine.

old and respected

citizen of Castine, dropped dead June
30th. Mr. Sawyer had long been subject to fainting spells. Thursday he
went out to dig clams, but did not return at noon. A searching party was
started, and the body was found lying
in about six feet of water. It is thought
that he fainted, and died before the
tide came in and covered his body. He
leaves a widow.

I

Moody

asks the readers of this paper who are suffering with indigestion or dyspepsia to call
on him at once and get a bottle of Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure. If you knew the value of
this remedy as we know it, you would not
suffer another day. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
is a thorough digestantand tissue-building
tonic as well. It is endorsed personally by
hundreds of people whom it has cured of
indigestion, dyspepsia, palpitation of the
heart and stomach troubles generally. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests what you eat.
It is pleasant, palatable and strengthening.

Special from Norwich, Out. The reof Mr. Norman Hatty, Hardware
Merchant, one of Norwich’s oldest and
most successful citizens, has excited much
For years Mr. Hatty has been
comment.
an unceasing sufferer from Catarrhal Asthma and although no end of time and money
was spent relief was not obtained until Mr.
Hatty commenced Catarrhozone treatment
which perfectly cured him. This case is
only equalled by that of Mrs. Hannon, wife
of J. J. Hannon, Druggist, who was also
cured|of Asthma and Hay Fever by Catarrhozone after thirty y ears’ suffering.
Fully a
hundred persons in this town have been
cured of Catarrhal troubles by Catarrhozone which is a remarkable proof of its
value. Two months treatment. I’riee $1.
Small size 25c.
Sold by Poor & Son, Druggists, or by mail from Poison & Co., Kingston, Out.

Plies Upon Top of Plies.
Piles upon top of piles of people have the
Piles, and DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve
There are many different
cures
them.
kinds of Piles, but if you get the genuine
and original Witch Hazel Salve made by £.
C. Dewitt & Co. of Chicago, a onre is certain. H. A. Tisdale of Snmmerton, S. C.,
says, “I had piles 20 years and DeWitt’a
Salve cared me after everything else failed.”
Sold by K. H. Moody.

time.

reply.

covery

an

some

of the women said:
“IIoiv many children have you now?”
All who were in earshot sat up and
listened breathlessly for the reply.
“Let me see,” said the other slowly;
and then, after a pause, “I have sixteen
How many have you?”
now.
“Oh, I have only twelve,” was the

a book just
of Chicago,
and sold for 25 cents in paper covers or
15 cents in cloth. It is supposed to be
the story of an old countrvmafi and his
wife and daughter who went from
Skowhegan to the fair at St. Louis, and
claimed to be rural characters true to
life.”
The characters are about the
same as those seen on the stage in
country plays and if the rest of the descriptions are no nearer to reality than
the part referring to Skowhegan, which
the author evidently thinks is a little
country hamlet way station, it isn’t of
much account as a guide to the fair. If
one likes the kind of fun there is in it,
the book will just suit him. There is
quite a story woven in with it, and if
one can stand the alleged humor of the
old countryman it will be an interesting book, with more or less information sandwiched in.

Joshua Sawyer,

for

one

position,” is the title of
published by Laird & Lee

Dropped

had not seen

After an exchange of greetings, which
attracted the attention of other riders,

“Uncle Bob's and Aunt Betty’s
Strange Adventures at the World’s Ex-

Dead

TRAGIC INSOMNIA.

POPULARITY OF THE SCHOONER.

prohibit it in all other territories now
belonging to or hereafter acquired by
the United States; to repeal the fugitive slave act of 1850; to permit the
States where slavery exists to continue
to be weakened and injured by it till

But 1 saw her very lately,
And she did not talk ornately;
All that language, suave and stately,
She no longer kept on tap.
She was saying: “Bessums, diddums;
Where de bad old pin got hiddums
In her muvvers precious kiddums?”
To the baby on her lap.
that will, will fill the bill,
Without a gripe,
To cleanse the liver, without a quiver,
Take one at night.
DeWitt’s Little Early Kisers are small, easy
to take, easy and gentle in effect, yet they
are so certain in results that no one who
For quick reuses tbem is disappointed.
lief from biliousness, sick headache, torpid
liver, jaundice, dizziness and all troubles
arising from an inactive, sluggish liver,
Kisers are unequalled. Sold by K.
The

!
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Earl^

pill

years later that the first four-master
was built on the coast and vessels of
schooner rig began to run up to 1,200
The first fiveand 1,500 tons in size.
master afloat that kept the seas of her
own power was the schooner Governor
Ames, built in 1889 at AValdoboro, Me.,
and up to three years ago she was the
only schooner of her class. In comparison with the full-rigged sailing ship
there is no question as to the superiority of the multi-masted schooner. The
cost of const ruction is less in the case
of the schooner; she carries less than
half the crew required by the ship; she
carries an enormous spread of canvas
and can outpoint and outfoot any
square-rigger afloat; and, finally she can
carry a great cargo. As to the standing of these schooners when compared
with the ordinary type of steam cargo
tramp, there is a necessity of more
careful
investigation. The average
cost of construction per ton carrying
capacity of four schooners- four and
five-masters—from which data have
been compiled, has been $25. The cost
of two steel freight steamships built in
American shipyards in 1900 with a capacity for 5,300 tons' of cargo was $55
per ton carrying capacity. The cost of
running the schooners, as derived from
statements rendered by the agents over
a series of voyages covering a year's
time, was $7 per ton carrying capacity.
The cost of operating the steamers was
greater than this owing to the larger
crew carried, higher wages necessarily
paid, cost of coal for consumption in
their engines and greater charge for depreciation, insurance and interest. It
amounted to $30.50 per ton carrying ca-

Rage Caused by Lack of Sleep
Proves Fatal to Two People.
A (earful tragedy recently occurred in
Philadelphia where a prominent chemist
shot both his wife and himself after a des- 1
perate struggle. His physicians are report-!
ed as saying that the terrible affair was
due to mental derangement
caused by
Murderous

sleep.essness.
Many

suffer from this

cause

without

knowing how to obtain relief while their
condition daily grows more desperate. All
such

will

read

with

interest how

Mr.

Thomas Hessian, of South Hampton, N. H.,
finally succeeded in ridding himself of an
attack ot insomnia
of his physician.

Mr. Hessian is

a

which baffled the skil

farmer and is in the

habit of retiring very early. It was in
April, 1903, that he found he could no longer get the sleep that he needed to fit him for
his day’s duties.

}

While ~.he Orchestra Plays.
“I do wish the woman back of m»
♦could stop kicking my chair,” sighed *
woman at tke theater the other evening. "E ver since the overture began
she has been keeping time with her
feet, and besides ail that she is fanning
the back of my neck and trying to hum
a
tune she doesn’t know.
Isn't it
strange how some people act when
there's any music about? Now. just
look at that little woman in the second
row tapping all five lingers of on? baud
tfgainst her forehead. Sim's unconscious of it too.
And there's another
woman over there in the box who
seems to think she ts leading the orchestra with her fan. The men are
just as had too. Just look around and
see t!:e number of men who are keeping time witli their heads, their bands
or
their feet. Then there is always
some creature who makes a nuisance of
himself by whistling through his teeth
all the time the orchestra is playing.
Even you. my dear”—this to her husband "are keeping strict time with
your programme while I'm lecturing'
about
other people’s misconduct.”—
New York Times.
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President and Vice President, ,
States, and the transacting ,,r
I
business that may propei !\
‘2
The basis of representation u,
lows:
Each City, Town and Plantai,.
entitled to one.delegate, and it,.
votes cast for the Democrat!.
S
Governor in 1900, one
additi., ‘‘M*
and for a fraction of thirty v,,^
of fifty votes an additional d» i.
Vacancies in any delegation"
only by a resident of the < .ani
the vacancy exists.
The State Committee will lathe reception room of the hail'
on the morning of the Convent i'..I
the credentials of delegates
All Democratic conservati
Maine, who believe that the m
governed in a more econoni
and a cessation made of the j,
of squandering the people’s n,.
dially invited to unite undei
electing delegates to thi^ ( u
Per order, Democratic St:
Georc.i 1
A.
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“1 would turn from one side to another in
says Mr. Hessian, “but I could not
get over fifteen minutes’ sleep before I was
awake again, and when 1 got up in the
morning 1 was more tired than when X
went to bed at night.
1 consulted a physician, who said 1 had insomnia. lie prescribed for me but his medicine did me no
good and 1 began to feel that X would
have to give up work altogether.
While X was in this miserable state and
utterly disoouraged, 1 chanced to see au
Bath, Me., May 14, 1904.
advertisement of Hr. Williams' Pink Pills
for X’ale People and was so impressed by
*
the evident truthfulness of the statements
DEMOCRATIC COUNTY Cj.’S ;
R!o*»n
In Britain.
made that I made lip my miiul to give the
Lunar superstitions lingered until
a
trial.
The Democratic voters of V.
remedy
late period in tit*1 British islands. A
“It was in June that 1 took my first dose
are hereby notified to me.-i i>.
of pills
liefore 1 had finished the first box
write: of the seventeenth century says: convention, at the Court i!
1 noticed a slight improvement in my con“In Yorkshire, etc., northward, some j Friday, August 5, 1904, at :
the forenoon, to nominal.dition, and as I continued to use the remedy the benefit became more marked until, enuulry people doe worship the new | senator, sheriff, county ati.*
moon oil their La re knees, kneeling on
when the fifth box was gone 1 could enjoy
j treasurer, judge of probate, p
a sound restful sleep and wake up in tlie ! an oarthfas;
And the people or’ bate and county commi--i
morning refreshed and ready to lake up j Athol, in the la -.Mauds of Scotland, doe choose a county commit to-my work witluuy old time energy. My health
any other business wh;. a
worship tlu* new moon." Speaking of come before said conventi".
has since remained excellent; X have a guod
to
do
a
he
hard day's work
the Irish,
ainues. “Whether or no
Each city and town wir
appetite, strength
and ability to sleep soundly and to wake up
they worship the moon 1 know not. but two delegates and one add.;,
in buoyant spirits.”
for every forty votes cast !
when they first see her after the change
lsonmia ultimately wrecks health comcratic candidate for Govern,
they commonly how the knee and say | for a fraction of twenty vot
pletely and renders the victim unfit for any
mental or physical work. Its earliest
and near the wane ; forty, a further additional d.
tlu* Lord’s Pray
manifestations should be regarded us a
tills basis the following allot!-,.
!
address thorns- :
her with a loud
grave menace and should be checked at
made.
s
voice
after
t!:
manner.
‘Leave
us
as
once.
Belfast.101 North p
well as thou foundest.’
Dr. William’s l ink Pills are a safe as
Belmont. 3 Palennwell as ail effectual remedy. They contain
pacity.
Sylvester OTJaiioran. tlu- Irish histo- Brooks. 3 Prosp*-.:
j
ne auvauiage a cargo steamer nas
no epilates, but
furnish elements to the
rian.
of
the
speaking
corresponding Burnham.3 >eai>i
over the multi-masted schooner of the blood which put the whole system in a
Frankfort.
3
Searspoi
customs of the IMucnicians and Irish,
same capacity is in the increased num- condition in which sleep becomes perfectly
Freedom
3 Stocktm,
adds: “Their deities were the same.
They are sold by all druggists
ber of trips it can make in a given natural.
Islesboro. 3 Swanv
world.
througboutjthe
time. The actual figures show that the
They both udnml Bel (or the sum. the •Jackson. 3 Thorn !.
Knox. 3 Troy.
moon and the stars. The house of Rim
tramp steamer can make about three
Liberty. 4]Unity.
Register of Deep W ater Vessels.
times as many trips in a year as a fivemon. which the I'lnrnieians worshiped
Lincolnville. 4i Waldo
masted schooner engaged in steady
in (like our temples of Fleclita in
Monroe. 3 Winteip"
business. About one-lialf the time the
SHIPS,
Montville.4
wore
Meath),
sacred
to
the
moon.”
[
schooner will equal the steamer's recMorrill. 3|
Abner Coburn, arrived at San Francisco
ord in spite of the latter’s quicker dis- Feb 22 from Baltimore via Montevideo.
The county committee will
What !>*, People Read f
half
of
the
G
D.
while
the
other
A
sailed
from
Kahuat
the Court House, at nine
Rivers,
Hopes,
year
patch,
Every roadside fence is now a prim- on the day of the convention t
its voyages will he twice as long. On lui May 4 for Delaware Breakwater.
A J Fuller, arrived at Sydney, N S W,
er for the passerby, every trolley ear is
dentials of delegates. Total nm
the year's business about twice as much
19 from Tacoma.
gates eligible to seats in the
a first reader to the traveler and every
business is handled by the steamer as May
Per order Democratic Count'.
Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, sailed from Honoboarding a treatise on zoology, manuby the schooner. The ordinary coast- lulu June 7 for Delaware Breakwater.
Franklis A. Grkkk,
ing cargo tramp steamer will make
factures and social problems.
Today
Dr. A. E. Kilgokk, >
Bangalore, Blanchard, sailed from Kah|
thirty-six trips in a certain trade in a lului May 21 for Delaware Breakwater,
Belfast, June 1, A. 1). 19m.
most read a little, if only the signs and
year. She can carry 2,500 tons of coal j E B Sutton, arrived at Cheefoo May 31
some
read
newspapers—probposters:
Auiucm
per trip at say 05 cents a ton, giving from New York.
ably in.OOM.ixiO to '20.un0.n00 of the 40,Fort George, sailed from Melbourne April
her gross receipts of $57,200 in the year. I
for Sydney, N S YV.
000.000 who could read them if they
She is alloat on an average 200 days in 22 Gov
Kobie, arrived at San Francisco May
would. A fen* read novels. If the most
the year, burning 20 tons of coal a day | 15 from Baltimore.
Bikmiam, Me., July
at a cost of $2.50 a ton, $10,000 for the I
popular novel finds only 1.000.000 buy- Baxter had a narrow escapLuzon, Park, sailed from Honolulu June
ers in a country where 40.000.000 could
Tuesday afternoon, at t;
year. She carries acrew of twenty-four 1 for Delaware Breakwater.
over the Maine Central ra
whose wages amount to $t,200 a month I
Mary L. Cushing, arrived at Port Townsread it if they would, who can say that
t»
from
Guam.
end
the station.
Ife attempt*It costs $12
July
or for $14,400 the year.
novel readers are more than a few? A
1)
Manuel
C
cleared
Llaguno,
Nichols,
over
the crossing just a
|
a day to feed this crew,or $4,400 for
to
3.000,few.
2.n00.000
very
possibly
from New York June 4 for Cheefoo.
westbound, came along. I
the year.
There are incidental exPuritan, A. N. Blanchard, sailed from
000. read standard literature and seriwas badly smashed and
penses of $600 a month for paint, San Francisco Nov. 2 for Hull
ous contributions to thought and knowlwas thrown out on the plai
on
deck
and
in engine
repairs
Paul Revere, Whittier, arrived at AusHe was uneon
edge. Sun ly the procession of read- station.
room, a total of $7,200 for the year. tralian port prior to June 28 from Manila
ers grows larger every year, relatively
The stevedoring will amount to $6,300 for Newcastle, N S W.
picked up, but was soon p
taken to Ids home nearby.
more.
Fort charges, insurance, com- ! Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from
as well as absolutely.—Outlook.
N. S. Y\r.
A doctor from Clinton amissions, and agent will cost $5,000 a i Newcastle,
S D Carleton, Amsburv, sailed from
Pittslield were telegraphed
year additional. This adds up to $46,300 Newcastle, N S YV, Dec. 12 tor San FrancisFilins? « ( lock.
tended him about l oYi
and there will easily be $3,000 more in j; co.
A resident of Florida tells this story
found him badly shaken up
miscellaneous expense, making a round
St Paul, F W Treat, arrived at Seattle
who
came
to
a
watchof an old negro
and tiiink several ribs antotai of $50,000 operating expenses, ; Mar'-h 5 from Mani a.
maker with the ; wo l ands of a clock:
their attachments.
Hi- «
Ti 1 lie K Starbuck, Eben Curtis, sailed
thus leaving a profit of $7,300 to pay in- j
•l want ycr to !i.\ up dose ban’s. The iiorse escaped uninjun-surance, interest, deprecation and divi- j from New York March l(i for Honolulu;
N
W
42
32.
lat
24
Ion
11,
spoken April 23,
Mr. Baxter is ovei so acdends.
Dry ain’t kept no correct time for mo’
Wm II Macy, arrived at San Francisco
tive for a man of Ids yeai
den ix munfs.”
A five-masted schooner of 2,25$ gross i
March 20 from Ladysmith.
deaf, which accounts for
tons will make thirteen trips where the
"Well. wY re is the clock?” respondII ARKS.
ing tiie train. There are
steamer is making thirty-six. She will
ed the watchir.aker.
June
Edward
sailed
from
Makawell
to
the track which shut
May,
carry 3,000 tons of coal at 60 cents,
to my cabin.”
“Out
for San Francisco.
until one is very near the <
earning $23,080. Her crew will consist 29 Ethel,
the
clock.”
“Hut
1
must
have
New
York
arrived
at
Williams,
of twelve men, whose wages will J
“Hivin' I t»*il yer dar’s at thin do matJuly «> for Elizabethport.
Political Points
amount to $6,000 a year. It will cost
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
j
ter will d cawk Y* ptin:: do ban's? An’
to
feed
them.
Incidental
•>
for
$1,500
Porto
Rico.
Barbados
only
Maj
so
here dey he. You jess want de clock
Silas C. Swallow of PenPenobscot, sailed from Boston May 8 for
expenses summed up may amount to
President and George V
you kin tinker it an’ charge me a big
$4,000, this including commissions, Buenos Ayres.
from
sailed
Rebecca
Windsor,
Crowell,
Texas for Vice President.
price, ('innue l ack dem ban’s.”
agents, insurance, repairs, port charges,
New York,
Prohibition ticket, even
etc. The stevedoring will amount to ! N. S. June 8 for
And. so savin... he started oil’ to find
Rose, innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
i
sound
just right.
$5,000. This amounts in total to $io,- ; Pensacola April 2t> for Axim, YV C A.
an honest watchmaker.
500, which amount may be increased by
Thomas A Goddard, arrived at Rosario
Thomas E. Watson, \r
miscellaneous expenditures to $l$,000, June 1 from Boston.
iian:»*•! Ten
Hooks.
nominated for President
leaving a profit of $7,740 to pay interest,
SCHOONERS.
lists, was a member of tinCharles A. Dana msec made a list of
insurance, depreciation and dividends.
i
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from ti ll “indisju'nsah:-* luniks.
Iii*y were: as a Democrat, and wa-■
Actual figures of voyages show gross Newport
for
News June 29
Providence.
list ticket with Win. J. P!
The Fable. Shakespeare, the DeclaraCalais
sailed
from
earnings for a live-masted schooner
Clausen,
Jr,
Henry
as the candidate
for V:
tion of Independence, the Consi itut ion
carrying 3,600 tons of coal $11.11 per May 18 for Clieverie, N S.
The Populist nominee fo
of iV.e I'uJed States. Hancroft's "HisGladys, 11 B Colson, arrived at New York
ton, while the actual expenses were $<>,dent is Thomas H. Tibbie*
60 per ton, leaving a profit of $4.45 per June 5 from Brunswick.
tin' Timed States."
of
Irving's
tory
John E Develin, E L Ilichborn, arrived
ton on the year’s business.
The Democratic Nation
"l ife of Washington." Franklin's “Auat San Juan P it. June 28 from Philadelturned down the Hears:
A steamship of equal cargo capacity
j
chamitng’s "Essay on the Second Maine distru-:
phia.
tobiography."
would earn on thirty-six voyages at 60
John C Smith, arrived at Bangor July
Napoleon Honaparte." (lihoon’s "De- the contesting, or anti I!
cents $21.00 a ton, wtiite the expenses 4 from Boston.
cline and Fail of tin* Homan Empire”
That is a victory ;
would he about $16 a ton, leaving a !
gates.
Haskell, at High Island
Mary A Hal
and 'barbell's “Early Life of Lincoln."
D. J. McGillicuddy of I
profit of $5.00 per ton on the years bus- June 24, Idg. for Philadelphia.
from
Port
R
W
sailed
Hopkins, Ilichborn,
iness. The difference in favor of the
presided over the bolting sLimon June 23 for Mobile.
convention in that city,
Luck of Force.
steamship would be offset hv the fact |
her original cost is $55 per ton against
More people fail frem lack of force* say that tiie Knox count
o
$27 per ton for the schooner, the advanThe New York Tri-Weekly Tribune.
than from lack of education or oppor- are indignant, also the
crats of Lewiston.
tage of the latter thus being $26.40 per
A man may he
says Success.
tunity.
For those w ho want to get the New York
ton carrying capacity.—Marine Review.
well educated or brilliant and y t for
news ami news of things the world over
lack of force l>e a complete failure in
A Grange Veterans’ Meeting.
and don't want to spend the money or time
A man or woman may
his vocation.
a
and
in buying
reading metropolitan paper
succeed without education, blit not
Veterans’ meeting was observed at seven
days in the week The Tri-Weekly
the session of Skowhegan Grange, Wedwithout force: without capital, but not
Tribune tills the bill. It is issued on Monwithout energy.
nesday evening, July Oth, with a proand Friday of every week,
gram especially prepared for tbe old day, Wednesday
soldier. The evening began with a talk and contains the essence of The Daily TribHoJh<*r Whatever.
whole week. To those who are
on the formation and maneuvers of une for tlie
"Do you ever have any trouble with
in the prices of Hour, grain,
armies in battle by X. A. Withee. A interested
Bald ? Scalp shiny an
the plants when your wife goes away?”
wheat, cotton, livestock, butter, cheese,
paper, “What is tbe duty of tbe coun- eggs and other farm products, its market
faced man sadly.
the
hatchet
asked
Then
it’s probably n
try and its citizens tow'ard tbe old sol- reports are invaluable, because of their
"None whatever.” replied the cheerYou neglected dandi
dier?” was read by Mrs. Clara B. Leavitt. correctness. Its interest in agitating the
ful chap.
"They always die within a
A prose selection was read by Henry A. building of good roads in the country secyou had only taken cm
heartfelt praise on the
week after she leaves, and all 1 have to
Fry. Mrs. Edgar C. Dunton then sang tions ofhasourelicited
readers. Price, $1.50 a year.
vice,
you would have
“The Star Spangled Banner.”
S. F. part
do is to put them away until she cornea
Send $2.50 to The Republican journal PubEmerson gave a talk on tbe general
back.”
Cincinnati Commercial TribCo., Belfast, Me., and get The
lishing
;
outlines and personal reminiscences of Republican Journal and Tri-Weekly Tribune.
tbe battle of Fredericksburg, and this une one year each. For a free sample copy
was followed by a poem by Mrs. Mabel of the Tri-Weekly send a postal to the New
Cjiimc On* Sfrotuc nt the IAul.
C. Smith. Alonzo Smith, George W. Y’ork Tribune, New York.
I was not at all up to the
(’hippythe dandruff,saved yoi
Nash, Albert W. Smith and Alonzo
,
maik last night: tried to say something
of
thencontributed
incidents
Varney
Death of George F. Emery.
and added much to
\
agreeable, but couldn't do it somehow,
service in the army and navy, and a paso at last I bade them goodhy.
not entirely bald, now r
per entitled “Women of the War” was
George F. Emery, LL. I)., who until 1881,
Jones—Ah. then you did manage to
read by Mrs. Ella H. Crowell. Aaron was managing editor and treasurer of the
opportunity. Improve
Frost told why he became a soldier, and j Boston Post, and who for years was promiagiveuble after all!—
say something
“I have used Aver’* Hair Vii
I
in
the
Maine
old-time
democracy, was
Stories.
readings and recitations connected with nent
Stray
years. I a in now 9l years old a>oi
growth of rich brown hair, din
tbe war were given by Augustus Crow- found dead in his room in Portland July
lie was 87 years of age. Mr. Emery
tirely to Ayer's Hair Vi^or.”
1st.
ell, J. F. Libby and Henry S. Varuey. was a brother-in-law
Mas. M. A. Keith. He’
Mallciocu*.
of Vice President
S. F. Emerson was elected newspaper | Hannibal Hamlin. lie was for
$1.00 a bottle.
"What made her faint?” asked the
years a
A11 druggists.
for
the
third
j
correspondent
quarter.
leading lawyer in this State and held sevsympathetic old lady.
eral positions of public trust, serving eight
the sour faced
"Madam.”
replied
CABTOHIA.
He was
years as State pension agent.
misogynist, "there was a good looking
Ifl0 Kin(l
clerk of the United States circuit court 8
Have Wv,a,S NP
Bears the
lie
was
born
in
Paris
Hill,
graduayears,
young man standing right behind her.”
ted from Bowdoin College at the age of 15
—Town and Country.
years, and entered a Portland law office.
On his 21st birthday he was admitted to
Not Mourning.
Weak Hearts
He wrote editorials for
the Oxford bar.
There goes Mrs.
the Daily Eastern Argus of Portland and
Mrs. Suburba
are caused by indigestion.
If you eat a
Democrat during the campaign
Is she in mourning for
little too much, or if you are subject to at- the Oxford
Toughman.
Hannibal Hamlin ran as a
tacks of indigestion, the stomach expands of 1847, when
/)ijirf
her late husband?
candidate for United States senator. Of
1 have talked so mu<
—swells, and puffs up against the heart six children, only two are living, John A.
Mrs. Kuowit—No: only wearing black
this crowds the heart and shortens the
of
a
both
Portland.
Brown’s Royal Stoma eh
for him.—Cincinnati Times-Star
breath. Rapid heart beats and heart disease and II. II. Emery,
is the final result. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
1
friends are ready t"
my
digests what you eat, takes the strain off
The third great disaster of the year
For Over Sixty Years.
the heart, cures indigestion, dyspepsia,
h"1
But she. who
me.
took place on Wednesday, June 29th,
sour stomach, and contributes nourishment,
liner Norge went down
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy. laughs best.
The midi<
strength and health to every organ of the when the big
with about 700 victims.
Coming so Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
body. Sold by R. II. Moody.
me
so
much
done
good I
soon after the General Slocum catasused for over sixty years by millions ol
Maine’s revenue from the organiza- trophe the public may be a trifle hard- mothers for their children while
with
!
to
my'/i"
laugh
teething, ford
tion of new corporations and the fees re- ened to tales of sudden death and diswith perfect success. It soothes the child,
no
such
increase
of
aster.
stock
of
universal
ceived for
Certainly
capital
MARY
softens the gnms, allays all pain, cures wind
existing corporations has fallen off dur- horror is expressed in this country, pos- eolic,
/<■<
and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea,
i
of
the
six
on
account
129 Main Street.
the
amount
distance.
But
the
months,
sibly
past
ing
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
being almost $25,000 less than that re- the fact remains that the year will be a in every part of the world. Twenty-live
18tf
ceived in the corresponding six months record breaker for the number and cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
The decrease is due, it is be- horror of its great calamities.
of 1903.
Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and take no other.
lieved, to the slump in several of th«
trusts.
over-capitalized
There was a young heiress called Rooker,
And the lawyer named Luke tried to
“I owe my whole life to Burdock Blooc
l»«
“hook” her;
Store in Williamson block. Will
relieved
in
a night
Scrofulous sores oovered mj
Years of suffering
Bitters.
to suit tenant. Apply to
But the heiress was shrewd,
I seemed beyond cure. B. B. B
Itching piles yield at once to the curative
body.
H *' k1i;iH
Btot*
was
rude—
Though her question
Nevei
has made me a perfectly well woman.’
properties of Doan’s Ointment.
Belfast
“Do you look at my looks, Luke, or lucre?” I Mrs. Charles Hutton, Berville, Mich.
fails. At any drug store, 50 cents.
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who settled here was
lie came from
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in the year 1796, and
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Sp.nliawk died June 4,
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MAINE EXHIBITS AT ST. LOUIS.
The Maine

Tlie keel is stretched at the CobbButler yards, Rockland, for a four-

Building

E. M. Blanding,

Maine gets $11,068.

says:
The State of Maine building attracts
much attention because of the uniqueness of its design and it is visited
daily
by large numbers. Designed by John
Calvin Stevens, one of Maine's best
known architects, and constructed of
Maine logs by workmen from Maine,
and put up under the general supervision of Hon. Louis B. Goodall, Chairman of the Maine Commissioners to
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, the
Maine headquarters are now complete
Sunday, Aug. 14.—10 a. in., lecture by
and elicit much favorable comment
Effie 1. Webster. 2 p. m„ lecture byfrom visitors. Chairman Goodall, SecCarrie E. S. Twing. 7.30 p. m., social
retary Swett and their associates have
had many obstacles to contend with, meeting.
Monday, Ang. 15.—0 a. m„ social
but in the face of difficulties with
Carrie

Journal, recently returned from
Under the usual annual allotment of St. Louis and “lias given his readers a
the $1,000,000 appropriated by Congress very interesting account of the
Exposito provide arms and equipments for the
tion. Of the Maine building and exorganized militia of the United States, hibits lie
Dog fish are again off this coast in
great numbers. Capt. Mark Doyle reported at Portland last week that the
dog fish destroyed every cod and haddock he hooked off Richmond island.
regular annual

candidates for

examination of

certificates as
Friday, August 26,

State

teachers will occur
1904. Persons desiring further information regarding this examination should
send for circulars to W. W. Stetson, Au-

gusta, Me.
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coal laden for Porto Kico. Severe weather was experienced for several days, hut
the vessel made fair progress. On March
30, after the wind had twice hauled
as a town
house and the around the compass, a ferritic squall of
was converted into a hall
cyclonic fury struck the deep laden
uni Ilall.
The wind, coming from the
craft.
odist meeting house was north, caught the hark, which was unis;!'.).
This
house
November 1st,
der upper and lower topsails, aback,
franklin street, fronting the and the mainmast gave way at the eyes
of the rigging, and, together with the
Maine Conference Seminary maintopmast and all the yards, fell over
1S71.
the side in a tangled mass. The rnizzenrue of the leading men of
topmast broke off at the cap and also
feeling the importance of went by the board. In the heavy sea
the intellectual and moral that was running the broken masts
i all classes resolved to purwere dashed against the vessel’s side,
try. In a short timea liberal threatening to crush in the timbers ana
inscribed for tins object to send her to the bottom.
of $05.50, and the act inArmed with axes the crew set to work
the ‘Buckstown Social Li- to cut away the rigging attaching the
passed March S. 1S06. A masts to the vessel, and after several
:l.e proprietors was held in hours of hard labor she was freed of
'wing, at which Stephen the dangerous wreckage and quickly
i- clioseu
moderator. Moody righted. When the storm abated stays
;frk, and the Kev. Mighill were rigged to hold the other masts in
.surer and librarian.
The position, and under scant canvas the
•iiosen to purchase books
vessel continued on to her destination.
ias S. Sparhawk, Stephen
While assisting the crew in the work of
unuel Little, John Lovering clearing away the tangled mass, Capt.
! ghill Blood, Thelirst books
Dow was caught by the, maintopmast
t of Thomas Whipple of
back stays and was severely injured
nit. These books were se- about the hips and body. He has since
and
were
care
great
eagerly nearly recovered. Strange to say, hut
r on
little damage was done to the hull of
“library days.”
to 1 ts0!> business in town
the vessel, with the exception of the
..ably brisk and those engaged breaking of her rails and the dialing of
id commerce acquired wealth
her metal by the broken masts. She
Unoug the principal business was not leaking and the ten men on
during this period were Ste- hoard were in no danger, although a
Asa Peabody, John Benson,
number of them narrowly escaped beng, Wiuthrop G. Orr, Brown ing crushed under the falling spars.
r\. John Loveriug and EliThe bark made San Juan in due time,
and after discharging her cargo, she
ker.—Bucksport Times.
was ordered to Boston for repairs, as
the nearest place where there were
I HE LOCAL PRESS.
facilities for doing the work was St.
I \«*ry Community to Support Its
Thomas, which was dead to windward.
The price of towage to that port was
Home Paper.
exorbitant,, so it was decided to return
■■ Alexander K. McClure, the
to her home port
hitor and Nestor of the Philalie nuuuiiiurtie was gui miuei jury
••>
press, said that the happiest rig, with improvised sails, which prevented her tacking and made it necesf
his journalistic career were
sary to wear ship every time she had to
w hich he was “the editor of a
change her course. The foremast was
weekly paper in western Penn- intact aud all the sails were 6et. She
alBo had a few staysails, jibs aud spankif tliousands of the older men
er, and the mainsail was utilized when
1'i ‘lession
today who can heavti- it was possible to do so. The vessel was
Arnen!” to Colonel McClure’s favored with fine weather and made the
i" e.
They remember those joy- passage to Nantucket south shoal.lighthiysin some ramshackle print- ship in nine days. The distance of 1(500
■
uuntry town—the old Wash- miles was completed in good time.
iness, the roller boy, the roller
Capt. George W. Dow was asked for
md the casting of a new roller, an account of his
experiences by the
/'''mg up at night to mail the Marine Review and this was liis laconic
“t 000—that 000 more formiddescription of it, much, indeed, like a
public affairs and world infer- man of action would write:
tile charge made at iialaklava
“On May 7, 1004, on passage from
'bier 000 of old England! The
Norkfolk, Va., to San Juan, P. I., the
liter—who is his peer? lie Auburndale met with a serious accident,
iiinl tlie people liardly contain
having lost main and mizzenmast and
hence a week to know “what all
gear attached when about 500 miles
!" "'rote” on the burning issues of from port of destination. Rigged spars
He gets invitations to all and sails so as to reach
port and there
free passes to all shows, apdischarged cargo and returned home to
on all
sorts of commissions Boston
; /■
under
(light)
jury rig.”—Marine
there is no pay, gets cake from Review.
••'hiding, cord wood for subscrip.mil occasionally “gets it in the
Suicide in Orland.

.tary, peering above every
ng. In PvKi the town voted
and remove it to its present
klin street, the lower story

ui

uic

o.

ij.

Wednesday, Aug. 17.—9

meeting.

note that among the sculpture that
adorns the great Exposition city is to
be seen the skillful handiwork of a native of Maine, the female figure of
Iowa in the Colonnade of States and
also the graceful figure representing
Renaissance Art over the central and
permanent portion of the Palace of
Fine Arts having been executed by
Carl Tefft, son of I)r. H. F. Tefft of

Brewer.

The Nation’s Farm

Surplus.

Columbia,

ripe

4 p.

m.,

THINGS WE
LIKE BEST

business meet-

in the burned-over districts. In strong
contrast with the experience of New
York in the Adiroudacks, only three of
these are positively known to have been
of incendiary origin. Maine had just
put into operation a new law amendatory of its forest lire warden service.
But for the more efficient work done
under this law, the fire loss would have
been much greater.
To secure the information which may
form the basis for protective measures
against future losses on such a scale,
and ascertain what can be done to repair
the damage already suffered, the State
authorities have arranged for a co-operative iire-study of the Maine forests by
the Bureau of Foresty of the U- S. Department of Agriculture. In accordance with its usual terms of co-operative
work, the Bureau will share equally
with the State the field expenses of this
study. E'ive men have been assigned to
it, and were.ou the ground .Tuiy l. The
work in the field will ue prosecuted
through the remainder of the summer.

Country Schools.
From the various facts it seems that
but one conclusion can be drawn, and
that is, that the day of the old common
country school is drawing to a close,
it was useful in its day, but its day is
past and it must give away as all else
to the newer and more modern methods
of conducting the work. These newer
methods are nothing less than a graded
country school, on the same basis as
the graded city school, giving to the
country scholar the same privileges
and advantages enjoyed by his city
neighbor. The very fact that in so
many places are the people awakening
to the real situation, points to a rapid
growth and ascent of this new idea, and
the next few decades will undoubtedly
see a great revolution in the present
school methods.—Cor. in Agricultural

Student.
la this connection it may be noted

that the

■fhy is it They so Seldom
Agree With Us?

tomato.

business,

but pure catsup.

enterprising town of Brooks
a High school and graded

is moving for
schools.
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Unity.

Machine Shop or Factory.
We offer for sale the brick building formerly
occupied by the Howard Screw Driver Co., located on \\ ashington street. Belfast. Lot contains
8.000 feet, has a separate engine room and would
be a good place for any kind of a manufacturing
business
In good n •pair and w ill be either sold
or let.
Price $1,000.

*

*m

3 4 3

3 57

Thorndike..
Knox...
Brooks.
Waldo.
City Point.
Belfast,arrive

1900

9 2u
30
4+>
9 45

+9
+9

....

+ 92<»
+9 35
o 90
i«i 50
11 15
+11 30
12 00
+12 17
+12 37
12 45

M

+421
4 31
4 50
6 08
6 i7
+5 26
6 40
+5 50
10 00
0 06

tFlag station.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.0'» from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through rickets to all points West ami North
w#r, via a9. routes, for sale !>y L. W. George
GEO F. EVAN'S,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager,
F. E. Boothbt. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.

Hay and Lumber Farm
Contains H5 acres, 3 miles from railroad sta-

H MOODY, DRUGGIST

3 00

TO BELFAST.

sale, $l,uoo.

EARY RISERS

PM

m

Portland .12 u5
t(Ml
) E. D. 4 <•<»
H,mton,
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tl 35
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4(8
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Summer Cottage and Store.
Located at Hughes Point. Islesboro. Me., where
land sells by the square inch, and the most exclusive summer colony in America. Lor contains
2.000 square feet, nice cottage 22x24, store contains four large rooms and shed. A nice business
can be done here tin- year round.
Ill health of
owner the only cause of sale.
Price for quick

•*“

15
2i!
58
45
53
15
35
45
20

A

Waterville.

City Residence.

This property is located on one of the b» >t residential streets in the city and consists of 1 a •riot land, wo
story 0 room house, cemented ceilav,
hard wood finish, city water, furnace in cellar,
stable, 30 apple and 4 pear trees. A magnificent
view of hay. Rood dr. inage. Blinds, screens
and outside windows. One of the most desirable
properties we have ever offered. Price §3,500.

the famous little pills for ooostipatten.
R

|

BELFAST.

the interest and taxes and leave a‘profit. Will
sell this in whole or in part. Price $300 per acre.

tion, stores, schools, churches, etc., M story 10room house, 2 large barns, carriage and'lieu
houses, all in good repair. Cuts 40 tons hav, 100
young apple trees, 20 acres of old and second
growth timber, 2 never-failing wells of pure water. ,A good place fora good borne and a chance
to make some money. Price $i.suo.
Last Side

j!

and after June 6, 1904, lrains
connecting
Burnham and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

Shore Lots Almost in the City Limits.
Thirteen acres of perfectly cleared smooth hav
land, free of rooks and running with a gentle
slope from Nortliport avenue to the shore, within
one mile of Belfast pnstofiiee.
Taken altogether
this is the most desirable piece of land in the
market it the present time as it is all t ight for an
investment as the crop of hay every vear w in pay

Prepared only by tO.DiWm hOo.. CUnss
The SI bottle contains 1* times the ISce&h

*wnri utne

On

at

AM

TO BE GIVEN AWAY

Property.

1
Thia Handsome Embroidery Outfit, stainj.e.1 on p -a
rerial. will?
m a
tolv tree f charge. Itonsi-t.
■ f I
e
11x11 in.) with 6 Doilies
Crysar.t+iemi: < enter•-a !i
in
-.ainty Collar'. An lmrs for sailor suit,
H ktnac's.. -. i:
iies f
liar 2 Autumn Leaves ana
Conventional I lesions for shirt-waist ornamentation.

S. F. Smith farm. 10-room H story house and
ell, barn 40x85 feet, hen house for 400 hens, with
90 acres of land, running water in house and
barn ; 100 fruit trees of all kinds. This is one of
the finest places on the coast of Maine, overlooking the Penobscot bay and Mauds. There are
ten steamers passing this place every day. Build
ings in thorough repair. This place would have
to be seen to be appreciated.

READ

OFFER

BELOW

50 Acre Farm.

Two-story. 7-room house and ell. barn 40x42
feet, a‘ 1 in fine repair. Brook running through
the pasture. Wood enough for the place. This

would make an ideal summer home or a nice
farm. This place is under good cultivation and
well adapted for everything. Also has the view
of bay and islands, with plenty of sea weed and
clams at your own shore. Come and see it, for
we mean business.

JOBBERS

No. 197.

OK

Grain, Feed, Feeds,
Groceries.
*

IMPORTERS OF

SALT.

Double Tenement

contains 14 rooms and is fitted for two'families,
is in good repair, good well of pure water, stone
cellar: barn 24x32; city water in house. This is
a good place to buy for either a home or an investment. Price only $1800.

*

■

On Cedar street, near Franklin street. House
ell and stable with 22 square rods of land, with
all kineis of fruit. This is right down town and
ought to goquiek.

Smut!
Dealers In the tmect

quality of

Anthracite and

^

A

Blacksmith

Vhe
'*

House

Belfast,

Maine

TELEPHONE 4-2.

A Great Clubbing Offer

Tie RwMicai Journal
AND

Snug Little Home
On Bradbury street, containing 6 rooms, li story
bouse 25x28 with ell, i acre of land, two nice
wells of water, 10 minutes walk to P. O. Tins is
handy to town and w ould make some one a nice
home for a little moi ey. If you are looking tor
a farm or house, or any other kind of business
call at my office and I can help you out.
2 1-2 Miles Out.
A good littie place; house 5 rooms, woodshed,
hen house and stable. All in good repair. Nice
well of water at the door. This place has 8 acres
of land, cuts 4 tons of
has 85 apple trees,
all young and good fruit. Has some hard wood
on the place.
Good neighbors.
Will he sold
very reasonable.

hay,

75 Acre Farm
Here is one of the best farms in Waldo County.
House 22x30. ell 18x40, Barn 42x65. 2 hen houses.
1 iee house and store hou <e.
uildings all clap
hoarded and painted and in good repair. Cuts
40 tons 01 hay of the best quality. It has been a
milk farm for years. This place has all kinds of
fruit—apples, pears, plums, gooseberries and
currants. The best or soil, all machine work.
One of the best pastures in town, 2 wells of water, spring and brook in pasture. If you are
looking for an all-round farm here it is. Call on
Frans E. Webster, Waldo, or F. s. Holmes, Real
Estate Agent, Belfast.

is. without ex.-eption. the fires:

.*'* ent magazine o-.f 9-.'::r-l.
It is an a .ti ait, n ill m aiers pertaining to <
an I
!
•nr.-.iti' tiie latest an 1 m ,t |ri!i ,i styles to '■
anywhere in the hiaja/ine worlti. If you vu-.ii!. tiress well
at a n.
ler.ite e\; -ense. the N Fw 11> h Wi #m a n s M aw.\zinf. i- a j. .sitive ne< essity.
a h issue com.aim ilii-Or.itions in
l..rs. It treats .also■ f a!! -ut jects iiitere'tiiu; to
women in their h.me life. Sen 1 •.• .tir name ti-d.av w:v .SO
ents an.I we will enter your sui.s rii ti >n for oueyear,and
mail also the F.mbroi lery *;ittit shown above.
P.e sure to mention this |ni|ier when you write.

636

Broadway

New York

Easy and Quick!

Beautiful Home

A

IDEA

Magazine

NEW IDEA PUBLISHING CO

Northport avenue, at the end of the square, 2 !
story house, ell and stable, \ acre of land. House j1
has ‘10 roe>ius and hath.
Furnace, t enieuted
A line view of Belfast bay and islands. I
cellar.
This is a line summer, or all the year round
home. Will have to be seen to be appreciated
Apply at once.

NEW

W Oman's

On

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

3, 35, 37 Front 5t.,

House.

Located on Nortliport avenue, one of Belfast’s
prettiest streets, within easy walking distance of
the shops, school", churches, stores, etc. Has a
magnificent view of the bay and islands. House

A Fine Little I’liiee in East Northport,
One and one-lialf story house, e.l and stable:
house has 6 rooms, ail in good repair; 3 acres of
line land and young orchard, sold 50 barrels of
apples last year. Within 10 rods of Postotliee and
church and 50 roils to sehoolbouse. To be sold
at once and at a bargain.

CENTRE MONTVH.CE.

Walter Bartlett is at home for the sum-

FOR SALE BY

..

Coro

Cures All Stomach Trouble*

Real Estate I
REAL ESTATE aQEM,

wmplete eve

—

■

perfectly

(51

What’* the reason the things we Ukn
best so seldom seem to agree with oaT
Hay be It’s because wo overeat of them.
Chen follows a fit of Indig Mon.
Only lasts a day or two perbap* But
It’s a most unoomfortablo day e* two.
we don’t mean to abuse our stomachs
but wo all do It more or leas. Wo tee
things we want and cant resist
the longing for them. When ith too
] day evening for the benefit of the asso- late we regret our rashness.
But
ciation. On. Wednesday evening there there's a way to escape the oonaowill be dancing at the auditorium for luenoes of such Indiscretions. A doss
the young people, and on Thursday »f s good dlgestant like Kodol Dytevening will occur the annual concert j pensia Cure will relieve you at ones.
with a pleasant program.
Indigestion is slwsys due to the
Saturday
evening the Ladies’ Aid entertainment. tame cause. Tour stomach la too weak
Other evenings will be given to social to digest what you eat. It needs rest.
Sou ean’t rest U by going without
meetings ana seances.
Food. That would mean starvation.
FOREST FIRES IN MAINE.
But Kodol Dyspepsia Cur* will rest It.
It does the stomach's work. In the
Last year Maine, like some other nean time the tired organ la gaining
Eastern States, had the most disastrous Fresh strength. Before long It will be
li res in its history. A timberland area is strong as ever.
Ton don’t have to
of more than a quarter million acres Hot. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will diwas burnedover, entailing a loss beyond rest any kind of wholaome food.
a million dollars.
“I had stomach trouble lost years,*’ says
Drought, unprecedented in severity, had prevailed from See. H-Oolbath Alpena, Mich., “which was
lo had that at limes I was forced Se remain
s
April to .June 9, and the forests were • bed. at last I was Induced so try KoW
in a most inflammable condition. There Dyspepsia Oars from which I received Uswere within sixty days 290 different lires nedlafe relief "and n faw boMlee effeoead a

J

the red of the

COLUMBIA CONSERVE COMPANY.

a. in., State
Association meeting; addresses by State
officers and members. 2 p. m., lecture
by Edgar W. Emerson.
Saturday, Aug. 20.—9 a. in., social
meeting, ‘lo a. m., leetu e by Effie I.
Webster. 2 p. m.. lecture by Edgar W.
Emerson.
Sunday, Aug. 21.—10 a. m., lecture by
Carrie E. S. Twing. 2. p. in., lecture
by Edgar W. Emerson.
Tests will be given each day from
the platform by Mrs. Effie I. Webster,
Carrie E.
s. Twing and Edgar W.
Emerson.
On Tuesday evening, Mrs. Carrie
E. s. Twing will give an entertainment
I in the auditorium
and a seance on Fri-

j
|
j

Catsup,”

only

Lonesome

ing. 7.30 p. in., concert.
Friday, Aug. 19.—9,80

|

“The Uncolored

a.

Misses Edna and Bertha
Department of Agriculture has mer vacation
issued a report on the uation’s farm Thompson and Miss Grace Foster went to
Danforth to spend the 4th with friends
surplus, prepared by George K. Holmes, Mark J.
Bartlett, a graduate from the Banchief of the Division of Foreign Margor Law school, class of ’04, is at home for
kets.
It gives $4,500,000,000 as a conthe summer and will enter a law office in
The

undisguised.

m., social
10 a. m., lecture by Effie I.
2 p. m., lecture by Carrie

W. Emerson.

would touch the stuff

nobody

matter;

contains

Thursday, Aug. IS.—10 a. m., social
meeting; entertainment and G. A. It.
Hay; program conducted by Mrs. Carrie
E. S. Twing. 2 p. m., lecture by Edgar

6th.

which is Winfield Scott Chaplin, a native of Bangor and in years gone by a
member of the faculty of the University of Maine. It is also pleasing to

Most “tomato” catsup is colored with
analine dye, or other artificial coloring

Webster.
E. S. Twing.

interests, while his associate Commissioners have generally made one or
more trips there.
Secretary K. C.
Swett, who is in charge of the Maine
building, is a polite and obliging official,
extending a warm welcome to all visitors. Ralph Haskell, a University of
Maine student, has been at the building during June and has assisted in
various ways. Chairman Goodall informs us the formal dedication of the
Maine building will take place October
Maine’s part in the great Exposition,
outside of the State of Maine building
and the exhibits therein, is not extensive. In the Manufacturers’ Building
the Sanford mills make a handsome
display of their plush goods. In the
Mining Building Hiram Ricker & Sons
make a highly creditable exldbit of
Poland Spring mineral water. In the
Agricultural Building there is a good
array of Aroostook potatoes, while in
the Horticultural Building Maine apples are shown. In the Fish and Game
Building S. W. & W. L. Steward of
Monson have a booth where they offer
for sale paintings of fish, hand-painted
paddles and souvenirs of the Maine
woods. It will be of interest to Maine
people to hear that the Administration
group of buildings form a part of the
future seat of Washington University,
a nourishing institution long identified
with St, Louis, and the Chancellor of

of catsup.

Webster.

.m

■

Do you know a tomato when you see
one?
Yes, when it is outside a bottle

neck

band*

meeting. 10 a. m., lecture by
E. S. Twing. 2 p. in., lecture by Effie I.
Webster.
Tuesday, Aug. 10.—9 a. m„ social
meeting. 10 a. m., lecture by Carrie
E. S. Twing. 2 p. in., lecture by Effie I.

n;

1

Read

•The Temple Heights Spiritual Corporation will hold its 22d annual session lit Temple Heights, Northport,
from Saturday, Aug. 18th, to Sunday,
Anar. 21st, inclusive.
The platform will be graced with the j
presence of some of the ablest workers j
in spiritual circles, Mrs. Effie I. Webster, Lynn, Mass., Mrs. Gassie E. S.
Twing, Westfield, X. Y., and Edgar
W. Emerson, Manchester, X. H.
Madame Marie Foster of Boston, a
well known soloist, will be present during the season and will render selections in connection with congregational singing at the meetings.
The following program is announced;
Saturday, Aug. 13.—10 a. m., music
and invocation; social meeting. 2 p. m.,
lecture by Carrie E. S. Twing.

trial

Gloucester, Mass., by janitor of Colby College for the last 40
daugti- years, died at his home in Waterville,
July 1st, after an illness of three weeks. wiiich the people at home are not farting house was built in He was born in Virginia and had been
miliar, during the most stormy and diswo stories high with a
,s
through many hardships. He was a agreeable spring perhaps ever known in
inside and was never faithful servant of the
G
college.
the southwest, and with strikes innumbelonged to the Methodist
erable on every hand, the work forged
It is not only in Aroostook that large
md the Rev. Joint Henahead to completion and the Maine
for a number of years. In and sudden profit is made on farms,
building opened its doors to visitors
an
C.
W.
Poindexter
of
u down and a new bouse
says
exchange.
before our arrival. In one imThis house Wilton has just sold for $4,200 a farm shortly
same spot.
portant
particular I am specially
he
for
a
which
and
Buck,
$3,200
ago,
paid
year
apt. Joseph
and that is to find in these hot
from which he has cleared $500 above pleased
ci.rt meeting was held at
June days it is the most cool and comJonathan Buck, January expenses during his year of occupancy. fortable
of the myriad structures reari iimns 8.
Sparhawk was
Old home week will be given up this ed on tlie Plateau of States, while it is
md they voted to raise
year, as far as can he seen. Mayor Bax- doubtful it there is on the entire Expo: to build a school house,
ter of Portland is opposed to fixing any sition grounds an edifice that will comhniathan Buck and James
time for visitors to come there. Col. F. pare with it in this regard. The spa.sen a building committee,
E. Booth by is convinced that nothing cious interior of the Maine headquari
comowing spring they
can be done this year, and the State as- ters admits of the advantageous display
It was
the house.
sociation will not even send out the J of pictures and exhibits and this lias
and painted in lso4, the j
been utilized to good effect. Conspicuusual letters and circulars.
11 was hi feet j
>670.
are large oil paintings
toil and bad two square i
It is announced from Washington ously displayed
ot His Excellency Governor John F.
he east and one on (lie that Dr. George Otis Smith will, with
Ex-Vice President Hannibal Ham1-08 a porch was added j the assistance of Messrs. K. S. Bastiu Hill,
and Maine’s first Governor, Hon.
Gie chimney taken down i and C. W. Brown, continue the survey lin,
William
King. There is a large array
a built upon the north I of
the Penobscot Bay quadrangle in
of scenic views, the Poland Spring
it quite a commodious ; Maine. Dr. Smith will also exercise
House and Hie Samoset at Rockland
I
p lor the number of in- general supervision over geologic work Breakwater
being prominent.
pews were sold at auc- | in Xew England and the crystalline belt !
There
are
large and exquisitely
i i!;e money appropriated
of Xew York'and New Jersey.
colored views along the Bangor &
tHe house and for luel. I
The will of Mrs. Abby B. Dodge of Aroostook Railroad and also some very
eidentally took fire and
illustrations of Aroostook
Xoth- Jacksonville, Fla., who bequathed prac- striking
u January, 1-11.
tically her whole estate to Rev. A. M. potatoes. Considerable space is given
it the large Bible, which
to
a
McDonald of Bar Harbor, is being vigsuperb display of Lamson Prints
;
Ig
!
orously contested. Council for con- illustrative of Maine scenery and there
testants propose to prove that Mrs. lias been contributed by the Maine
<
nugregational meeting !
of mak- Historical Society a portrait of Longe(l in the fall of l-i l. Dodge was mentally incapable
of its execution, fellow and views of the poet's home. A
stood on the same spot ing the will at the time
inliuence was exercised magnificent collection of mounted fish,
M. C. Seminary now aiid that undue
over the mind of Mrs. Dodge bv Rev. game and birds from the Bangor taxi■_'4 years it was occupied
national society, and al- A. M. McDonald, the principal legatee ueiui'Y
much Crosby Company attracts much attenI'-'.i so remote from the of said will, and has presented
it is alleged tion. There is a large case showing the
to that effect,
testimony
the
of
a great
portion
that Mrs. Dodge died possessed of $100,- handsome plush goods made by the
>et the average attend-!
000 personal, and $150,000 real estate, Goodalls at Sanford and also a very
lie than equal one of our
the most of which was bequeathed to creditable exhibit by the Haskell Silk
dies, as it was tlie only
Numerous
Mr. McDonald. Mrs. Dodge was for- Company of Westbrook.
-1 up in this village.
merly of Bueksport and has relatives samples of Maine granite are shown,
people becoming weary in
this state.
largely from the quarries in Hancock,
_■ "Zion’s Ilill” decided to
Knox and Washington counties. Burnuid house and descend into
ham & Morrill make a large show of
AN EVENTFUL TRIP.
\ccordingly in 1S37 the secanned goods. The Maine, build ug has
ttle present house, of wora big book where visitors register, and
The Hark Auburndale I'nder Jury Rig.
11. street.
This house after
there is also a commodious reading
aunts modifications was enThe bark Auburndale, owned by John
where leading Maine newspapers
■'i. so as to afford ample ac- S. Em#ry ,V Co., Boston, recently readi- room,
and magazines are to be found. Chairto the society, and was
ed that port in a crippled condition and
man Goodall has made three trips to
; he handsomest public huildafter most eventful experiences since
St. Louis, remaining there six weeks on
village.
leaving Norfolk in March last. She his latest visit,
and has been indefatign time the lofty old house
sailed from the Virginia port. March 20,
able in his efforts to advance Maine
i.i

TEMPLE HEIGHTS CAMPMEETIHG.

Suceegg.
editor of the Indusa

masted schooner.

The
(Jinn came from Mary,^smi. m 177.7; in 1791 he
mil and built two vessels
In May, 1800, he moved
and built a house and
the first importer of forlie married
11, this town.

NEWS
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Soap=Making
with

BANNER LVE
To make the very best soap, simply
dissolve a can of Banner I.ye in cold
water, melt 5 '/z lbs. of grease, pour the
Lye water in the grease. Stir and put
aside to set.
Full Directions on Every Package
Banner Lye is pulverized. The cam
may be opened and closed at will, permitting the use of a small quantity at a
It is just the article needed in
time.
It will clean paint,
every household.
floors, marble and tile work, soften water,
disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipes.
i ses of Ban fief
Write for booklet

servative estimate of the value of the
this fall
Mr. and Mrs. Fred
lye”—free.
farm products of this country not fed Waterville
to live stock in 1903, on the basis of tee Knowlton have gone to Belmont to harvest
The Penn Chemical Works, Philadelphia
the
On
the hay on their farm
census valuation. The value of the ex
evening of Ike Best aed Most Practical Fans aad
Charles Richardson & Co.,
Boston, Maa4
Fanil)
of
this country the -til there w as quite a display of fireported farm products
Paoer Published
was iu 1903 $878,479,451, and the higli- works and a dance at the Centre.
*: V-L
-r.^nreassamama^
reached during the last eleven
I est value
was
in
FA’iTERN
i
FREE
$951,028,331,
due
years
1901,
COUNTY CONVENTION.
j
REPUBLICAN
chiefly to cottou. The value of the
ur own selection) to every sub- I
Look at This.
|'
iber. Only 50 cents a year.
exported farm products of this country
The Republican voters of the County of
If you are in want of any kind of property call
|
Believing that every one of our readers should
is concentrated mostly in a few prin- Waldo are hereby notified to meet by dele- have at least one good farm and family journal at my office. Shore lots all prices. Farms from
we
can
to
Houses
from
to
$400
we
have
;
$400
whereby
$6,000.*
$20,000.
arrangements
cipal products. Of it, in 1903, cotton gates, in convention, at the Court House in send thatperfected
practical and instructive journal Farm Come in and we will talk it over. Will he glad
j constituted 30 per cent., grain and grain Belfast, on Saturday, the sixth day of Au- and Home, in connection with The Kkpubli to show you any property 1 have on my list.
I
i products 25 per cent., meat and meat gust, 1904, at 10.30 o’clock in the forenoon, can Journal for only 8*2.00. the price of The Office over Moody’s drug store.
to nominate a candidate for
Sheriff, Republican Journal alone. We are unable
products and live animals 24 per cent., County Attorney, Judge of senator,
Probate, Regis- to give but a brief description of the contents of
these products equaling over 85 per ter of
Probate, County Treasurer, and Farm and Home, which is unequaled for variety
cent of the exports of farm products
County Commissioner. Also to choose a and excellence. Prominent among its many de- j
A LADIES’ MAGAZINE.
last year.
Adding tobacco, whose ex- County Committee, and transact any other partments may be mentioned the
|
Market Reports
A gem; beautiful colored plates; latest
ports were valued at over $35,000,000; business which may properly come before Farm and Garden
dressmaking economies ; fancy
fasnioni;
said
convention.
oil cake and oil cake meal, $19,839,279;
Mechanical Devices
Fruit Culture
work; household hints; fic.ion, etc. Subbom a contemporary.
Each city and town will be entitled to one
for latest copy.
acribe to-day, or, send
fruits and nuts, over $18,000,000, and
YVork.
and
*•
Fashions
Fancy
and one additional delegate for
Lady agents wanted Send for terms.
A sad case of suicide occurred in Or- vegetable oils, over $16,000,000, gives a delegate,
;
country press is an inseparable
The Apiary
1 have a SPUING OP PUKE WATEK,
and
the
votes
cast
for
Feeding
Breeding
Republican
Reliable,
Stylish,
Simple, Up-tobom the forces that make up land July 4th. Lewis Rich, aged about total of eight classes of products, each every forty
thoroughly protected from all impurities,
candidate for Governor in 1902, and one addate, Economical and Absolutely
Talks with Our Lawyer News of the Day
'•‘ization. It is on and of the thirty years, while hunting small game with an export value of over $10,000,000, ditional delegate for
and with sanitary convenience for botPatterns.
,
or
Paper
more
Perfect-Fitting
twenty-five
tling, and am prepared to furnish
s,; b is the mirror of the human near his father’s house, was accident- that comprise almost 96 per cent, of votes in excess of the last forty votes, and Dairy and Creamery Household Features
",|13 of its environment.
It is ally shot through the hand, mangling it the entire farm exports of 1903. The one additional delegate for each town that
The Question Box
The Poultry Yrard
Pure Highland Spring Water
I-■; "early the organ of public opinion so badly that lie feared amputation. report also takes up the competition of cast twenty-five votes and less than forty, Plants and Flowers.
The Y’eterinary
die mammoth
Governor
delivered anywhere in the city. Orders
for
for
candidate
the
Republican
whose
journals
His father started at once for help, they this country in foreign markets, showf',
The Horse
Sheep and Swine
left at Fo«g & Brown’s, W. B. Wadsin 1902.
Upon this basis the following al751st purposes are commercial.
living some distance from neighbors. ing that this country furnished 32 per lotment has
worth’s, E. r. Hramhall’s or A. A. Moore’s
been made:
Farm and Home is published semi-monthly,
owes the prime
will be promptly attended to.
community
His mother, who lias for several years cent, of the United Kingdom’s imports
24 numbers which comprise a year’s subscripBelfast..l4Northport.a the
ih '■ support to its local press. If a suffered from a nervous disorder, be- of farm products, thus leading in these Belmont.2
tion
a volume of over 600 pages, teeming
All
are invited to visit this
making
Palermo..2
spring and see for
with all the latest and most reliable information
themselves my method of handling the water.
i,'■!*11 afford to take only one paper, came greatly excited and left the young imports. The United States has a long Brooks.3 Prospect.3 that
j
science
can
No
betand
experience
supply.
V 'f)u!(i take his home paper. If he man alone. Immediately he raised his lead over its competitors'as a purveyor Burnham .3 Bearsmont .3 ter proof of its
its
can
be
offered
than
I
d Sewkw Unci thaw*
J. W. BUKUE5S Waldo Ave., Belfast
popularity
Frankfort. 3Searsport. 3
enormous circulation, which extends into every
/"' bli ther and take a daily, let that shotgun and ended his life. He was a of meat and meat products and live Freedom.
d 15 cents each—none higher. I
2m25
2 Stockton Springs. 4
less
a
number
read
no
than
Sol i in nearly over, city
each
the
m
State,
by
fcA 1 supplement to his county steady young man. of good habits, and animals, is likewise preeminently con- Isleshoro.2 Swanville.S million readers. being
|
front
I
>r by mad
3
Jackson.2Thorndike.
COUNTY-In Probate Court at
Remember we send both papers a full year, a 1
Hv«;fc lie old Greek adage, “Know his death is a hard blow to his aged spicuous in the United Kingdom’s im- Knox .2 Troy. 4
I
1 McCALL CO..
should
be expanded into parents and only brother, Fred,
of cereals and cotton, but is far
Augusta, on the fourth Monday of June,
postpaid, at the very low price stated. Address
Liberty.3 Unity.4 all
7 W«t 31st St, NtW rOBK. |
1904. A petition having been presented by Geo.
orders to
thy neighbors,” and the way to
ehind its competitors in dairy pro- Llncolnville. .3 Waldo. 2
E. Johnson and Reuel W. Rogers, executors on
ducts. In German imports the United Monroe. 3 Winterport. B
//'■ s s to support your home paper,
estate ol Deborah W. Lincoln, late of Bel
Montville....6
Rep ublican Journal Publishing Co., 6 elfa the
1111 better or more
Tin* Republican Journal and Mel'ah a Maga
t
States leads with 22 per cent, in all Morrill. 2
fast, Maine, deceased, for distribution to heirs of
helpful asset
S8
zine with fret* nattern-. will be sent one year fomoney in their hands.
farm products, 58 per cent, in cereals,
|ai1 "mty than a good newspaper,
'ddi* ss
The County Committee will be in session
$2.10 in advance,
Second-hand
That
notice
thereof
lie
m
Ordered,
‘three
goods
given
furnishes barely three-quarters of 1 per at the Court House at nine o’clock a. m., on
neighborhood news and dealUhl*. JuURNAL PtB. Co..
li’jJ'bh
■ f 11 ■ I] ■ i of every descrip- weeks successively prior to the fourth Monday of
l|i all issues of common interest
For
Infants
and
Belfast, Maine.
Children.
cent, of dairy products, contributes the day of the convention to receive the
ion- Furniture,
lil
July next, in The Republican Journal, a newspa■
I
I
II
■
in
said
■■ill
that
all
to
the principal
Belfast,
bedding, carpets, per printed
persons interC "ickly press usually does—fairly
portion of imported credentials: the delegates are requested
■
stoves, e.tc. An- ested may attend at a Court of Probate then to
'lastly.—Atlanta Constitution.
maize, two-fifths of the oil cake and present the same promptly.
il <11 I lltique furniture a be held at Augusta, and show cause, if any, w hy
Per order of the Republican County Comoil cake meal, but is exceeded in wheat
I Pi I'ill specialty. If you the prayer of said petition should not be granted.
mittee.
__11 ■ mJ 17 have anything to The Judge of Probate in Waldo County being an
i flour supply by Austria-Hungary and
Geo. E. Johnson, Chairman,
sell drop me a pos tal card and you will receive
interested party and having no Jurisdiction.
Only $l.p> to $17 for a new self-dump, to close
makes a bare showing in barley and
a prompt call.
C.
F.
WALTKR H. COO BS,
G. T. STEVENS. Judge.
Secretary.
3w27
Drake,
out. But a few left,
D|0Mto what you Mt
Corner
Cross
and
Federal
Attest: W. A. Newcomb, Register.
Belfast
only a little over 2 per cent, in fruits.
St.,
a.
d.
1904.
ly52
FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.
3W26
Belfast, Me., May 7,
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Cori •espondence.

County

About

thirty-five of

Maurice 1'ollivei and Miss Inez Dolliver
spent Sunday in Belfast.
Mr. G. Dutch and wife are visiting Mr.

the summer cottages
ire now occupied and the Inn is nearly
lull. Quite a number of families are in Europe this season and they have rented their
ion, D. C.; G H. Baber, (Winterport; F.
iV. Brown, Belfast; 1. L. Belya and E. S. I jottages to other parties_There is not as
much yachting, driving, horseback riding
Bassett, Portland; Lewis A. Barker, Ban- >r
golf as last year at this date. The “seator; Mrs. Goodnow, Providence; Mr. and mu”
is backward. While quite a number
klrs. Geo. E. Bliss, Waldoboro; C. X. Plumat families from New York, Baltimore,
ner, Bridgton.
Philadelphia, St. Louis, etc., come early in
Deserved Promotion. A telegram is June, several are postponing their coming
nst received informing us of the promotion
this year until past the middle of July_
>f Joseph F. Nichols to the position of cap- The supplies for the Episcopal church for
;ain of the S. S. Texan, the high-liner of the present month are as follows: July 3d,
he American Hawaiian S. S. Co. Capt. Rev. Frederick Allen; July 10th, The Very
loe is the youngest commander of a ship of Rev. Frank Vernon; July 17th, Rev. F. W.
.he 13,000 ton class, so far as we can learn, Fitts; July 24th, Rev. Ernest M. Stires;
md is to be congratulated upon his success. July 31st, The Right Rev. Robert Codman,
As first officer of the Texan he has made bishop of Maine.
1 all-round voyages through the “Straits”
md up the West Coast, without an acci- APPLETON.
lent of any kind—a share at least of the
Miss Fannie Gushee is at home from
iredit of which is due to him, as shown by
he company’s appreciation of his fitnesss Springfield, Mass., where she is a teacher in
for the position of commander.
We are me of the public schools— Ben Keller has
?lad to record this as a “card” for the ris- returned from Brunswick, where he is stung young men of Searsport, and gladly dent in the Maine Medical School_Mr.
iwait the announcement of the next.—A md
Mrs. Ralph Bills of Camden are guests
Searsporter.
for a few weeks of Charles Bills and wife.
-Miss Gussie Keating of Rockland is visNORTH searsport items.
iting friends here-II. N. Titus, G. H.
Daniel Ilarriman is in Augusta visiting Page, Winfield Chaples, Harry Pease and
iis daughter.
S. X. Simmons attended the Republican
State convention in Bangor_Sir. and
Nelson Blethen of Thorndike visited his Mrs.
Fisher, Sliss Fisher and Dr. Albert
sister, Mrs. A. F. Mathews, recently.
Stuart of Portland are the guests of Mr.
and
Sirs.
George Stuart. They came with
Mrs. Will Cate of Chelsea, Mass., is
their automobile_Mrs. Lona Itannon of
visiting her father, Mr. Richard Dodge.
Waltham, Slass., is visiting her parents,
Mrs. Janies W. Ilarriman is in Auburn Sir. and Sirs. Ilenry Brown_Wilbur
her
visiting
parents, Mr. and Mrs. li. F. Harding of Iloultou recently spent a few
Haskell.
days with his parents, Sir. and Sirs. Alex
Miss Marion A. Lamb of Chelsea, Mass., Harding-G. II. Page returned Wednesis visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Marian day from Bath, where he passed the 4th
with his daughter, Sirs. C. E. Ripley_AbMathews.
ner Grant and wife of Cambridge, Mass.,
Mrs. i\ in n if red Matthews and Tlieodate are visiting their parents, Sir. and Sirs.
Meritliew attended the teachers’ school in Fred Grant.

and Mrs. Edward Sargent.

Hampden.

Mrs. Hannah Pendleton was in Bangor
for a day or two last week.

David Richards and wife of Hope were
here last week, guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. S.
Nickerson.

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

Mrs. Ned Myers is at home for a short
visit.
Miss Jennie Lawrence is in town for the
summer.

(Japt.

James Parse was in

town over

Sunday.
Mr. L. Leach of Bucksport was in town

Monday.
Dr. V. T. Lathbury is in Portland for a
few days.
G. Mosman is enjoying a short visit at
.Swan Lake.
Mr. Charles Monroe is in Boston
business trip.

on a

Mrs. I. C. Closson went to Bangor byboat Tuesday.
Miss Ida West
day s this week.

was

iu town for

Miss Rena Black has spent
with friends in town.

a

a

few

few days

Sell. Circle sailed for Vinalliaven Tuesday with spool edgings.
Mrs. Lucy Adams of Bangor is the guest
of Miss Ella Hopkins.
Mr. J. E. Neal is the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Roberts.

Capt. and Mrs. James II. Pendleton left
by boat Tuesday for Bangor.
Sell. Mary Willey, with grain and oil for
Pike Brothers, arrived Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Mel. Wentworth spent Sun.
day at their cottage at Swan Lake.

Mrs. Annie Colson and daughter, Miss
Hazel, have returned from a visit to relatives in Auburn.
Mrs. Amanda Curtis has been at Mt.
Ephraim of late, visiting her sister, Mrs.
Catherine Colcord.
E. II. Ilarriman and son, Joseph Ilarriof Brewer were in town July 4th at
James Harrimau’s.

Miss Fannie Smith returned Saturday
from a visit with friends in Bangor.

man,

Miss Winifred Dodge of Freedom spent
Sunday with Miss Edith Williams.

Arthur E. Robbins will give a complimentary ball at James Harriman’s hall tomorrow, Friday, night.

Williston Grinnell of Camden was registered at the Searsport House Monday.

David E. Nickerson and his brother
Charles are cutting Will Carletou’s hay
on the shore road to Belfast.

Mr. Wilbur B. Harlow of Brooklyn, N
a few days iu town last week.

V., spent

Mr. and Mrs. Heyder are spending a few
weeks with Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Pattee.
Unclaimed letters in the Searsport post
office: Capt. Al. Welch, Mrs. Lydia Welch.
Mrs. Philips and family arrived Thursto occupy their summer home for the

day

Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Smart

were

in Win-

terport recently to see their niece, Miss
Bessie Eastman, who is dangerously ill.

Our tax collector, Capt. Frank Colcord,
in this part oi the town last week notiamount of their tax.

was

fying farmers of the
Miss Addie S.

Mathews arrived

from

Everett, Mass., July 8th to spend the summer with her mother, Mrs. Marian Ma-

season.

thews.

Fred Blanchard i“ at home for a weeks
visit to his parents, Capt. and Mrs. William
Blanchard.

Frank X. Barron and Harry Farnum,
who have been visiting here the past
month have returned to their home in
Boston.

Mr. and Mrs. Hughes are spending a few
days with Mr. John Sullivan and Miss
Julia Sullivan.
Mr. I). 0. Lombard, who has been the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Pattee, left for
Boston Monday.
Miss Elizabeth Whitcomb gave

a

whist-

ling solo at a lawn party in Belfast last
Friday evening.
Mr. Herbert Gilkey and Mr. Philip Gilkey, both of Bangor, are the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Smith.
Mrs. Daniel Whittuin and Mrs. B. F.
Brown of Waltham, Mass., are visiting
Miss Eunice Whittum.
The ladies ol the M. K. society served a
supper in the vestry Thursday, July 7th.
It was well patronized.
Mrs. Fred Smith entertained a party of
the young people on Friday in honor Ot her
guest, Mr. Philip Gilkey.
Mrs. MacMaron, Miss Ida MacMaron and
Miss Florence Miller are spending the summer with Mrs. J. H. Park.

Capt. Will Gilkey, whose vessel, sch.
Geoigia Gilkey, is unloading coal in Bangor, is at home for a few' days.
.Subject at the Methodist church next
Sunday morning at 10.45 a. in., “The Beauty
oi

the Christ.-’

All

are

invited.

Mrs. Raymond and Mrs. Hale, both of
are occupying the cottage known
as “The Lindens” on the Belfast road.

Boston,

Mrs. A. li. Turkman of Dover, who lias
been visiting her sister, Mrs. G. 11. Hamilton, for a few weeks, lias returned home.

Capt. and Mrs. Charles Whittier and
Miss Ida Whittier spent the past two weeks
at Swan Lake and arrived home
Saturday.
Among the passengers by boat Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Billings.
Miss
Wealthy Xiohois aud Capt. Daniel Goodell.
were

Mrs. Lizzie Knowlton, Mrs. Georgia Pendleton, both of Belfast, and Mrs. Lucy
Adams of Bangor spent Wednesday with
Mrs. Lizzie Blanchard.
There will he

rehearsal in the Cong’l
vestry at two o'clock, Thursday, of the
children’s choruses for the concert to be
given Sunday, July 17th.
a

Miss Jessie M. Black, Mrs. W. L. Mathews, Miss T. Merrithew and Miss Winifred Mathews went to Hampden Sunday to
attend the summer school.
Several Indians from Old Town have
into camp on the steamboat wharf
road and are displaying the usual assortment of baskets and boxes.

gone

The Misses Davis and Church, both of
Fall River, Mass., and Aliss Valentine of
Brooklyn, N. Y., are at Moose Cottage,
guests of Aliss Elizabeth Carver.

Capt. Frank Curtis and Capt. Josesph
Curtis, who went to Greenville last week
on a fishing trip, returned Monday and report very good sport. Their total catch
about 200 trout.

was

The annual meeting of the Gordon Cemetery Association will be held at the SearsLot

nettle Nickerson

is

at

Sandypoint

assisting in taking care of her sister's little
child, who has been dangerously ill. Her
sister is the wife of Eugene Blanchard of
Sandypoint.
Arthur E. Bobbins and Maude Partridge
of North Stockton Springs were married
Their
July 4tli.
many friends wish
them a happy and prosperous voyage on
the sea of matrimony.
Dodge’s Corner.
Mrs. Wm. H. Cate
of Everett, Mass., has arrived to spend the
summer with her father, R. T. Dodge_
George E. Chapin has received a nice rowboat from ( aindeii and will keep it to let.
-Winifred Matthews is attending the
summer school in Hampden this week_
George E. Chapin picked his ii»t, green
peas July 4th—Mrs. George Faskett of
Somerville, Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
C. Ci. Feruald.

Rev. 11. Small and wife passed Saturday
night with Sir. and Mrs. William Barlow.
Mr. Asa Cole of Pennsylvania has been
the guest for a few weeks of his niece, Sirs.
E. G. Lander—Sir. L. L. Higgins and
family of Spriugvale, Me.,.are passing the
summer at Siineral Spring Farm... Sir.
and Mrs. Will Ward of Fairfield visited
relatives in town July 8th, 9th and 10th_
D. B. Flint and wife of Belfast were guests
Saturday night of Sir. and Sirs. F. S.
Hogan.Sliss Flora Lander is visiting
her brother, E. G. Lander—George G.
Cilley, who has been at Lake View Farm,
Mass., for several years, has returned
home and will show “Gilman” how to hay
this year—Sirs. Frank Trickey of Bangor
visited friends and relatives in town last
week—Sir. and Sirs. D. B. Flint of Belfast were guests July 10th of Rev. and Sirs.
K. A. Slyers—Sliss Knowlton of Freedom passed July 2d and 3d with Sliss Grace
E. Higgins_Slisses Helen 1. l’hilbrick
and Katharine S. Stevens are passing a
week with Sliss Doris Files of UnitySirs. K, A. Slyers went to Searsport Monday for a few weeks’ stay—K. C. Higgins,
who has been quite ill, is now improving.
Dr. Hurd attends him_The Centre cemetery has been put in good order by Joseph
Higgins and son, who have done the work
for several years in a manner satisfactory
to all
Slany farmers are well under way
with their haying.
Help is scarce and
V egetation of all kinds is very
wages high.
backward ; hoed crops specially so. Potato
bugs are numerous and putting in good
work.
—

Combs,

Durling
Janitary

three children are with Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Young for the summer—Miss Inez Perkins of Penobscot was here several days
last week....The first party came from
Bangor to the Hersey Retreat July 7th.
Capt. Frank Marden and wife have charge
of the Retreat as last year....Nearly all the
cottages at the Point are occupied by
parties from Massachusetts and Maine.
The New Yorkers are expected this week.
Mrs. Fred Perkins from Seboeis is here
for awhile_Mrs. Cora Perkins and children have lately visited her relatives in
Penobscot.... Men from Bangor are repairing the coal wharf here....Mrs. Annie
Cobe and Miss Ruth Cobe came from
Northport the first of the week for a visit.
_A little son arrived at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur T. Shute July 4th.
....

Rags,

2

for
2 dozen for

Jest Hooks and Eyes,
] Jest Toilet Pins, per card,
^eet’s Hooks and Eyes.
1
Jest Toilet Paper,
0, \2\ and 15 cent Shed Hair Pins,
| Dorset
Springs,
] Marshall’s Linen
Thread,
^ few 25 cent Wash Stocks,

1

■

|

Special

ARRIVED.

H

Sarah L. Davis,

July1

0.

Sch. Annie May, Pattershall,

Rockland.

July

10.

Sch. Maria Webster, Turner,
SAILED.

July 7. Sch. Sarah L. Davis, Pattershall,
New York.

I
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AMERICAN TORTS.

Oniri ARY. Mrs. Eliza (Emmons) George
of this town died May !ith, at the advanced
age of si", years, 7 months and ill days, after
an illness of one year. Shedied at the home
of Mrs. Catherine Colcord which had been
her home for more than two years. The
deceased was born in Freedom, Me., and
moved to this town when she was about Hi
years old. She was the daughter of John
and Lucy (Huff) Emmons. She leaves to
mourn their loss two daughters, Mrs. Rose
Sanborn of Stockton Springs and Mrs. Ella
Turner of Grand Junction, Colorado; and
one sister, Mrs. Hannah George of North
Searsport. Mrs. George had the respect of
all who had the pleasure of her acquaintance.
Her remains were taken to Prospect
for burial. Her daughter; Mrs. Rose Sanborn, wishes to extend her thanks to her
friends at Mt. Ephraim for their kindness
in her hour of affliction.
CENTRE MONTVILLE.

Mrs. Isaac II. Jackson of Belfast is visiting her sister, Mrs. George Frye_Winfield Lunt of Meriden, Conn., is visiting at

Volney Thompson’s.Miss Miriam G.
Bartlett is at home for the summer vacation-Albert Cushman recently bought a
new
Heel ing mowing machine of George
Bryant of Freedom-The change in the
rural free delivery route, which will go into effect July 15th, will accommodate several additioual families in this district_
Mrs. Benuie Stevenson of Portland is visiting relatives here— Mrs. Jane Bennett is
failing-Mrs. Kate Hannum has returned
to Massachusetts to settle up her late husband’s estate and will return here to live,
later—F. A. Cushman was quite ill last
week-W. S. Poland has bought John
Thompson’s store in North Searsmont and
will go into trade there iu September_
E. S. Jackson is here from Newport_
Mrs. Fred Jackson and daughter of Pittsfield are at J. M. Palmer’s.limmie Palmer has returned from a visit with his sisters
in Pittsfield.

Hooks,
Pins,

cr*h

T.

TTprEprh

at 2

p.

m.

to whom deeds have been given
reminded that these should be sent to
the Belfast Registry of Deeds for registration.
owners

are

The litttle daughter ofiAIr. and Mrs.
George Porter was christened Alice Mary
last Sunday afternoon at the home of her
parents. There were present the grandmother, Mrs. Fred Porter, Mrs. Williams,
Air. and Mrs. Griffin of Brewer, Mr. and
Mrs. Stevens and Mrs. Ross Porter.
There will be an excursion to Camden
Saturday to witness the launching of
the new vessel. Steamer Castine will leave
Searsport at 8.20 a. m.; and returning will
leave Whitmore’s wharf, Camden, for the
up-river landings at 2.00 p. m. Round trip
tickets SO cents.
next

The following were registered at the
Segrsport House the past week: F. E.
Burns, Portland; F. L. Hampton, Washing-

—

...

ft

*c
9c

—

—
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FOREIGN

PORTS.

Rio Janeiro, June 30.

Ar, bark Good
News, Norfolk; 20, sld, bark Josephine,
Baltimore.
Honolulu, July 4. Ar, ship Great Admiral, Newcastle, N. S. W.
Barbados, June 2(1. Ar, bark Willard
Mudgett, Conakry, W. C. A.
Port Said, July 9.
Ar, stm. Morning
Star (Am missionary ship), Boston for
Guam.
Sierra*;Leone, July 9. Ar, barkentine
John S. Emery, Boston.
Buenos Ayres, June 2. Sld, bark Thomas
A. Goddard, Duncan, (from Boston); Rosario ; 9, ar, bark Penobscot, Boston.

for

Report of the

Live

Stock

Market

9c Two

9^ *2
Sf II II fi 1
200
275
300
90
33

140
ICO
200
00
00

13!

Total.281

127

1018

500

53;

141
18C
7e
01

511LCII COW TRADE.

The trade in milch cows not quite ?.»good
All grades sold slow and lower.
Extra cows sold at $47 to $52 each; good
cows sold at $40 to $45 each; fair milcl
cows sold at $22 to $27each ; common sold al
$18 to $22 each.
BEEF trade.

The best grades ol beef cattle are selling
little better. Bologna cattle selling slow
The best beef oxt n sold at 5 to 5} cents,
live weight; good oxen, 4J to 4j‘ cents, live
weight; fair beef oxen, 4 to 4t cents, live
weight; thiu cattle, (called Bolognas) sold
at lj to 1J cents, live weight.
The best veal calves sold i cent liighei
than last week. No change in the price ol
and poor yeal calves.
Tile best veal calves sold at o'i to 0 cents,
live weight: fair veal calves sold at 4| to 5j
cents, live weight; drinkers sold at 3j to 3j
cents, live weight. Y'oung calves sold al
$1.50 to $2.50 each.
common

SHEEP AND LAMB TRADE.

Sheep and yearlings selling dull at lasl
week’s prices. Good quality spring lambs
dressing 32 lbs. and upwards selling higher.
Best spring lambs sold at Gto 7 cents, live
weight; good spring lambs sold at 5 to l
emits, live weight. The best fat sheep sold
at 4 to 4i cents, live weight; fair sheep sold
at 3 to 4 cents, live weight.

IN

BELFAST IT HAS

STOOD

TEST.

THE

The hardest test is the test of time, and Doan’s
Kidney Pills have stood it well in Belfast. Kidney sufferers can hardly ask for stronger proof
than the following:
O. A. Hopkins, seaman, of 5 Bay View street,
“There are
friends, the longer

says:

medicines like proven
know them the greater our

appreciation. Doan’s Kidney Pills stand at the
head of the list. I testified to the value of this
remedy in the winter ot 1897, a short time after
getting a supply at Wilson’s drug store and taking a course of the treatment. Inclement weather or over exertion brought on kidney trouble,
always aggravated by the contraction of a cold.
Doan’s Kidney Pills stopped a very serious attack. I can just as enthusiastically endorse the
remedy today as 1 did when it was first brought
to my notice. I have been compelled on more

j

TELEPHONE 54-3,

BELFAST,

* AINE

Belfast National Bank,
ESTABLISHED IN 1836.

ORGANIZED AS NATIONAL BANK

I

Capital Stock $108,(100, Surplus $20,000, Stock Liability
DEPOSIT

ACCOUNTS

:

?i

SOLICITED.

Every courtesy ami advantage consistent with conservative banking extended

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
Established for the benetit and convenience of those seeking an incomt from
T10NS and SAVINGS, and yet desiring them so invested as
always to be subject
INTEREST PAID AT 3 PEK CENT COMPOUNDED SEMI-ANSI
1

Money deposited goes on interest FIRST DAY OF EVERY .MONTH, or, if |„
CATES OF DEPOSIT will lie given bearing interest from day of issue.
For tiie safety of the Depositors in either department of this hank, are
pledSURPLUS and the personal liability of its STOCKHOLDERS, to the extent of tie
National Currency Act, thus affording a very great degree of
security.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES for rent at *3.00, *5.00. *6.50 and
*3.00 per year. V
finest construction, and equaled in few instances in this
country.

What’s the Tubular
to

A Tubular Separator is science sal
take all the cream out ot milk T

bowl is the only safe—clean—sure wa>

TUBULAR SEPARATOR

M

THE ONLY SEPaRa IORS in tie
which science is applied with absolute
See the machine—read the catalog 1
fed to give you.
are

M|
IB

Con ary. In Sunshine, Deer Isle, July 1; tc
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Conary, a son.
Condon. In Treinont, June 28, to Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert II. Condon, a daughter, Helen H.
Crockett. In Stonington, June 28, to Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Crockett, a daughter.
In Penobscot, June 20, to Mr. and
Dunbar.
Mrs. Fred Dunbar, a sou.
Haskell. In North Deer Isle, June 30, to Mr.
and Mrs. Moutaford Haskell, a daughter, Linnie

BBSi

H. S.

COLMA1N,

Searsport.

May.

Herrick. In Brooksville, May 8, to Mr. and
Mrs. Luther Herrick, a son.
Leach. In Penobscot, June 29, to Mr. and Mrs.
Chester v\. Leach, a son.
Nickerson. In Swanville, July 2, to Mr. and
Mrs. Alonzo Nickerson, a son.
Shute. In Sandypoint, July 4, to Mr. and Mrs
Arthur T. Shute, a son.
Wardwell. In Brooksville, May 28, to Mr.
and Mrs. Pearl A. Wardwell, a daughter.
Young. In Thomaston, July 6, to Mr. and Mrs.
Scott Young, twin sons.

Condon-Robinson. In Warren, July l, Everett F. Condon of Thomaston and Marion H. Robinson of Warren.
Fogg-Kelley. In Northport Camp Ground,
June 29, Edward Clinton Fogg of New York City
and Miss Harriet Louise Kelley.
Hills-McDonald. Rockland. July 12, Cyrus
Walker Hills and Edith Crockett McDonald,
both of Rockland.
Moxtgomekv-Maddocks. In Warn n, June
29, Lewis R. Montgomery and Mrs. Maiia E. Maddocks, both of Warren.
Wekd-Jones. In North Deer Isle, June 27,
John D. Weed of North Deer isle and Mrs. Nellie
Jones of Rockland.
DIED.
Carter. In Belfast, July 8, Albert M. Carter,
aged 69 years, 2 months and 7 days.
Cotton. In Or land, July 5, William H. Cotton,
aged 64 years.
Dunbar. In Penobscot, June 20, infant son of

The family of the late Mrs. Ann Robinson extend thanks to all who by word or deed expressed sympathy for them In their recent bereavement, and assure their friends that the
same will ever be gratefully remembered.

effectively

THb WELLMAN AND MclNTlRE
PATENT SHEAVES DO NOT WEAR (il i

BORN.

For sale by ail dealers.
Price 60 cents a box.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name—DOAN’8—and take no
substitute.

as

how to mix

PLOWS, SHAFTING, WINDOW WEIGHTS, SLED SHOES i K.
CALVA NIZINC and SHIP WORK

receipts the different hog markets
were very light and consequently prices art
some higher. Prospects for next week good.
The best hogs sold for 7 cents, dressed
weight; fair hogs, OJ cents, dressed weight.
The Libby Company.

as

it has performed its work just
when I took my first dose.”

only the best materials and know

at

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dunbar.
In Swanville, July 10. George W.
Harvey.
Harvey, aged 62 years, 3 months ana 9 days.
Hopkins. In Rockland, July 3, Abbie J. Hopkins, aged 52 years.
Parker. In Brooksville, June 29, Lucy Avery,
wife of Charles Parker.
Robinson. In Belfast, July 9, Mrs. Ann Robinson, aged 94 years and 5 months.*?*^
Staples. In Rockland, July 6,Johnson Staples.
Wentworth. In Kuox, July 3, Mrs. Mary J.
Wentworth, aged 76 years.

than one occasion to resort to a dose or two of
the preparation, and on each and every occasion

Brooms,

HOG TRADE.

The

some
we

Packages Sachet Powder,

9c Shetland Floss, per skein,
9c ^ cent Bow Ties,

a

VEAL TRADE.

10 cent

Saw Mills, Stave Machines, Stone Polishers,

12.

24
31
29
43
00

Soap Boxes,

9c 15 cent Brush

Is that we use

ai

78
49
84
52
18

ae lciii

DUPLEX RULLER RUSHING Cl

£_

From
Maine.
New Hampshire...
Vermont.
Massachusetts.
New York.

iw0 Wnting i ablets,
'5 and 25 cent Bead Chains,
,0 and
cent Pin T,a,s,

-—ARE MADE BY THE

|

Foiling July

Complexion Powder,
JojP Oriental Lotion, regular 75c,

cent

Iron and Brass Castings in New.Enji

Brighton, Mass.,
For the Week

DAYS

THE REASON WHY THE BEST

transact such other business as may come
before said convention.
Per order of Prohibiton County Commit’
tee.
W. T. C. Runnels, Chairman.
2w28
Searspcrt, July 4, 1904.

MARRIED.

TRIED

joiH'H

The Advertiser of him

9C 25 and 50 cent Paper Knives,
9c 1 lot 12‘ and 15 cent Ribbons,

Senator, Sheriff, County Attorney, County
Treasurer, County Commissioner, Judge ol
Probate and Register of Probate; to choose
a Prohibition
county committee, and tc

—

Aleutian Islands. He will take a crew of
men and open up the sulphur deposit for
commercial purposes, and will probably
sell the tract outright—Miss Alta Treat
of Camden was the guest of Mrs. Louise
Cuddy for a day or two lgst week_Mr.
Wm. Kennedy and family of Boston are
spending a few weeks at the home ot Mrs.
Kennedy’s father, Mr. Lewis Atwood_
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Merrill of Hudson,
Mass., are visiting relatives in towu_
Mrs. Annie Walker of Bangor called on
friends in town Saturday—Mrs. Waiter
Colson and daughter Clara of Charlestown
are in towu for some weeks—Children’s
SWANVlllE CENTRE.
Day was observed at the Methodist church
The audience room was
Mrs. Abraham Curtis has gone to the hos- last Sunday.
very prettily decorated, and the pastor
pital in liangor to have a suigical operation gave a very pleasing address to the chilperformed—Mrs. Norton is quite well dren in the morning. In the evening a
Mrs. Beal has returned from a large audience assembled to listen to the
again
visit to her daughter, Mrs. Morrill, in concert, which all pronounced a very
All
the
Brooks-Mrs. Ellen Littlefield’s hand is good one.
parts were well
not
and there
a
failwas
doing well. Miss Clement of Waldo is takeu
ure.
The
was
as follows:
for
program
her-Miss Katherine Scribworking
ner has been at home on a vacation_Miss
Choir.
Music,
Dr. Raker, Supt.
Ethelyn Moody is at home for a week_ Scripture Reading,
Rev. Harry Hill, Pastor.
Leroy McKeen of Woburn, Mass., is visit- Prayer,
Choir.
ing his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. John Singing,
Morrill
Miss Grace Noble of Somerville, Exercise, “We Welcome You,”
is
her
Mrs.
E.
A.
Louise
Linnie
Mass.,
visiting
aunt,
Verrill,
Verrill, Laura
Robertson-Calvin Webb was at home
Spurden, Evelyn Page, Mildred Hopfrom Augusta over the 4th-E. A. Nickkins.
erson loaded a car with hay at Waldo StaSinging, “Birds are Blithely Singing,”
tion last week... Green peas, new potatoes
Class of Eight Girls.
and lettuce were among the luxuries en- Recitation,
Infant Class—Emma Bowden, Frances
joyed by Edwin Clements and family of
Searsport, David Moody, wife and daughTorrey, Charlotte Parker, Louise Verter and Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White July 4th
rill, Edith Lord, Grace Lord.
at E. A. Robertson’s
Lew Freeman is at Recitation, “I Told Him No,”
work for Eph. Littlefield, haying_James
Wesley Nickerson, Ernest Spurden,
Robertson will work for E. A. Robertson
Maurice Farnsworth, Harry Erskine,
Horace Dunham, James Bowden.
during haying—Charles Curtis is to cut
EL C. Marr’s hay and Ed. Cunningham will Motion Song,
cut William Clements’hay_E. A. RobertClass of Six Girls.
son will cut the Jenuys’ hay....The road
Exercise, “Little Builders,”
commissioner has stopped work on the
Horace Dunham, Ernest Spurden, Robert
roads until after haying.Mrs. Lew
Gray, Harry Erskine, Morton Carleton,
Knowlton pioked one hundred quarts of
Maurice Farnsworth.
strawberries before hulled in El. P. White’s Garland Exercise,
fields—Charles Marr is in Castine—WelEvelyn Page, Laura Spurden, Ethel
lington Hall of New York is visiting his
Hopkins, Virgie Sawyer, Ruth Young,
Mildred Cole, Frances Lougee.
grandpareuts, Mr. and Mrs. Jennys....
Isaac McKeen and daughter of Woburn, Duet,
Gregg Atwood, Jessie Baker.
are
the
of
Mr.
and
Mrs. Mor- Recitation, “A Starless Crown,”
Mass.,
guests
rill....Miss Robbins of Woburn, Mass., is
Virgie Sawyer.
boarding at John Morrill’s—David Moody Exercise “The Monument of Character,"
is on the sick list....Charles Grant’s famiLena Sprowl, Gregg Atwood, Lena Atly of Frankfort and Llewellyn Knowlton’s
wood, Marion Philbrook, Hazel Young,
Ethel Baker, Jessie Baker.
family had a picnic dinner Sunday in the
grove at Swan lake.
Collection; singing;benediction.

9c

dozen,
500
Clothe Brushes, each,
Silk Braid,
12J
yard,
Alluminum
Blotters,
Fancy

Ar

l lllli i

9C De

Buttons,

ft

Sale!

9c 25

Thimbles,

IJi

In Ur

}

Embroidery Hoops,

3

iarmng

Dolt-iivw.vo

25 cent Skirt Holders,
39 cent Stick Pins (1 dozen only),
Regular 10 cent Stick Pins, two for
25 cent Alumnium Souvenir Puff Boxes,
25 cent 1904 Calendars,
10, 15, 20 and 25 cent Souvenir China,
25 cent Celluloid Glove Boxes,
Salter’s Embroidery Silk, 3 skeins,

DAYS

*5
Grip Markers,
Colored Buttons, dozen,
Machine Oil,

Taft, Sargentville; 10, ar, sch. Van Allens
Boughton, Carter, Boston.
Portland, duly li. Cld, sch. N. T. Palmer,
coal port; 8, sld, sell. Pendleton Brothers,
Kennebec and Washington.
Bangor, July (1. Ar, sch. Kit Carson, Port
Johnson ; sld, sch. Sarah L. Davis, Vineyard Haven for orders; 7, ar, sch. Edward
TROY.
T. Stotesbury, Newport News; sld, sch.
Haying is now on, aud tlie air is filled Flora Condon’ New York ; 8, ar, sch. Georgia
with the music of the mowing machine, Gilkey, Newport News; 9, ar, sch. E. L.
and songs of the workmen. There will be Warren, New Yolk; sld, sch. Edward T.
Stotesbury, coal port; 10, ar, sells. Annie R.
an abundant crop of hay this season, but
Lewis, Southwest Harbor; William Pickerthe dry weather of a few weeks ago retard- ing, Boston; 12, sld, sch. Susie P. Oliver,
ed the growth somewhat, making the New York.
Frankfort, July li. Sld, sell. Harold B.
Free rural deseason later than usual
Cousens, Philadelphia, with paving.
and
it
is
under
discussion
now
is
eklivery
Stoningtou, Me., July 3. Ar, sch. A. W.
pected that it, thejnear future the families Ellis, Camden, to load stone.
in town will receive a daliy mail at their
Bath, July 5. Ar, sells. Metinie, New
doors.
With a daily mail at the York; Ella M. Storer, Newport News.
own
door aud telephones in many homes, Troy
Sargentville, July 3. Ar, sch. Star of the
will not seem so isolated from the rest of
Sea, Quinlan, Bangor.
Norfolk, July 3. Ar, bark Frances, Philthe world as in the past. When we have
the electric cars from Unity Station to adelphia; li, cld, sch. Brina P. Pendleton,
Hampden or liangor we shall feel that Boston; ar, sell. Celia F., New York, IslesMr. ami Mrs. S. X. j boro, do; sld, sch. J. Manchester Haynes,
Troy is all right
1 Chase of Waterville are
visiting Mrs. CVs i coal port ;8, ar,schs. Jas. W. Paul, Jr., Bos: sister, Mrs. Kowena Clary, who has opened
ton; John J. Hanson, Bangor; 9, sld, schs.
homestead
for
the summer. j Adelaide Barbour, Fernandina; Celia F.,
the Vickery
President George Chase and Mrs. Chase of coal port; lslesboro, do; 11, sld, sell. Janies
Lewiston were the guests of Mr. aud Mrs. j W. Paul, Jr., Bangor; ar, sell. Mary E.
Augustus Stevens last week-Mr. and Palmer, Bangor; 12, ar, sch. Cordelia E.
1
Hays, Boston; sld, bark Frances, Bootlibay
! Mrs. David Harvey of Dixiield are the
guests of Mrs. Lauriette Knowles at Troy Harbor.
Corner-Mr. George Knowles and son
Newport News, July 0. Sld, sch. Eliza
J. Pendleton, Bangor; 9, sld, sell. Jacob M.
are visiting at the Robert Knowles liomei stead from California, It is the first visit Haskell, Boston; 11, ar, sch. Lyman M.
to Troy for more than thirty years of Mr.
Law, Portland; 12, ar, sch. Jennie French
11 is mother still lives at the old Potter, Bangor.
j Knowles.
her
Fernandina, J uly 10. Sld, sch. Susan N.
home, cared for by
daughter, Mrs.
Truman Cook-Mr. and Mrs. Bert .Stev- Pickering, Boston.
ens of Rochester, X. Y. are visiting Mrs.
Salem, July 5. Ar, sch. John I. Snow,
Stevens’ parents, Mr. aud Mrs. M. V. B. Port Johnson.
New Haven, Ct., July 3. Ar, sch. William
Mitchell_Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Harding of
North Billerica, Mass., have opened their E. Downes, Brunswick, Ga.
house for the summer. Mr. Harding dolls
Providence, July (i. Sld, sell. R. Bowers,
his schoolroom attire and dons his overalls Brunswick, Ga.
and with the scythe and rake enters into
Brunswick, Ga., July (i. Ar, sch. Lizzie
the spirit ot haymaking with zeal_Mr. B. Willey, Rivers, Boston (and sailed for
and Mrs. J. E. Bryant of Freedom visited Satilla); 8, ar, sell. Henry B. Fiske, Boston;
Mrs. B’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Hard- 9, ar, sch. Frank Barnet, Boston; 10, ar,
Mrs. George Estes is schs. Marie Palmer, Boston; R. Bowers,
ing this week
spending a few weeks with her daughter, New Bedford; 11, ar, sch. Thelma, Boston.
Fall River, July 7.
Mrs. Fred Carter, in Montville_Miss
Sld, sch. General
Lora Harding, who has been spending a Adelbert Ames, Norfolk.
few months in Worcester, Mass., has reWilmington, N. C., July 7. Ar, sch. Ralph
turned home-The friends of Miss Venie M. Hayward, Norfolk.
Charleston, S. C., July 8. Ar, sch. Belle
Myrick are sorry to learn that she is having
a relapse of typhoid fever.
Dr. Dodge is O'Neill, Winterport; 9, sld, schs. MaggieS.
in attendance, and it is hoped that she will Hart, Port Royal; Joseph W. Hawthorne,
Mrs. Daniel Shaw is Bootlibay.
soon be well again
suffering from heart trouble. Dr. Whitney
Gloucester, Mass., July 8. Ar, sch. Florof Unity attends her
The Troy Grange ence Leland, Philadelphia.
are improving their property by building a
Saugus, Mass., July 7. Sld, sch. Lucia
commodious stable near the Grange hall. Porter, St. John, N. B.
Port Reading, N. J., July 9. Ar, sells.
-Raspberries are beginning to ripen and
will be very plentiful.
Wild strawber- Charlie & Willie, Batehelder, New York ;
ries have been more plentiful this year Eaglet, McCann, do; Julia Francis, Alley,
than for many previous years.
do.; 11, cld, sch. Charlie & Willie, Macliias.
Port Tampa, Fla., July 8. Sld, sch. Harry
T.
Hayward, Colcord, Boston.
WINTEItPOltT.
Hall’s
Quarry, July 8. Ar, sch. PendleTimothy G. Fellows, who has been in ton
Satisfaction, Boston; 9, sld, sch. CharCalifornia the past two years, sailed from lotte T.
Sibley, Boston.
Seattle, Wash., July 11th for Dutch HarSatilla, July 8. Ar, sch. Lizzie. B. Willey,
for
a
two
month’s
on
the Boston.
bor, Alaska,
stay

12J

*

yard.

mnrsflay, Friday & Satnmay,

New Y'ork, July 5. Ar, schs. Fiheman,
Swans Island; Lucy E. Friend, Rockport, ;
cent
Mass.; ti, ar, bark Ethel, Charleston; sch.
Harold C. Beecher, Stonington; 7, ar, sch.
2
Charlie & W'illie, Bangor via Stamford; 10,
ar, sch. Lizzie Lane, Bangor; 11, ar, schs.
D. H. Rivers, Fernandiua; Andrew Nebin- I Jest
ger, Bangor; Hattie 11. Barbour, do; T. \V.
d ,,
H. White, Gardiner; Hazel Dell, Swans I
Balls
Island; Thomas 11. Garland, StoningtonAddie Jordan, Portsmouth; passed Citycen*
Island, bark Rebecca Crowell, New York
for Frankfort; 12, ar, schs. W. R. Perkins,
L.
I.
2 for
do.
via
^orset
Bridgeport;
Bangor; Odell,
Whitmore, Stonington; Willie L. Maxwell,
Sullivan, Me.; Gleudy Burke, Gardiner, via 3ox Hair
2
Norwalk, Ct.; George E. Prescott, VinalR.
TalJames
B.
C.
Clark,
Bangor;
haven;
3earl
lj
bot, Swans Island; Chase, Rockland; sld,
Jennie G. Pillsbury, Saco.;
25c.
Boston, July li. Cld, sch. Laura M. Lunt,
Fernandiua; 7, sld, schs. Win. B. Palmer,
cent
Newport News; J. C. Strawbridge, Charles- 10 and
per
ton; 10, ar, sch. George W. 'Wells, BaltiE.
Lynch, Stoningmore; 11, ar, sch. Mary
ton ; sld, sld, sch. W’atchman, Belfast.
Philadelphia, July 5. Cld, sch. Y'oung
Brothers, Boston; 6, cld, sch. Daylight, PROHIBITION COUNTY CONVENTION.
Portland; 11, ar, schs. Mollie Rhodes, Viualhaven; Sadie Willcutt, New York; Henry
All Prohibition voters of the County of
J. Smith, Bangor; William Booth, RockWaldo are hereby notified to meet at the
land ;cld, sch. J. R. Bod well, Lynn.
Cape Henry, Va., July 10. Passed in, Court House in Belfast, on Saturday, the
sch. Jennie French, Potter, Bangor for Balthirtieth day of July, 1904, at 10.30 o’clock
timore; passed out, sch. Jacob M. Haskell,
in the forenoon, to nominate candidates for
Newport News for Boston.

—

10 and

cent Belting, per
cent Hat Pins,

H

The Advertiser of Facts,

_

Mt. Desert.

piece 31\

I

FUD1. J0HSS05,

Pattershall,

6.

Lot 25 cent Belts,

1

k

FORT OF BELFAST.

July

1

25 and 50 cent Bust Formers,

—

Vour correspondent called on Capt. s. p.
Larrabee of Unity July 4th and had a very
pleasant visit. The captain lias one of the
best farms in Unity and a tine stand of buildings. He is a farmer as Well as a master
mariner. His farm contains 280 acres of
tillage, woodland and pasturage.
Capt. L.
cut 80 tons of hay last year and wintered
go head of cattle, 0 horses and 50sheep. The
captain recently returned from Aroostook
county, where he bought a line span of
work horses. Capt. Larrabee was formerly
of North Searsport and a schoolmate of
your correspondent.

9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c
9c

Collar,

—

Next Sunday will be observed as Children’s day in the Coug’l church.
It is
hoped that all the children of the parish
will be present at the morning service. In
the evening there will be a concert in the
church by the children.

port House, Thursday, Aug. 4th,

miss

THORNDIKE.

8ANDYPOINT.
I Lot 25c. Back
The 4th passed very quietly here. A
(
number went to Northport on steamer I I Jest Linen
to
went
Camden
in
Bolden Rod and several
(
Irons,
the evening_Mrs. Sarah Jordan Clifford
is attending the teachers’ school in Hamp- J
Wash
den this week...-Mrs. Willis Young and

Card of Thanks.

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.

|

WALDO

April

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Produce Market.

Prices Paid Producer.

50 to 00 Hay p ton,
10.002)12.00
Apples p bu.,
5 Hides p lb,
dried, p lb,
5$
2.25 Lamb p lb,
9
Beans, pea,
2.25 Lamb Skins,
50(275
medium,
2.75 Mutton P lb,
6(27
Yel’eyes,
40
Butter p lb,
15@18|Oats P bu., 30 tb,
90
Beef, sides, p lb,
6@8jPotatoes p bu.,
6 Round Hog,
Beef tore quarters,
5*
7.oo
60(275 Straw p ton,
Barley p bu.,
Cheese P lb,
13^1 Turkey p lb.
22@25
12tol4i Tallow P lb,
2«4
Chicken p tb,
Calf Skins,per lb. 10,all; Veal p lb.
8^i9
Duck p lb.
14(215 Wool, unwashed, I8,a20
20 Wood, lull'd,
4.00^L5C
Eggspdoz.,
14 Wood, soft,
Fowl p lb,
3.00
Geese P lb,
14^15
Retail Price.

Retail Market.

Beef,corned, p lb, 8:210 Lime P bbl..
90@1.00
20 Oat Meal fc> tb,
4:25
Butter Salt, 14 lb,
Corn |> bu.,
5
67jOiiions P tb,
Cracked Corn p bu., 67iOil, Kerosene,gal.,15216
Corn Meal P bu.,
67 Pollock P T*,
4£25
Cheese P lb,
16 Pork p tb.
10
Cotton Seed p cwt., 1.55 Piaster p bbl.,
1.13
3
Codfish, dry, p lb. 5^81 Rye Meal p tb,
Cranberries p qt.,
1.35
10 Shorts p cwt.,
Clover Seed,
6
13(214 Sugar p tb,
Flour p bbl.,
40
6.ooto6.50jSalt, T. I., p bu.,
0
1.90'Sweet Potatoes,
H.G.Seedpbu.,
Lard p lb.
lOi Wheat Meal.
3(24

Map for Sale

or To Let.

A small

cottage house near the shore
Mayo street for sale or will be let
or month, all furnF. S. HOLMES,
28
Or MAYO, WHITE & CARTER.
on

by the day, week
ished. Applylto

THE ELITE,
Shore Acres,

Northport,

Me.

vs.

<

Geokce W. C. Dki

Ami now on suggestion to d
m i\i
not’an inhabitant ol this state,
agent, or attorney within tin*!
or estate have been attached
he has had no notice of said su
it, is Ordered, that notice ot tin
suit be given to the said deling an attested copy of ihi> ui.
an abstract of the plamtitf wi '.
cessively in The lb publican 1
per printed at Belfast, in tin
tin* last publication to be not
before the next term of this <
at Belfast, within ami for tinon the third Tuesday of s< pi
said defendant may then and
answer to said suit, it In- shad
Attest: T1LESTON "

defendant, at the time of

(ABSTRACT

I

OK 1*1.1

upon an account
Assumpsit
hundred and twent\

for ten

eighteen cents ($1029 is).

Ad damnum 82000.
Writ dated April 4. 1904, retui
tered at the April term. 1904.
Plaintiff’s attorney, W. P Tii
A true copy of the order of «
of the writ.
3\s >
Attest: TILESTON " A

U.

1

MEETING OF CRFOITOW
8. District Court. For the 1>:
In Bankruptcy.

The first

meeting of

the credit01

Spinney of Stockton Springs, u
bankrupt upon his own petition, m
claims against him and choose on
tees of his estate, will be held at d
referee. Belfast, Maine, on the aoi B
A. D. 1904, at 10 o’clock a. >1.

KID

WILLIAM r. 1 1
Referee for "

>

"

as

MRS. B.
281

d

GLOVES

CLEANSED to look

And Fish Dinners served at all hours.
Hi28

Ja

Charles ,J. j.ujek

lw28*

BROILED LIVE LOBSTERS

Telephone 31-15.

SS.—Supreme
Term, 1904.

good as >"
F. WFO-

5 Main

Street.

Ik'-'*'

